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Introduction 
The Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) worked with 
ECONorthwest to develop a regional housing study (the Study). The purposes of 
the Study were to: 

1. Provide up-to-date information about the supply of residential land and 
the characteristics of housing stock in the Truckee Meadows region, 

2. Describe likely future housing needs based on demographic, 
socioeconomic, and economic trends, 

3. Identify potential growth scenarios based on historical growth patterns 
and considering more compact development patterns to respond to 
future housing needs, 

4. Compare land supply (by zoning category) to the expected needs for 
housing types and housing need, and  

5. Understand the costs of providing key infrastructure to under different 
development scenarios. 

The results of this study were summarized in the report “Truckee Meadows 
Housing Study” (December 2016). This document presents five appendices that 
provide the detailed framework and analysis that support the summary report. 
The appendices are:  

• Appendix A of the Study addresses point 1 above: the supply of 
residential land. It describes the methods used to define and estimate 
buildable residential land, and the results of the analysis, which include 
(1) the amount of vacant residential land by jurisdiction, parcel size, and 
zoning, (2) the amount of residential land potential available for infill and 
redevelopment, and (3) the capacity of those buildable lands to 
accommodate new housing units.  

• Appendix B describes the methods used to look at the demand side of the 
regional housing market, which addresses point 2 above. The future 
demand for residential land derives from the demand for housing 
(dwelling units). Demand implies that consumers of housing can afford 
and are willing to pay market prices and, hence, can “demand” the 
housing. Many individuals and households, however, lack sufficient 
economic resources to demand new housing units, or even any housing 
units. These households still have a need for housing. While a private-
sector market analysis for new housing is usually focused on a subset of 
consumers with effective demand, public housing policy should be, and 
usually is, also concerned about households that have little or no effective 
demand—households that have need.  
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• Appendix C describes the scenarios used in this Study to help evaluate 
how well different types and locations of housing accommodate the 
expected growth of households in the Truckee Meadows region. The 
decision to think in terms of scenarios (which are alternative futures) rather 
than in terms of a single future was based on the following 
considerations. First, the future is uncertain. The farther out one tries to 
predict the future, and the more and more complex the relationships, the 
more uncertain it becomes. Appendix B provides ample evidence to 
conclude that no amount of thinking, data, and modeling can precisely 
predict the demand and need for housing, by type and location, for the 
Truckee Meadows region 20 years out. In addition, there are many 
possible futures. Some are certainly more likely than others, but their 
likelihood to a person or group depends on an individual or consensus 
assessment of the assumptions about the forces that are creating those 
futures. Combinations of assumptions about the forces (causes) that 
influence the future (the effects) are called scenarios.  

• Appendix D is Part 1 of ECONorthwest’s evaluation of the housing 
scenarios described in Appendix C. Appendix D addresses the question, 
“How well do the two scenarios supply housing that matches the 
demands and needs of the expected households in the Truckee Meadows 
region?”  

• Appendix E is Part 2 of ECONorthwest’s evaluation of the housing 
scenarios described in Appendix C. It addresses the question, “How do 
the scenarios differ in terms of the costs of providing the key 
infrastructure that will be necessary to accommodate the two different 
patterns of housing growth?” 

ECONorthwest and TMRPA worked closely together to develop this study. 
TMRPA was primarily responsible for developing the buildable lands inventory 
(Appendix A) and the scenarios for future growth (Appendix C). ECONorthwest 
was primarily responsible for developing the analysis of housing demand and 
need (Appendix B) and the evaluation of the housing scenarios (Appendix D and 
E).  

This Study refers to its primary study area as the Truckee Meadows Services 
Area (TMSA), a sub-area of southern Washoe County that includes the cities of 
Reno and Sparks and parts of unincorporated Washoe County. The TMSA is 
defined in the 2012 Truckee Meadows regional Plan as the area that is planned to 
receive municipal services and infrastructure over the next 20 years. Exhibit 1 
shows the TMSA.  
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Exhibit 1. Truckee Meadows regional Overview Map 

Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Appendix A: Buildable Lands Inventory 
Appendix A documents the methods used to develop the residential land supply for the 
Housing Study and was written by Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) 
staff under the guidance of ECONorthwest. The Buildable Lands Inventory describes the 
amount of land that can support future residential development and the number of new 
housing units that can be constructed on that land.  

A-1  Buildable Land Inventory Methodology 
The intent of the Buildable Land Inventory is to identify lands within the Truckee Meadows 
Region that are available and suitable to accommodate residential development. The inventory 
describes the supply of residential land that has the potential to accommodate growth in new 
housing.  

With input from ECONorthwest, TMRPA staff developed working definitions for built, 
undevelopable, excluded, and vacant residential lands, as well as definitions for lands with 
infill or redevelopment potential. Once developed, a database that classifies land based on these 
definitions was created.  

 Definitions 
§ Developed land – Land with an existing dwelling unit present. 

§ Undevelopable land – Land that has a strict development constraint present. Strict 
development constraints include slopes of 30 percent or greater, FEMA designated AE 
floodways, significant water bodies, and public lands. The area of parcels with 
development constraints present is considered undevelopable.  

§ Excluded land – Land that does not have an existing dwelling unit present, but is being 
used for non-residential purposes including agriculture, parking, utilities, required 
common area, mining, roadways, or is considered a splinter parcel due to small shape. 
Excluded land does not have development potential for the purposes of this study.  

§ Vacant land – Land that does not have an existing housing unit present and that is not 
being utilized for another purpose such as parking, utilities or required common area. 

§ Land with infill potential – Land that is developed for residential use but is underutilized. 
These parcels have the potential to accommodate additional residential development due 
to their density and valuation characteristics. Land with infill potential is a subset of 
developed land and was identified using a combination of three parcel attributes: (1) year 
built ≤ 1980, (2) tax value ≤ $100,000 and (3) a ratio of built to allowed density of ≤ 0.2. 

§ Land with redevelopment potential – Land that is developed for non-residential use but is 
underutilized. Land with redevelopment potential is a subset of developed land and were 
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identified using a combination of parcel attributes and parking lot usage. First, parcels 
with a ratio of assessed building value to land value of ≤ 0.8 were selected. With these 
lands identified, parcels being used as parking lots in areas targeted for urban infill and 
revitalization were added to the dataset if they were not initially selected through the 
ratio of assessed building to land value. Parcels allowing for residential uses were then 
allocated development potential based on adopted zoning.  

 Inventory Approach 
The Buildable Land Inventory is based on the Washoe County Assessor’s parcel database 
(obtained August 2015) and was augmented with zoning data from unincorporated Washoe 
County and the cities of Reno and Sparks as well as data from TMRPA’s population and 
employment model (PEM). Using this enhanced parcel dataset, we identified lands that are 
available and suitable to accommodate residential development using a five-step process, which 
is described in detail throughout Appendix A: 

1. Identify lands with zoning designations that allow residential uses 

2. Identify excluded lands 

3. Identify vacant lands 

4. Identify development constraints 

5. Identify lands with infill and redevelopment potential  

Step 1: Identify lands with zoning designations that allow residential uses 
The first step in creating the Buildable Land Inventory for the Truckee Meadows Region was to 
identify parcels that currently allow or are planned for residential uses within the Truckee 
Meadows Services Area (TMSA). We utilized the Washoe County Assessor’s parcel database 
enhanced with TMRPA’s PEM zoning data to identify 118,611 acres that allow for residential 
development per adopted local government zoning designations.  

These lands that allow for residential uses are classified into five density categories, shown in 
Exhibit A-1 and depicted in Exhibit A-2. The categories were created by aggregating zoning 
districts from unincorporated Washoe County and the cities of Reno and Sparks based on their 
allowed densities of dwelling units per acre.  

The Low-Density Single-Family and Moderate-Density Single-Family categories include zoning 
designations that predominantly allow for detached single-family homes such as R1-6 through 
R1-15 in the City of Sparks, SF6 through SF15 in the City of Reno, and General Rural through 
High Density Suburban in the County. These zoning categories also include a variety of land 
uses specified in Planned Unit Development (PUD) handbooks that allow for detached single 
family uses. Lands in these two Single-Family zoning categories account for 90% of residential 
land in the TMSA.  

The third category, High-Density Single Family / Low-Density Multi-Family, is comprised of 
lands that are zoned for 7.26 to 14.5 dwelling units per acre. This includes low density single 
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family attached zoning such as SF4 and R1-6 as well as areas with explicit multifamily 
designations such as R2 or MF14. Furthermore, this category includes areas of Mixed Use 
zoning and specific designations per PUD handbooks. 

The final two categories are Moderate-Density Multi-Family and High-Density Multi-Family. 
These Multi-Family categories contain zoning designations that allow for attached housing 
units with densities of 14.5 dwelling units per acre and greater. Within the City of Sparks such 
zoning districts generally include R2, R3, R4 and R5, and within the City of Reno MF14, MF21 
and MF30. For Washoe County zoning districts that allow multi-family uses include Low 
Density Urban and Medium Density Urban. Additionally in the Multi-Family zoning category 
are land uses specified PUD handbooks that allow for multi-family uses. 

In addition, these Multi-Family categories are comprised of lands with Mixed Use zoning 
designations that allow for both residential and non-residential uses such as the Mixed Use 
designation in the City of Reno, and Mixed Residential, Mixed-Use Commercial and Downtown 
Victorian Square designations in the City of Sparks. Areas of PUD handbooks that allow for 
both residential and non-residential uses are also included in this density category. 

Exhibit A-1. Residential land in TMSA by density category 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
 

Exhibit A-2 shows residential land by density category within the TMSA.  

Density Category Acres Percent

Low-Density Single-Family 73,687 62%

Moderate-Density Single-Family 33,483 28%

High-Density Single Family / Low-
Density Multi-Family 5,919 5%
Moderate-Density Multi-Family 4,743 4%

High-Density Multi-Family 779 1%

Total 118,611 100%
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Exhibit A-2. Density categories in TMSA1 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
 
  

                                                        
1 Spring Mountain and Warm Springs are not shown on the maps throughout the report but they are included in the 
inventory of land presented in the tables. 
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Step 2: Identify excluded lands 
After identifying parcels that allow residential uses, we needed to exclude certain lands that are 
being used for non-residential purposes and are not expected to develop with housing over the 
next 20 years. These excluded lands include those being used for utilities, mining, roadways, 
roadway medians, minor improvements, agricultural purposes, common areas, parking, and 
splinter parcels with small land area. As illustrated in Exhibit A-3, most excluded lands (93%) 
are located in the traditional Single-Family density categories. Excluded lands also comprise 
roughly 12% of total residential land in the TMSA. 

Exhibit A-3. Excluded land in TMSA by density category 
Source: TMRPA Buildable lands Inventory 

 
  

Density Category Acres

Percent of 
Total 

Excluded 
Land

Percent of 
Total 

Residential 
Land

Low-Density Single-Family 11,767 80% 10%
Moderate-Density Single-Family 1,913 13% 2%
High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 573 4% < 1%

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 338 2% < 1%
High-Density Multi-Family 58 < 1% < 1%

Total 14,649 100% 12%
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Step 3: Identify vacant lands 
With excluded lands identified, we moved on to identify residential lands that are vacant in the 
TMSA. Exhibit A-4 lists vacant lands located in zoning districts that allow residential uses by 
density category. These vacant lands are a subset of all residential lands shown in Table A-1. As 
shown in Exhibit A-4, 49,930 acres are vacant and located in residential zoning districts. Most 
vacant land is planned for single-family uses with the two lowest density categories comprising 
roughly 95% of the identified vacant land. Vacant parcels in the three higher density categories 
account for around 5% of the identified vacant land and are generally located in Multi-Family 
and Mixed-Use zoning districts. Additionally, vacant lands account for 42% of total residential 
land in the TMSA. Vacant residential land is illustrated in Exhibit A-5. 

Exhibit A-4. Vacant residential land in TMSA by density category 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

Density Category Acres Percent 
Constrained

Buildable 
Vacant Acres

Low-Density Single-Family 36,216 27% 26,519

Moderate-Density Single-Family 11,350 6% 10,722

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 1,908 9% 1,728

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 419 3% 407

High-Density Multi-Family 35 0% 35

Total 49,930 21% 39,411
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Exhibit A-5. Vacant buildable and excluded land 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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Step 4: Identify development constraints 
Next, lands that are considered development constrained per the Truckee Meadows Regional 
Plan were removed from the vacant residential land base. Development constraints include 
slopes of 30 percent or greater, FEMA AE Floodways, significant water bodies, and public 
lands. These lands are considered undevelopable for residential uses.  

Exhibit A-6 below presents the development constraints that exist in the vacant residential land 
base, and Exhibit A-7depicts their location. There are 39,411 vacant buildable acres when all 
land types are considered.  

Exhibit A-6. Development constraints & buildable acres in TMSA by density category 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
  

Density Category Acres
Percent 

Constrained
Buildable 

Vacant Acres
Percent of Total 
Buildable Acres

Low-Density Single-Family 36,216 27% 26,519 67%

Moderate-Density Single-Family 11,350 6% 10,722 27%

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 1,908 9% 1,728 4%

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 419 3% 407 1%

High-Density Multi-Family 35 0% 35 < 1%

Total 49,930 21% 39,411 100%
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Exhibit A-7. Vacant buildable land and development constraints 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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All residential land in the TMSA is summarized in Exhibit A-8 below. The developed, excluded, 
development constrained and vacant buildable lands shown in this figure comprise the 
universe of lands that allow for residential uses in the TMSA.  

Exhibit A-8. Residential land base in TMSA 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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Step 5: Identify lands with infill and redevelopment potential 
Both lands with infill potential and redevelopment potential are subsets of developed land that 
could accommodate residential development in the future. 

Lands with infill potential are currently developed for residential use, but are underutilized and 
have the potential to accommodate additional residential development due to their age, density 
and valuation characteristics. Lands with infill potential were identified using a combination of 
three parcel attributes: (1) year built ≤ 1980, (2) tax value ≤ $100,000 and (3) a ratio of built to 
allowed density of ≤ 0.2. Developed parcels meeting these characteristics were given additional 
residential development capacity based on adopted zoning. However, parcels unable to yield 
one dwelling unit were not provided fractional development potential. 

Lands with redevelopment potential are currently developed for non-residential use, but are 
underutilized and have the potential to accommodate some additional residential development 
in the future. Lands with redevelopment potential were identified using a combination of parcel 
attributes and parking lot usage. First, parcels with a ratio of assessed building value to land 
value of ≤ 0.8 were selected. With these lands identified, parcels being used as parking lots in 
areas targeted for urban infill and revitalization were added to the dataset if they were not 
initially selected through the ratio of assessed building to land value. Parcels allowing for 
residential uses were then allocated development potential based on adopted zoning. 

 

Exhibit A-9 presents lands with redevelopment potential and infill potential and Exhibit A-10 
shows their location. Of all developed residential acreage (54,032 acres), lands with infill 
potential total 1,915 acres and lands with redevelopment potential total 474 acres. Using the 
methodology described above, almost 2,400 of the 54,032 acres developed with residential uses 
in the TMSA are identified to have infill or redevelopment potential. This equates to 4.4% of 
residentially developed land.  

Exhibit A-9. Lands with infill and redevelopment potential 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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Exhibit A-10. Residential land with infill or redevelopment potential 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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A-2  Summary of buildable residential land 
in the Truckee Meadows Region 

The spatial footprint of buildable residential land in the Truckee Meadows Region is displayed 
in Exhibit A-12 and includes both vacant residential lands and lands with infill and 
redevelopment potential examined in the study.  

Exhibit A-11 shows all buildable residential land for the purposes of this study by density 
category. Vacant buildable residential lands in the TMSA total 39,411 acres and lands with infill 
and redevelopment potential total 2,389 acres.  

Exhibit A-11. Buildable residential land in the TMSA 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

  

  

Density Category
Vacant  
Acres

Infill 
Acres

Redevelopment 
Acres Total Acres

Low-Density Single-Family 26,519 1,748 45 28,312

Moderate-Density Single-Family 10,722 39 202 10,963

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 1,728 72 68 1,868

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 407 46 138 591

High-Density Multi-Family 35 9 21 66

Total 39,411 1,915 474 41,801
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Exhibit A-12. Buildable residential land in the TMSA 
Source:  
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 Characteristics of vacant residential land in the 
Truckee Meadows Region 

To better understand the spatial distribution and sizes of vacant buildable residential land, we 
analyzed the supply of residential land within the TMSA by jurisdiction and subarea 
boundaries. 

A-2.1.1 Vacant Residential Land by Jurisdiction 
Within the TMSA there are 39,411 vacant buildable acres that allow for residential uses. As 
illustrated in Exhibit A-13, the greatest amount (50%) is located in the City of Reno’s portion of 
the TMSA. Washoe County has the next highest amount of vacant buildable acres (31%) and the 
remaining 19% is located in the City of Sparks’ portion of the TMSA. 

Exhibit A-13. Table A-6: Vacant buildable residential land in the TMSA by jurisdiction 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

  

A-2.1.2 Vacant Residential Land by Parcel Size 
The size of a parcel is an important factor that impacts the type and scale of future residential 
development. Areas characterized by parcels of smaller size are usually more urbanized and 
will support smaller scale development projects whereas areas with large parcel size tend to be 
less developed and offer the possibility of future subdivision and larger scale developments. 
Exhibit A-14 shows the amount vacant buildable land by study subareas, the average parcel size 
within each subarea, and the number of parcels of twenty acres in size or greater.  

The Southeast Reno subarea has the largest amount of vacant buildable residential acreage in 
the TMSA (over 7,300 acres) and also the highest number of parcels 20 acres in size or greater. 
The North Sparks subarea has the next largest amount of vacant buildable land with more than 
7,200 vacant buildable acres. This subarea further has 89 parcels of 20 acres or greater in size. 
Within Washoe County’s portion of the TMSA, the subarea with the highest amount of vacant 
residential land is the Northwest Washoe County subarea with just under 4,300 buildable acres.  

Subareas with the largest average parcel sizes are locations that while in the TMSA are 
relatively undeveloped. These include the Spring Mountain-Reno subarea with an average 
parcel size of 61.3 acres and the Warm Springs-Washoe County subarea with an average parcel 
size of 19.8 acres.  

Subareas located near traditional urban core areas tend to have much less vacant buildable land 
available. Exhibit A-14 shows a relatively small amount of vacant residential land in both the 

Exhibit A-13. Table A-6: Vacant 
buildable residential land in the 

TMSA by jurisdiction

Buildable Vacant Acres Total
Percent of 

Total
City of Reno 19,789 50%
City of Sparks 7,392 19%
Washoe County TMSA 12,230 31%
Total Buildable 39,411 100%
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Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas. These subareas also have the lowest average parcel 
sizes at 0.5 and 0.4 acres respectively.  

Exhibit A-14. Vacant residential land characteristics by subarea 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
 
  

Exhibit A-14. Vacant residential 
land characteristics by subarea

Subarea
Buildable 

Acres
Total # of 
Parcels

Average 
Parcel Size 

(Acres)
Parcels of 
20+ Acres

Central Reno 472 962 0.5 1
North Reno 5,830 1,935 4.5 103
Southeast Reno 7,338 4,287 2.2 154
West Reno 2,883 1,634 2.3 35
Spring Mountain - Reno 3,266 54 61.3 51
Central Sparks 106 254 0.4 0
North Sparks 7,286 3,160 3.0 89
Northeast Washoe County 1,381 1,681 0.9 5
Northwest Washoe County 4,272 2,307 2.1 69
Southeast Washoe County 1,683 1,215 2.1 25
Southwest Washoe County 3,588 1,735 2.7 34
Warm Springs - Washoe County 1,306 66 19.8 26
Totals 39,411 19,290 2.6 592
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 Characteristics of developed residential land with 
infill or redevelopment potential 

Residential lands with either infill or redevelopment potential are currently developed, but are 
underutilized and could accommodate residential development in the future. Table A-15 below 
analyzes the size of lands with infill and redevelopment potential. 

As shown in Exhibit A-15, lands with redevelopment potential are generally smaller in size than 
lands with infill potential. Lands with redevelopment potential are also in closer proximity to 
the traditional urban core areas of Reno and Sparks. Lands with infill potential are larger in size, 
which reflects that the residences on these parcels cover relatively small portions of the parcel. 
Given the larger size of parcels with infill potential, these parcels are more often found closer to 
the urban periphery than parcels with redevelopment potential, as depicted in Map A-10.  

Exhibit A-15. Characteristics of land with infill or redevelopment potential 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
  

Land Status Total Acres Average Parcel 
Size (Acres)

Infill Potential 1,915 4.2
Redevelopment Potential 474 1.1
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A-3  Capacity of Buildable Residential Land 
in the Truckee Meadows Services Area 

Within the TMSA, 49,930 acres can support new housing units. About 39,411 of these acres are 
currently vacant and not considered development constrained. Another 2,389 acres have the 
potential to accommodate units through infill and redevelopment (see Table A-11).  

We estimated the capacity, or future development potential, of buildable land in the TMSA on a 
parcel-by-parcel basis using adopted local government zoning specifying allowed densities and 
TMRPA’s planned unit development (PUD) database that spatially tracks the location and 
density of housing units within PUD boundaries. The methods used to estimate the capacity of 
vacant residential land and for lands that are currently developed are discussed in detail in this 
section.  

The amount of buildable land that can support future residential development and the capacity 
of that land to accommodate new housing units are an input to the Housing Needs Analysis 
(Appendix B). Specifically, the capacity of the region’s buildable land details not only the total 
amount of housing units that can be constructed, but also the density at which these units can 
be built based on currently adopted zoning. 

 Capacity of vacant residential land 
Determining the capacity of vacant residential land was straightforward for zoning 
designations specifying maximum residential densities: allowed units were calculated by 
multiplying the buildable land area by the allowed density and then applying an efficiency 
factor.  

Lands that allow for a mix of both residential and non-residential uses required the 
development of additional assumptions before allowed units could be calculated. For mixed use 
areas, we developed both maximum density and residential mix assumptions because 
minimum rather than maximum densities apply to these areas and not all parcels will 
accommodate residential uses.  

These mixed-use development assumptions were created by using existing density and land use 
mix characteristics in each mixed use area, which were reviewed by local government planning 
staff. To determine allowed units, we multiplied the buildable land area by the maximum 
density assumption and then applied an efficiency factor. This resulting allowed unit number 
was then adjusted as necessary to reflect existing amounts of residential development. For 
instance, in some mixed-use areas there is little residential development whereas others have a 
broader mix of commercial and residential development. The results of this work are presented 
in Exhibit A-16.  
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Using the methods discussed above, most of the region’s dwelling units on vacant residential 
land will allow for Low Density Single Family and Moderate Density Single Family housing 
types (66% combined). 

Exhibit A-16. Capacity of vacant residential land by housing type 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

  

Additionally, 56% of the units depicted in Table A-16 are located in planned unit developments. 
In the Truckee Meadows, planned unit developments are generally used for large tracts of land 
at the urban periphery that become master planned communities. Exhibit A-17 shows the 
spatial location of parcels with potential to support dwelling units within planned unit 
developments.  

  

Housing Type Dwelling Unit 
Capacity

Percent of Total 
Dwelling Units

Low-Density Single-Family 10,751 13%

Moderate-Density Single-Family 44,109 53%

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 16,671 20%

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 8,516 10%

High-Density Multi-Family 3,113 4%

Total 83,161 100%
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Exhibit A-17. Vacant parcels in planned unit developments 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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 Capacity from Redevelopment and Infill Development  
Adopted local government zoning was also used to estimate the capacity of developed land 
with infill or redevelopment potential. For parcels with redevelopment potential, we assumed 
the land was no longer being used for non-residential purposes and that the land could develop 
based on adopted zoning using the same methodology discussed for vacant residential land.  

For parcels identified as having infill potential, we assumed only a portion of the parcel area 
would allow for additional dwelling units. Depending on underlying zoning, between 40 and 
80 percent of the parcel area was utilized to calculate the number of units based on the adopted 
zoning of the parcel. Existing dwelling units were then subtracted from calculated units and 
only parcels with units of one or greater were retained in the infill parcel data.  

As shown in Exhibit A-18, most of the region’s capacity for dwelling units on currently 
developed residential land allows for Moderate Density Multi-Family and High Density Multi-
Family housing types (69% combined). 

Exhibit A-18. Capacity of developed residential land by housing type 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

As illustrated in Exhibit A-10 lands with infill potential are larger in size than lands with 
redevelopment potential. Given the larger size of parcels with infill potential, these parcels are 
more often found closer to the urban periphery than parcels with redevelopment potential. 

  

Housing Type

Dwelling Unit 
Capacity 

(Vacant Land)

Dwelling Unit 
Capacity (Developed 

Land)
Total Dwelling 
Unit Capacity

Percent of Total 
Dwelling Units

Low-Density Single-Family 10,751 208 10,959 12%

Moderate-Density Single-Family 44,109 845 44,954 49%

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 16,671 1,336 18,007 20%

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 8,516 3,644 12,161 13%

High-Density Multi-Family 3,113 1,667 4,780 5%

Total 83,161 7,700 90,861 100%
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 Summary of residential land capacity 
When the capacity of vacant residential land is added to that of lands with infill and 
redevelopment potential, over 90,000 new dwelling units could be realized within the TMSA 
(see Exhibit A-19). The majority of these units are planned for densities in the Low Density 
Single Family and Moderate Density Single Family housing types (61% combined).  

Exhibit A-19. Capacity of all residential land by housing type  
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

Exhibit A-20 summarizes these potential dwelling units by jurisdiction. With approximately 
61,000 potential units, the City of Reno has the most capacity for future residential development 
based on adopted zoning (67%). The City of Sparks has the next highest amount of capacity at 
almost 17,000 dwelling units (19%). Within Washoe County’s portion of the TMSA almost 
13,000 units are possible under current zoning designations. Additionally, Washoe County will 
continue to see new dwelling units constructed in the Rural Development Area (RDA), which is 
outside of the TMSA. 

Exhibit A-20. Capacity of all residential land by jurisdiction  
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 
The spatial distribution of dwelling unit capacity is illustrated below in Exhibit A-21. The 
calculated number of potential dwelling units for each parcel was summed into 40 acre hexagon 
bins for purpose of display.  

Housing Type

Dwelling Unit 
Capacity 

(Vacant Land)

Dwelling Unit 
Capacity (Developed 

Land)
Total Dwelling 
Unit Capacity

Percent of Total 
Dwelling Units

Low-Density Single-Family 10,751 208 10,959 12%

Moderate-Density Single-Family 44,109 845 44,954 49%

High-Density Single Family / 
Low-Density Multi-Family 16,671 1,336 18,007 20%

Moderate-Density Multi-Family 8,516 3,644 12,161 13%

High-Density Multi-Family 3,113 1,667 4,780 5%

Total 83,161 7,700 90,861 100%

67% 

19% 

14% 

Reno TMSA 

Sparks TMSA 

Washoe County TMSA 
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Exhibit A-21. Dwelling Unit Capacity Heat Map 
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Appendix B: Housing Demand and Need 

B-1  Introduction 
Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) worked with ECONorthwest to 
develop a regional housing study (the Study). The purposes of the Study were to: 

1. Provide up-to-date information about the supply of residential land and the 
characteristics of housing stock in the Truckee Meadows region, 

2. Describe likely future housing needs based on demographic, socioeconomic, and 
economic trends, 

3. Compare land supply (by zoning category) to the expected needs for housing types.  

Appendix A of the Study addresses point 1 above: the supply of residential land. It describes the 
methods used to define and estimate buildable residential land, and the results of the analysis, 
which include (1) the amount of vacant residential land by jurisdiction, parcel size, and zoning, 
(2) the amount of residential land potential available for infill and redevelopment, and (3) the 
capacity of those buildable lands to accommodate new housing units.  

This appendix (Appendix B) describes the methods used to look at the demand side of the 
regional housing market, which addresses point 2 above. The future demand for residential land 
derives from the demand for housing (dwelling units). Demand implies that consumers of 
housing can afford and are willing to pay market prices and, hence, can “demand” the housing. 
Many individuals and households, however, lack sufficient economic resources to demand new 
housing units, or even any housing units. These households still have a need for housing. While 
a private-sector market analysis for new housing is usually focused on a subset of consumers 
with effective demand, public housing policy should be, and usually is, also concerned about 
households that have little or no effective demand—households that have need.  

Thus, this Study is about housing need (which includes demand), and this appendix describes the data 
and analysis used to estimate that need. The rest of this appendix has two main sections, and a 
section listing references:  

§ B-2, Framework for Evaluating Housing Demand and Need, describes the many factors 
that should be considered in any forecast or assessment of housing demand or need. 

§ B-3, Housing Conditions: Past, Current, and Future, provides information for the 
Truckee Meadows region about these many factors. Together Section B-1 and B-2 
provide methods and data that are used in Appendix D, Housing Evaluation, to assess 
how well different policies related to regional housing development are likely to meet 
housing demand and need.  
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§ B-4, References describe data sources that support the use of the proposed evaluation 
methods.  

B-2  Framework for Evaluating Housing Demand 
and Need 1 

Housing demand is affected by many categories of factors: population growth and 
demographics, housing preferences, housing prices, economic growth and income, interest 
rates, transportation costs, and others. The number and interactions of the factors complicate 
the modeling of future housing demand. This section summarizes the most important factors 
and interactions, and the implications for the methods used in this study to forecast the long-
run demand and need for new housing demand for the Truckee Meadows area.  

B-2.1 Overview of the evaluation framework 
This Study evaluates long-run housing needs in the Truckee Meadows region. Such an 
evaluation is typically done by the public sector. It is like a housing market analysis done for the 
private sector, but it goes farther.  

§ A housing market analysis is usually is about (1) the short run (1–3 years); (2) specific 
housing products (type and tenure) and locations (specific properties or sub-areas of a 
region); (3) new, market-rate housing; and (4) getting profitable housing built soon.  

§ A housing needs analysis includes everything in a housing market analysis, but goes 
farther. It is usually addresses (1) the long run (10–20 years); (2) a full range of housing 
products (different types and tenure) and locations (entire region); (3) housing needs of 
households without effective demand (thus, it considers subsidized housing and used 
housing); and (4) decisions about public policy related to land use, infrastructure 
(especially transportation, water, and sewer), and housing. 

Any market or needs analysis has to consider factors of supply and demand. On the supply side 
of housing markets are many factors that affect the cost of housing (e.g., availability, suitability, 
and price of land and infrastructure). On the demand side are consumers of housing who have 
housing preferences (that correlate to some degree with their demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics) and financial resources (that also differ by household). In functioning housing 
markets, demand and supply (cost) interact to induce developers and builders to create new 
housing of various types in various locations. If that market works well, the housing units built 
get sold and rented (in real estate terms, they get “absorbed”).  

In strict economic terms, demand implies that consumers have the ability and willingness to 
pay. But many households lack the resources to pay for housing, or are stretched too far and 

                                                        
1 This section draws heavily on prior work by ECONorthwest for cities in the western U.S. 
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leave other needs (like health care, education, and recreation) under-supported. Thus, the 
public sector usually goes beyond housing demand to consider housing need.  

The framework that follows is consistent with the logic above. This Study gets to its assessment 
of housing needs by looking at factors that affect housing markets and housing choice (B-2.2), 
housing need as well as housing demand (B-2.3), methods for forecasting the demand for 
housing (B-2.4), and methods for forecasting housing need (B-2.5).  

B-2.2 Factors that affect housing markets and housing 
choice 

Economists view housing as a bundle of services for which people are willing to pay some 
price. Those services include shelter, certainly, but also proximity to other attractions (jobs, 
shopping, recreation), amenity (type and quality of fixtures and appliances, landscaping, 
views), access to public services (e.g., quality of schools), prestige, and more.  

Because it is impossible to maximize all these services and simultaneously minimize costs, 
households must, and do, make tradeoffs. They optimize—they try to get the best deal they can 
given their preferences and financial resources. Both economic forces and government policy 
influence what they can get for their money. Different households will value what they can get 
differently. They will have different preferences, which in turn are influenced by many factors 
like income, age of the head of the household, number of people and children in the household, 
number of workers and job locations, number of automobiles, and so on. 

These points explain why forecasting what types of housing will be built is so complex and 
uncertain: 

§ The housing choices of individual households are influenced by dozens of factors.  

§ Those factors interact in complex ways. 

§ Individual households may weight (value) the factors in very different ways. Those 
preferences may be correlated with certain socioeconomic and demographic 
characteristics, but they do not dictate them.  

§ What people say they want and what they can and will actually pay may be very 
different. 

§ Housing demand in a given region is the result of the individual decisions of thousands 
of households.  

The complexity of a housing market is a reality, but it does not obviate the need for some type 
of forecast of future housing demand, and of the implications of that housing demand for land 
demand and consumption. Such forecasts are inherently uncertain. Their usefulness for public 
policy often derives more from the explanation of their underlying assumptions about the 
dynamics of markets and policies than from the specific estimates of future demand and need.  
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Broadly speaking, residential choice means the choice of both a housing location and a housing 
type. Housing attributes important to households that relate to location include travel times (to 
work, shopping, recreation, education), views, neighborhood characteristics, quality of public 
services (especially, for many families, schools), and tax rates. Attributes relating to structure 
and site types include structure type (e.g., single family, multi-family) and size, lot size, quality 
and age, price, and tenure (own/rent). All of these attributes—what real estate economists refer 
to as the bundle of goods that one purchases when making a housing choice—affect residential 
choice.  

ECONorthwest has drawn on its knowledge of economic theories about housing demand and 
its practical experience with local housing markets and policies to identify seven categories of 
factors that affect the location and type of housing built in a community (which, as a memory 
aid, we refer to as “the seven P’s”). Information relating to all of these factors is presented in 
Section B-3 of this appendix. 

1. Prior housing products. The characteristics of the existing housing stock indicate what 
people living in the area want now and suggest what they might want in the future 
(though their current choices are constrained to available housing products). The most 
relevant characteristics of the existing housing stock include the amount of types of 
housing available, vacancy rates, and locations.  

2. Population. Even if none of the factors that follow were to change, housing demand will 
change if population (i.e., the number of households) changes. Population grows either 
when people move to a region (in-migration) or through natural increase (births minus 
deaths). The demographic characteristics (e.g., age of household head, family size) of 
new population affect housing demand.  

3. Purchasing power. Even without population growth, if an existing population were to 
suddenly get richer, it would spend more on housing—housing demand would 
increase. The amount that a household can spend on housing is predominantly 
dependent on household income and wealth, but the availability of mortgage financing 
affects how income and wealth can be leveraged.  

4. Preferences. Households have preferences about: (1) types of housing (e.g., single family 
detached or apartments), (2) housing amenities (e.g., fireplaces or multiple-car garages), 
(3) and locational amenities (e.g., distance from work, quality of schools, or access to 
shopping). Housing preferences are correlated with demographic characteristics and 
purchasing power, but not dictated by them. 

5. Prices (and costs) of housing. Households have money to pay for housing, and 
preferences about the kind of housing they want to pay for. Prices tell them how much 
of what they want they can afford to get. If there are reasons to believe, for example, that 
the real price of residential land or housing construction will be rising, then one would 
expect housing developers and purchasers to begin to economize on lot size (land) or 
built space. Development costs describe the costs of building a house, including 
construction costs, land costs, and public services and infrastructure. Costs are strongly 
related to price, but are not identical. For example, in a strong market with excess 
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demand, a developer may be able to command a price that is in excess of development 
costs and a standard rate of return. In addition, certain advances in the technology of 
building housing or infrastructure may reduce costs. Important for new housing is the 
price of the existing housing that competes with it.  

6. Prices of locational amenities. One important consideration in the choice of where to 
live is the trade-off between quality of life (e.g., levels of transportation congestion, 
access to high-quality public schools, access to parks, clean environment, and other 
factors) with the cost of commuting or other higher costs in areas with high quality of 
life. For example, since the 1950s many people have chosen to live in a suburban location 
with high quality of life. The choice to purchase housing in suburban locations are 
influenced by the price of travel: if it had been very much higher, fewer households 
could have afforded to move to suburban locations. Telecommunications is a substitute 
for proximity and is a technology whose prices have dropped substantially in the last 
three decades.  

7. Policy. Governments affect the housing market through policies and actions that 
encourage or discourage development of certain types of housing in certain locations by 
affecting demand, supply, or prices.  

The literature is not conclusive on the relative weight of site and structure characteristics in 
housing location choice in the U.S. In general and on average, however, factors cited frequently 
as primary determinants of residential location choice (given availability of some reasonable 
range of desired housing type and size) are housing costs, quality of schools (for households 
with school-aged children), and safety from crime, with commuting distance as a secondary 
consideration.  

But geographic scale matters. If one is looking at neighborhoods that represent an overall 
difference of five minutes in travel time, service and housing attributes will probably dominate 
residential locational choice. Within a larger metropolitan region travel time will play a much 
more substantial role. Commute time is a dominant determinant of residential location at the 
regional scale, and the provision of affordable housing near employment concentrations can 
influence residential location decisions for low-to-moderate income single-worker households. 
The jobs-housing balance does not decrease travel times or increase travel speeds, but that 
relaxation of suburban regulation intended to lead to improved matches between home and 
workplace is seen as enhancing the range of households’ choices about residence and 
transportation.  

The relative importance of many of these factors to different households is different. Some like 
the excitement, diversity, and opportunities of an urban location; others like the quiet and 
security of a suburban cul-de-sac. Some may want a big yard; some want no maintenance 
responsibilities. Other factors affect housing choice, such as the presence of school-aged 
children and pets, especially pets with special yard requirements.  
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B-2.3 Housing market demand versus housing need 
The future demand for residential land derives from the demand for housing (dwelling units). 
Demand implies that consumers of housing can afford and are willing to pay market prices and, 
hence, can “demand” the housing. Many individuals and households, however, lack sufficient 
economic resources to demand new housing units, or even any housing units. These 
households still have a need for housing. While a private-sector market analysis for new housing 
is usually focused on a subset of consumers with effective demand, public housing policy 
should be, and usually is, also concerned about households that have little or no effective 
demand—households that have need. 

Housing market analyses often do not make a clear distinction between demand and need: 

§ Housing demand. The term “demand” gets used to mean two different but related 
things: (1) the concept from economics of a demand curve: the estimated amount of 
some good or services that consumers will purchase at different prices; and (2) the 
intersection of supply and demand curves at some quantity for a given price, which is 
referred to in real estate as “absorption.” Throughout this Study, ECONorthwest uses 
the term “demand” in two ways: (1) to refer to a category of factors that influence the 
amount of housing, by type, that has been or is likely to be absorbed in the Truckee 
Meadows market; and (2) the historical and forecasted amount of that absorption. The 
focus of this Study, however, is more on the future demand for residential land, which 
derives from the demand for housing (dwelling units). 

§ Housing need. The ability to pay is essential to the definition of housing demand. 
Demand implies that consumers of housing can afford and are willing to pay market 
prices and, hence, can “demand” the housing. Many individuals and households, 
however, lack sufficient economic resources to demand new housing units, or even any 
housing units. These households still have a need for housing. While a private-sector 
market analysis for new housing is usually focused on a subset of consumers with 
effective demand, public housing policy should be, and usually is, also concerned about 
households that have little or no effective demand—households that have need. 

Housing need can be defined broadly or narrowly. At its broadest, all households need 
shelter. For analysis, however, most studies use narrower definitions that distinguish 
between: (1) households that are financially able to purchase or rent housing at an 
“affordable” price, consistent with the requirements of their household characteristics, 
and (2) households that cannot find and afford such housing. Households in the second 
category have need: they are either unhoused, in housing of substandard condition, 
overcrowded, or paying more than their income and federal, state, or local standards say 
they can afford. 
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B-2.4 Methods for forecasting the demand for housing  
A simple way to forecast new housing units (i.e., units built, or built and absorbed—measures 
of housing demand) is to project historical trends into the future. That technique gets criticized 
as “driving by looking in the rear-view mirror,” but for long-run forecasting it can serve as well 
or better than much more sophisticated forecasting techniques. Why? 

For growing metropolitan areas (Truckee Meadows is in this class), it has been typical to see 
long-run, average growth rates for population and employment in the range of 1.0% to 1.5%. 
Since housing stock is highly correlated with population, it is not surprising that new housing 
gets added in these regions annually at the 
rate of about 1% of total housing stock. In any 
given year, these numbers can vary in the 
aggregate and by type of housing. But over a 
20-year forecasting period, the historical data 
typically show a long-run (secular) upward 
trend containing short-run (cyclical) peaks and 
troughs.  

The other way to forecast new housing 
construction / absorption is as a function of the 
factors that cause it to occur. If one could do 
the measurement fine enough, one might find 
that every household has a unique set of 
preferences for housing. But no regional 
housing analysis can expect to build from the preferences of individual households.2 Thus, most 
housing market analyses that get to this level of detail try to describe categories of households on 
the assumption that households in each category will share characteristics that will make their 
preferences similar. 

Exhibit B-1shows three household characteristics are strongly correlated with choices about 
residential location and housing type: age of the household head, size of the household, and 
income. Even if these were the only three significant variables influencing housing preferences 
(they are not), and if they each only had four subcategories (e.g., age of head 18-30, 31-40, 41-55, 
55+) they would lead to 64 different household types (4*4*4). 

It is difficult, at best, to allocate households to each of the 64 different housing types. Simpler 
forecasting techniques allow a reasonable estimate of the total number of housing units that will 
be needed based on expected population increases and the basic relationships between the 
variables shown in Exhibit B-1.  

                                                        
2 Not only could one not measure the preferences of all existing households; one could not know what specific 
households would be migrating to the region. 

Exhibit B-1. Illustration of combinations  
of factors influencing housing choice 
Source: ECONorthwest 
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More rigorous specifications of factors that drive housing choice are also possible. Economists 
have developed what they refer to as hedonic price models of the housing market, which is jargon 
for models that try to estimate the contribution of each key component in a house's bundle of 
services to its market price. The housing demand variables in a hedonic price model are 
typically price of housing, price of other goods and services (because some of them are 
substitutes for goods 
and services in the 
housing bundle: e.g., 
auto and transit 
travel is a substitute 
for residential 
locations next to trip 
destinations), the 
financial resources 
of consumers 
(income and 
wealth), preferences, 
and the number of 
households.3 The 
model must also 
account for housing 
supply variables, 
such as the price of 
desirable housing 
characteristics.  

Exhibit B-2 shows 
factors that 
influence housing 
cost. A more 
complete model would have to be disaggregated by type of housing product (e.g., single family 
dwelling, multi-family), and type of household with effective demand for those products (e.g., 
by household size, age of household head, income).  

The purpose of the discussion so far has been to give some background on the kinds of factors 
that influence housing choice, and in so doing, to convey why the number and inter-
relationships among those factors ensure that any generalization about housing choice will be 
wrong, at least in part. Those caveats notwithstanding, are any generalizations possible? 

Exhibit B-3 illustrates a common pattern for how life cycles intersect with housing choice. Many 
other patterns exist, but the one shown is common. The point is that housing needs and 

                                                        
3 Complicating the picture further is that for a large percentage of households, housing is not only a consumption 
good, but also an investment. Thus, housing choice depends also on one's assessment of future capital gains in the 
housing market. 

Exhibit B-2. Factors affecting housing price 
Source: ECONorthwest 
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preferences change for a person or a household over time, and, on average, they change in 
predictable ways. 

The main demographic and 
socioeconomic variables that 
may affect housing choice 
and housing preference are: 
age of householder, 
household composition (e.g., 
married couple with children 
or single-person household), 
size of household, ethnicity, 
race, household income, and 
accumulated wealth (e.g., 
real estate or stocks). The 
literature about housing 
markets identifies the factors 
that define the cube in 
Exhibit B-1 as those most 
strongly correlated with 
housing choice: 4 

§ Age of householder 
is the age of the 
person identified (in the 
Census) as the head of 
household. Householder 
age affects housing type 
and tenure. Households 
make different housing 
choices at different 
stages of life. Mobility is 
substantially higher for 
people aged 20 to 34. 
People in that age group 
will also have, on 
average, less income 
and fewer children than 
people in the next-older 
age bracket. All of these 
factors mean that 
younger households are 

                                                        
4 See the end of this appendix for citations to some of the literature supporting these generalizations. 

Exhibit B-3. The intersection of life cycles and housing careers  
Source: Reprinted from Clark, Willam A.V. and Frans M. Dieleman. 1996. Households  
and Housing. New Brunswick, NJ: Center for Urban Policy Research 

 

Exhibit B-4. Tenure and household type by age of household 
head, United States 
Source: Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B25125 
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much more likely to be renters. Moreover, renters are more likely to be in multi-family 
housing. Exhibit B-6 shows this general pattern and also shows that it is not absolute: 
some younger people own single family houses and some older people rent. This trend 
holds true for Washoe County. 

§ Size of household is the 
number of people living in 
the household. The size of 
the household is related to 
the age of the householders. 
Younger and older people 
are more likely to live in 
single-person households 
and people in their middle 
years are more likely to live 
in multiple-person 
households (often with 
children). In Washoe 
County, households older 
than 55 years are more 
likely to be single-person 
households (about 54% 
households older than 55 
years and 77% of households over 75 years). Households between age 15 and 54 years 
are more likely to have two or more persons.  

§ Income is the household income. Income is probably the most important determinant of 
housing choice. Income is strongly related to the type of housing a household chooses 
(e.g., single family detached, duplex, or a building with more than five units) and to 
household tenure (e.g., rent or own). Exhibit B-7 shows how income is related to 
housing tenure in the U.S. It illustrates that two-thirds of renters have incomes below 
$50,000, while about one-third of owners have income below $50,000. A review of census 
data in most cities will show that the majority of owner-occupied housing is single 
family detached housing and that as income increases, households are more likely to 
choose single family detached housing types. In short, higher-income households are 
also more likely to own than rent. 

In summary, the data illustrate what more detailed research has shown and what most people 
understand intuitively:  

• Household life cycles and housing choice interact in ways that are predictable in the 
aggregate.  

• Age of the household head is correlated with household size and income. 

• Household size and age of household head affect housing preferences. 

Exhibit B-5. Owner and renter households by income, US 
households, 2014 
Source: Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B25118 
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• Income affects the ability of a household to afford a preferred housing type.5 

This Study concluded that: 

§ The budget, long-run view, and type of questions this Study addresses do not support 
using econometric techniques that try to predict long-run housing absorption based on 
the modeling of individual components that contribute to demand.  

§  Looking at (1) regional trends in growth rates for population, employment, and 
residential construction, (2) the long wave of demographic trends, and (3) various 
reasons to believe those trends may change is a reasonable and cost-effective way to 
estimate future housing demand for the region.  

§ The region already had a reasonable starting place for such a forecast: the adopted 
Washoe County Consensus Forecast.  

§ The Consensus Forecast could be modified in interesting and explainable ways to create 
“alternative futures” for regional housing demand that could serve as a basis for 
exploring different mixes of housing products and development patterns. 

It also concluded that planning in terms of alternative futures (in contrast to planning on the 
assumption that there is an approximately knowable, single future) is a good way to deal with 
all the complexity described above. These ideas are consistent with an expansive and growing 
literature on scenario planning. The Study’s use of alternative futures for forecasting housing 
demand is described in Appendix C.  

  

                                                        
5 The connection between socioeconomic and demographic factors, on the one hand, and housing choice, on the 
other, is often described informally by giving names to households with certain combinations of characteristics: the 
"traditional family," the "never-marrieds," the "dinks" (dual-income, no kids), the "empty nesters." 
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B-2.5 Methods for forecasting housing need 
Section B-2.4 focuses on the demand for housing. If you are a housing developer, your concern is 
what households are likely to be willing and able to pay to purchase a bundle of housing goods 
(e.g., shelter, security, accessibility, quality of life, prestige, and more). Growth in population 
means growth in the number of households and implies an increase in demand for housing 
units. That demand is met, to the extent that it is met, primarily by the construction of new 
housing units by the private sector based on its judgments about the types of housing that will 
be absorbed by the market.  

But Section B-2.3 noted the importance of housing need for households that lack the resources to 
fulfill those needs by purchasing housing services (through rents or mortgage payments) in the 
housing market. Housing need is of particular concern to the public and non-profit sectors, 
where departments and organizations act as advocates for people without the resources to meet 
what these organizations define as some minimum level of housing need. Lacking the financial 
resources, households must either accept substandard housing or pay a larger share of their 
incomes for housing (which can lead to other needs like those for food, education, or health 
care).  

In the U.S. and its market economy, the private sector builds little housing for sale or rent at 
below market rates. The little it has built was a response to either a government requirement 
(e.g., inclusionary zoning) or a government subsidy (e.g., HUD Section 8 housing programs). 
There are approximately 135 million housing units in the U.S., only about 1 million of which are 
supported by one the federal governments three main programs for rental assistance: public 
housing, “Section 8” vouchers, and project-based rental assistance.6  

Housing need is typically summarized by measures of cost burden. If a household pays more 
than 30% of its income for housing it has moderate cost burden; if that number rises to 50%, it 
has severe cost burden. In 1960 25% of the households in the U.S. had moderate or severe cost 
burden (about evenly divided between the two categories). By 2010 that number had doubled to 
50%, again about evenly divided. The percentage of eligible families who receive rental 
subsidies is around 25%. 7  

Multi-family and rental units are being built, but a recent study found that “Out of every five 
multi-family rentals built in the country’s biggest cities from 2012 to 2014, four were luxury 
apartments ‘that command rents in the top 20 percent of the market.’”8	

                                                        
6 Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, http://www.cbpp.org/research/policy-basics-public-housing 

7 Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, America’s Rental Housing, Evolving Markets and Needs, 2013. 

http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/jchs_americas_rental_housing_2013_1_0.pdf 

8 CoStar Group, reported in the Wall Street Journal. http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2015/05/22/3662239/luxury-
housing-80-percent-developers/ 
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It is clearly the case that households that now have housing needs are not going to have them 
solved next year by the construction of new housing for them. As population has grown in 
metropolitan areas at average rates of 1% to 1.5% a year, housing stock has grown at similar 
rates.9 If there is a shortage of adequate housing, the gap is not closing. In fact, because of the 
average real price of housing relative to average real incomes, the gap is widening.  

What is true nationally on average is also true in Nevada. A recent study10 ranked Nevada in 
the top third of states with the greatest problems of cost burden. For the Truckee Meadows 
region it calculated (among other things) that a household would need to have 2.1 full-time 
minimum-wage jobs to be able to afford a modest two-bedroom apartment (at fair market rent 
and including utilities) without experiencing modest cost burden.  

The evidence is clear: the cost of urban land and housing construction make it impossible to 
build housing that can sell or rent at prices that keep all households from having housing cost 
burden. By some measures, up to 50% of households have such a burden. Some large 
percentage (on the order of 15 to 30%) of households lack the resources to ever buy or rent new 
dwelling units, no matter how high their cost burden. How do these households find housing? 

The answer is that they buy or rent used housing, not new housing. That housing can range 

from very high quality (old homes in expensive neighborhoods) to substandard. Housing 

markets filter housing units from higher-income households to lower-income households with 

the passage of time. This dynamic process is the primary means through which markets provide 

affordable housing to lower-income households. Developers build housing for purchase and 

rent in the market, and as this stock of housing depreciates in value over time it becomes 

affordable to households with lower incomes. See Exhibit B-6. 

                                                        
9 ECONorthwest examined population and household groups between 1990 and 2020 for the following cities: Boise, 
Colorado Springs, Las Vegas, Portland, Provo-Orem, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, Santa Rose, Spokane, and Tucson. 
The results showed that the rates of population and household growth in these cities were similar.  

10 National Low Income Housing Coalition // Out of Reach 2014   http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/2014OOR.pdf 
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Exhibit B-6 Housing Market Dynamics with Filtering  

 
Source: ECONorthwest 

In U.S. metropolitan areas, annual new housing construction is on the order of 1% of the total 
housing stock. Even if one expands the definition of “new” to include housing that is less than 
10 years old, about 90% of households are living in used housing. About 90% of home sales are 
of existing housing and 10% of sales are of new housing.11  

A recent empirical study of housing market filtering adds some important boundaries around 

many of the important factors that influence the filtering process.12  

§ Filtering rates are substantially higher than can be accounted for by depreciation alone. � 

§ Filtering is fairly rapid during the first few years after construction, but the process 
slows over time. � 

§ Income elasticities of demand for housing are positive but below one (i.e., demand for 
housing grows with income, but not as fast as income grows), which amplifies the 
filtering rate especially for rental housing. � 

                                                        
11 New and Existing Home Sales Reports, National Association of Homebuilders, 2015. 

12 Rosenthal, Stuart S. 2014. Are Private Markets and Filtering a Viable Source of Low Income Housing? Estimates 

from a Repeat Income Model. American Economic Review, 104(2): 687 706.  
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§ In aggregate, rental housing filters faster than owner-occupied housing. � 

§ Local market filtering rates vary inversely with housing price inflation.  

Some implications: � 

§ The rapid rate of initial filtering suggests that maintaining a healthy new supply of 
moderate-cost market-rate housing is critical for maintaining a healthy future stock of 
affordable housing. � 

§ Maintaining a strong rental housing market in general will increase the filtering of 
housing to lower-income households due to a lower demand for rental housing with 
respect to household incomes. � 

§ Since the filtering process is sensitive to housing price inflation, keeping price inflation 
in check (through elimination of housing supply barriers) is important. � 

That’s the background—what does it imply about methods for forecasting housing need? This 
Study proceeds as follows: 

§ If forecasting housing demand is uncertain, forecasting need is even more so. Demand 
for new housing can be quantified with extensive data on housing construction and 
actual market transactions (what economists refer to as “revealed preferences”). Need, 
in contrast, is estimated more by inference.  

§ Nonetheless, there are a few broad data sources that have long-time series that can be 
used to describe long-run trends from which to extrapolate forecasts of need. Some of 
the key ones: 

§ Household income (median, percent of median).  

§ Housing prices (median sales prices and rents, convertible to monthly housing 
costs). 

§ Households with need (as approximated by “households with moderate or severe 
housing cost burden;” can be calculated from the previous two data sources).  

§ Though more specialized measures of need are possible using finer demographic 
data (e.g., elderly, disabilities), such detail is a lot more work for little extra value in 
the context of this Study, which is taking a broad regional view.  

§ The more complicated methodological issue is how to estimate how well different 
housing futures are meeting the estimated needs of all regional households. To address 
this issue, this Study makes some broad assumptions: 

§ Households with incomes at or above the median do not have housing needs. The 
study by the National Low Income Housing Coalition (referenced in a footnote 
above) suggest that, at a minimum, public policy does not have to be concerned with 
providing additional support for at least half of the households in a metropolitan 
area: they have adequate resources to demand market-rate housing.  

§ For the lower half, however, the threshold for need is somewhat arbitrary. At the 
low end, about 15% of households in the U.S. are below the poverty line; about 25% 
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have “severe” housing cost burden. Those are measurable definitions of need that 
can be forecasted.  

§ Matching need to housing by type, size, quality, tenure, location, and cost is beyond 
the capacity and aspirations of any local housing study. 

§ A more modest objective is not to measure how well need is met in some aggregate 
sense, but to measure the extent to which types of housing are being built that are 
more likely to be affordable to households with cost burden. Regional or housing 
characteristics likely to have lower cost burden are: 

§ Efficient public services (reduce construction and utility cost). 

§ Adequate supply of buildable land. 

§ “Efficient” regulations: ones that protect health and safety without being 
“excessive” (terms in quotations are hard to define and people will have different 
opinions). 

§ Smaller housing units. 

§ Multi-family for-rent units in areas that are not dominated by uses that bid more 
for urban land. 

§ In combination, a healthy supply of new moderate-cost market housing that 
encourages faster filtering of the current supply of moderate-cost housing to 
affordable housing.  

This Study draws on these ideas in Appendix D, where housing scenarios are evaluated.  
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B-3  Housing Conditions in the Truckee Meadows 
region: Past, Current, and Future 

This Study refers to its primary study area as the Truckee Meadows Services Area (TMSA), a 
sub-area of southern Washoe County that includes the cities of Reno and Sparks and parts of 
unincorporated Washoe County. The TMSA is defined in the 2012 Truckee Meadows regional 
Plan as the area that is planned to receive municipal services and infrastructure over the next 20 
years. Exhibit B-7 shows the TMSA.  

Exhibit B-7. Truckee Meadows regional Overview Map 

 
Source:  Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency  
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B-3.1 Historical and Recent Residential Development 
Trends in the Truckee Meadows region 

This section presents information about the existing housing stock within the Truckee Meadows 
region. Analysis of historical development trends in Washoe County, focusing on Reno and 
Sparks and (where information is available) the TMSA, provides insight into the functioning of 
the local housing market. The mix of housing types and densities, in particular, are key 
variables in forecasting future land need.  

This section examines changes in the housing market in the Reno and Sparks area (and TMSA 
where data is available) from January 2000 to August 2015. We selected this time period because 
it provides information about the Truckee Meadows’s regional housing market before and after 
the national housing market bubble’s growth and deflation. 

B-3.1.1 Data used in this analysis 
Throughout this analysis, we use data from multiple sources, choosing data from well-
recognized and reliable data sources. One of the key sources for data about housing and 
household data is the U.S. Census. This report primarily uses data from two Census sources: 

§ The Decennial Census, which is completed every ten years and is a survey of all 
households in the U.S. The Decennial Census is considered the best available data for 
information such as demographics (e.g., number of people, age distribution, or ethnic or 
racial composition), household characteristics (e.g., household size and composition), 
and housing occupancy characteristics. As of the 2010 Decennial Census, it does not 
collect more detailed household information, such as: income, housing costs, housing 
characteristics, and other important household information. Decennial Census data is 
available for 2000 and 2010.  

§ The American Community Survey (ACS), which is completed every year and is a 
sample of households in the U.S. The 2013 ACS sampled about 3.5 million households in 
2013 or about 2.5% of the households in the nation. The ACS collects detailed 
information about households, such as: demographics (e.g., number of people, age 
distribution, ethnic or racial composition, country of origin, language spoken at home, 
and educational attainment), household characteristics (e.g., household size and 
composition), housing characteristics (e.g., type of housing unit, year unit built, or 
number of bedrooms), housing costs (e.g., rent, mortgage, utility, and insurance), 
housing value, income, and other characteristics. 

§ The Washoe County Assessor data about current property uses and tax lot size. The 
Assessor’s data provides information to inform discussions about the mix of housing 
types in the Truckee Meadows area, as well as development densities. 

In general, this report uses data from the 2013 ACS for Reno, Sparks, and Washoe County. 
Where information is available, we also report information from the 2000 and 2010 Decennial 
Census.  
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B-3.1.2 Housing types used in this analysis 
For the purposes of this study, we grouped housing types based on development density and 
the predominant type of unit. The density classifications used in this analysis are: 

§ Low Density Single Family areas have 2 or fewer dwelling units per net acre. Nearly 
all housing in this category is single family detached. 

§ Moderate Density Single Family areas have between 2.01 and 7.26 dwelling units per 
net acre. Most of the housing in this category is single family detached. 

§ High Density Single Family / Low Density Multi-Family areas have between 7.27 and 
14.5 dwelling units per net acre. Two-thirds of the housing in this category is single 
family and the remainder is a mix of single family attached (i.e., townhouses) and 
multi-family. In the report, we abbreviate this name to “High D. SF / Low D. MF.” 

§ Moderate Density Multi-Family areas have between 14.51 to 30 dwelling units per net 
acre. Most of the housing in this category is multi-family. 

§ High Density Multi-Family areas have between 30 dwelling units per net acre. Nearly 
all housing in this category is multi-family. 

Housing is grouped by 
density and the types of 
housing within each 
density class.  
Most of the density classes 
are clearly composed of 
one primary type of 
housing. For example, the 
majority of housing in the 
“Low Density Single Family” 
category is single family 
detached housing and the 
majority of housing in the 
“High Density Multi-Family” 
category is multi-family 
housing.  

Exhibit B-8. Structure Type by Density Class, All Housing Units, 
Truckee Meadows Services Area, 2015  
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 
 

B-3.1.3 Trends in Housing Mix  
This section presents data about housing mix for the Truckee Meadows Services Area (TMSA), 
which includes unincorporated Washoe County, Reno, and Sparks. Where appropriate, we 
show data for unincorporated Washoe County, Reno, and Sparks.  

This section provides an overview of changes in the mix of housing types in the TMSA and 
comparison geographies. These trends demonstrate the types of housing developed in the 
TMSA historically. This section uses data from the Washoe County Assessor database to 
describe changes in housing mix based on the five categories of dwelling unit densities.  
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The data about housing mix presents information for two time periods: 

• Housing stock in 2015 includes all housing developed as of 2015. 

• Housing developed between 2000 to 2015 includes only housing developed over the 
2000 to 2015 period. 

The total number of 
dwelling units increased 
in unincorporated 
Washoe County, Reno, 
and Sparks from 2000 
to 2015.  
The number of dwelling 
units grew fastest in 
Sparks, where the total 
number increased by about 
46% from 2000 to 2015. 
The total number of units 
increased by 36% in Reno 
and 37% in unincorporated 
Washoe County. 

Exhibit B-9 Total Dwelling Units, Truckee Meadows Services Area, 
2000 and 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 
 

 Number of Units Change (2000-2015) 

 2000 2015 Number 
of Units % Change AAGR 

Unincorporated 
Washoe County 22,502 30,838 8,336 37% 2.1% 

Reno 77,156 104,999 27,843 36% 2.1% 

Sparks 26,738 39,087 12,349 46% 2.6% 
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Exhibit B-10. Location of residential development, TMSA, 2000 to 2015  

 
Source:  Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Housing Mix in the TMSA 

Between 2000 and 
2015, more higher 
density housing was 
built. More units were built 
in Moderate Density Single 
Family housing and High 
Density Single family / Low 
Density Multi-Family 
housing than on average 
prior to 2000. 

Exhibit B-11 Mix of Housing in 2015 and Mix of Housing Developed 
between 2000 and 2015, Truckee Meadows Services Area, 2015  
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 
Note: The percentages shown may not sum to 100% due to rounding to nearest whole 
number. 

 

From 2000 to 2015, 
25,213 units were built 
in Moderate Density 
Single Family areas of 
the TMSA, out of 48,528 
total units built in that 
period.  
 

Exhibit B-12. Dwelling Units by Density Class, Truckee Meadows 
Services Area, 2010 and 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 Number of Units Change (2000-2015) 

 2000 2015 Number 
of Units 

% of Total 
Built AAGR 

Low Density 
Single Family 

11,784 15,341 3,557 7% 1.8% 

Moderate 
Density Single 
Family 

54,303 79,516 25,213 52% 2.6% 

High D. SF / 
Low D. MF 20,759 30,847 10,088 21% 2.7% 

Moderate 
Density Multi-
Family 

25,734 34,000 8,266 17% 1.9% 

High Density 
Multi-Family 13,816 15,220 1,404 3% 0.6% 
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Housing Mix in Reno 
In Reno, the Moderate 
Density Single Family 
classification accounts for 
nearly 40% of all housing.  
High Density Single Family / 
Low Density Multi-Family 
and Moderate Density Multi-
Family each account for 
nearly one-quarter of 
housing.  

 
High Density Multi-Family 
housing accounts for 15% of 
Reno’s housing stock but 
only 4% of housing built 
since 2000. 

Exhibit B-13. Mix of Housing in 2015 and Mix of Housing Developed 
between 2000 and 2015, Reno, 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 
 

 

Between 2000 and 
2015, most housing has 
been developed in 
Moderate Density Single 
Family. 
High Density Single Family / 
Low Density Multi-Family 
and Moderate Density 
Multi-Family, combined, 
accounted for 13,573 new 
units. 
 

 

Exhibit B-14. Number of Dwelling Units by Density Class, Reno, 
2000 and 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 Number of Units Change (2000-2015) 

 2000 2015 Number 
of Units 

% of Total 
Built AAGR 

Low Density 
Single Family 2,034 2,474 440 2% 1.3% 

Moderate 
Density Single 
Family 

28,627 41,265 12,638 45% 2.5% 

High D. SF / 
Low D. MF 15,788 22,699 6,911 25% 2.5% 

Moderate 
Density Multi-
Family 

18,364 25,026 6,662 24% 2.1% 

High Density 
Multi-Family 12,343 13,535 1,192 4% 0.6% 
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Housing Mix in Sparks 
In Sparks, the Moderate 
Density Single Family 
classification accounts for 
more than half of all 
dwelling units. 
In the 2000 to 2015 period, 
a larger share of dwelling 
units were built in Moderate 
Density Single Family and 
Moderate Density Multi-
Family, compared with the 
mix of Spark’s entire 
housing stock. Combined, 
housing in these two 
categories accounted for 
83% of housing built since 
2000. 

Exhibit B-15. Mix of Housing in 2015 and Mix of Housing Developed 
between 2000 and 2015, Sparks, 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 

Between 2000 and 2015 
most new housing in 
Sparks was developed in 
Moderate Density Single 
Family.  
High Density Single Family / 
Low Density Multi-Family 
and Moderate Density 
Multi-Family combined 
accounted for 4,678 units. 

Exhibit B-16. Number of Dwelling Units by Density Class, Sparks, 
2000 and 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 Number of Units Change (2000-2015) 

 2000 2015 Number 
of Units 

% of Total 
Built AAGR 

Low Density 
Single Family 508 736 228 2% 2.5% 

Moderate 
Density Single 
Family 

12,835 20,066 7,231 59% 3.0% 

High D. SF / 
Low D. MF 4,642 7,716 3,074 25% 3.4% 

Moderate 
Density Multi-
Family 

7,280 8,884 1,604 13% 1.3% 

High Density 
Multi-Family 

1,473 1,685 212 2% 0.9% 
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Housing Mix in Unincorporated Washoe County, within the TMSA 

Most dwelling units in 
unincorporated Washoe 
County are in Moderate 
Density Single Family 
areas and over one third 
are in Low Density Single 
Family areas.  
Nearly all of the Low 
Density Single Family 
housing in the TMSA is 
located in unincorporated 
Washoe County. 

Exhibit B-17. Mix of Housing in 2015 and Mix of Housing Developed 
between 2000 and 2015, Unincorporated Washoe County, 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 

Between 2000 and 2015 
5,344 units were 
developed in Moderate 
Density Single Family, 
out of 8,336 total units 
developed in that period. 
Currently in 2015, there are 
30,316 dwelling units in 
Low and Moderate Density 
Single Family in 
unincorporated Washoe 
County, out of 30,838 total 
units. 
 
 

Exhibit B-18. Number of Dwelling Units by Density Class, 
Unincorporated Washoe County, 2000 and 2015 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 Number of Units Change (2000-2015) 

 2000 2015 Number 
of Units % Change AAGR 

Low Density 
Single Family 

9,242 12,131 2,889 31% 1.8% 

Moderate 
Density Single 
Family 

12,841 18,185 5,344 42% 2.3% 

High D. SF / 
Low D. MF 329 432 103 31% 1.8% 

Moderate 
Density Multi-
Family 

90 90 0 0% 0.0% 

High Density 
Multi-Family 0 0 0 0% 0.0% 
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B-3.1.4 Housing Density 
Housing density is the density of housing by structure type, expressed in dwelling units per net 
acre.13 Housing needs analyses commonly include an analysis of historical residential densities 
to provide factual information to estimate future residential densities. 

Throughout the TMSA, the 
average density is 3.8 
dwelling units per net acre, 
compared to 6.2 in Reno, 
5.9 in Sparks, and 1.3 in 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County. 

Exhibit B-19. Average Density by Place and Density Class, dwelling units 
per net acres, 2015  
Source: Washoe County Assessor 
 
 TMSA 

Total Reno Sparks Unincorporated 
Washoe County 

Low Density 
Single Family 

0.6 0.5 0.5 0.7 

Moderate Density 
Single Family 

4.3 4.8 5.1 3.1 

High D. SF / Low 
D. MF 10.7 10.8 10.6 8.6 

Moderate Density 
Multi-Family 24.0 24.9 22.0 18.4 

High Density 
Multi-Family 48.9 50.1 41.2 N/A 

Total 3.8 6.2 5.9 1.3 
 

 
From 1940 to 2015, the 
average lot size decreased 
in Reno (-36%) and Sparks 
(-51%), but increased in 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County (2%). 
For the 2010 to 2015 period 
the average lot size was 
about 8,601 in Reno, 8,840 
in Sparks, and 56,098 in 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County. 

Exhibit B-20. Average Lot Size by Decade for Single Family Detached 
Homes, 1940 through 2015, Truckee Meadows Services Area Places 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 
 
  

                                                        
13 A net buildable acre consists of 43,560 square feet of residentially designated buildable land after excluding future 
rights-of-way for streets and roads.” Using the definition above, a gross buildable acre will include areas used for 
rights-of-way for streets and roads. Areas used for rights-of-way are considered unbuildable. 
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From 1940 to 2015, the 
average building size 
increased in Reno (70%), 
Sparks (77%), and 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County (71%). 
For the 2010 to 2015 period 
the average building size was 
about 2,237 in Reno, 2,129 
in Sparks, and 2,955 in 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County. 

Exhibit B-21. Average Building Size by Decade for Single Family Detached 
Homes, 1940 through 2015, Truckee Meadows Services Area Places 
Source: Washoe County Assessor. 

 
 
These trends are generally consistent with changes in the size of lots and buildings at the 
national level. The U.S. New Housing Report describes long-term changes in the characteristics 
of housing built in the U.S. and western U.S.: 14  

• Larger single family units on smaller lots. Between 1990 and 2014 the median size of 
new single family dwellings increased 29% nationally from 1,905 sq. ft. to 2,453 sq. ft., 
and 24% in the western region from 1,985 sq. ft. to 2,453 sq. ft. Moreover, the percentage 
of units fewer than 1,400 sq. ft. nationally decreased by almost half, from 15% in 1999 to 
8% in 2012. The percentage of units greater than 3,000 sq. ft. increased from 17% in 1999 
to 31% of new single family homes completed in 2014. In addition to larger homes, a 
move towards smaller lot sizes is seen nationally. Between 1990 and 2013, the percentage 
of lots less than 7,000 sq. ft. increased from 26% of lots to 28% of lots. 

• Larger multi-family units. Between 1999 and 2014, the median size of new multiple-
family dwelling units increased by 3% nationally and 1% in the western region. The 
percentage of new multi-family units with more than 1,200 sq. ft. increased from 28% in 
1999 to 37% in 2014 nationally, and from 25% to 31% in the western region. 

• More household amenities. Between 1990 and 2014, the percentage of single family 
units built with amenities such as central air conditioning, two- or more-car garages, or 
two or more baths all increased. A similar trend in increased amenities is seen in multi-
family units. 

 

  

                                                        
14 https://www.census.gov/construction/chars/highlights.html 
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B-3.1.5 Trends in Tenure 
Housing tenure describes whether a dwelling is owner- or renter-occupied. This section 
describes housing tenure for Sparks, Reno, and Washoe County.15 Homeownership rates in 
Washoe County declined slightly from about 59% in 2000 and 2010 to about 56% in 2013. This is 
consistent with national trends in homeownership. The national homeownership rate declined 
each year from 2005 to 2015 to about 64%.16  

While national homeownership rates have steadily declined since the burst of the housing 
bubble, the rental market has experienced a boom. With renter household growth averaging 
770,000 households annually since 2004, the 10-year period from 2004 to 2014 was the strongest 
since the late 1980s. 17 

About 56% of 
households in Washoe 
County are owner-
occupied, while about 
44% are renter-occupied.  
Compared to the County, a 
similar share of households 
are owner-occupied in 
Sparks (57%) and the State 
(54%), but in Reno, more 
than half of households are 
renter-occupied, while 
about 45% are owner-
occupied. 

Exhibit B-22. Tenure, Occupied Units, Sparks, Reno, and Washoe 
County, and Reno, 2013 
Source: Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25003 

 

                                                        
15 Census data shows results for all of Washoe County, including urban areas (e.g., Reno and Sparks) and 
unincorporated areas of the county.  
16 Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, The State of the Nation’s Housing, 2015 
17 Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, The State of the Nation’s Housing, 2015 
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The overall 
homeownership rate in 
Washoe County 
decreased slightly from 
59% in 2010 to 56% in 
2013. 
 

Exhibit B-23. Tenure, Occupied Units, Washoe County, 2000-2013 
Source: Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census SF1 Table H004, 2010 Decennial Census SF1 
Table H14, 2013 ACS Table B25003 

 
Overall homeownership rates also decreased for both cities of Reno and Sparks from 2000–2015. 
Reno decreased from 48% in 2000 to 45% in 2013 and Sparks decreased from 60% in 2000 to 57% 
in 2013. 

The majority (91%) of 
owner-occupied housing 
units in Washoe County 
are single family 
detached units and 
about 60% of renter-
occupied units are multi-
family. 
 

Exhibit B-24. Housing Units by Housing Type and Tenure, Washoe 
County, 2013 
Source: Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25032 

 

The majority (87%) of 
owner-occupied housing 
units in Reno are single 
family detached units 
and about 67% of renter-
occupied units are multi-
family. 
 

Exhibit B-25. Housing Units by Type and Tenure, Reno, 2013 
Source: Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25032 
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The majority (90%) of 
owner-occupied housing 
units in Sparks are single 
family detached units 
and about 57% of renter-
occupied units are multi-
family. 
 

Exhibit B-26. Housing Units by Type and Tenure, Sparks, 2013 
Source: Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25032 

 
 

B-3.1.6 Vacancy Rates 
The Census defines vacancy in the following way: "Unoccupied housing units are considered 
vacant. Vacancy status is determined by the terms under which the unit may be occupied, e.g., 
for rent, for sale, or for seasonal use only." The 2010 Census identified vacant through an 
enumeration, separate from (but related to) the survey of households. The Census determines 
vacancy status and other characteristics of vacant units by enumerators obtaining information 
from property owners and managers, neighbors, rental agents, and others.18  

In 2000, the vacancy in 
Washoe County, 
Sparks, and Reno was 
lower than in Nevada 
as a whole.  

Exhibit B-27. Percent of Housing Units that are Vacant, 2000  
Source: Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census, Table QT-H1 
 
5.5% 7.0% 8.2% 9.2% 
Sparks Reno Washoe County Nevada 

 

Vacancy rates rose 
from 2000 to 2010, 
but the Truckee 
Meadows region still 
held lower percentages 
than the State.  

Exhibit B-28. Percent of Housing Units that are Vacant, 2010  
Source: Census Bureau, 2010 Decennial Census, Table QT-H1 
 

8.1% 11.4% 11.6% 14.3% 
Sparks Reno Washoe County Nevada 

 

In 2013, the average 
vacancy rate in 
Washoe County was 
11.2%, above the 
average in Sparks 
(7.9%) and Reno 
(10.0%), but below the 
Nevada average 
(15.5%).  

Exhibit B-29. Percent of Housing Units that are Vacant, 2013  
Source: Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25002 
 

7.9% 10.0% 11.2% 15.5% 
Sparks Reno Washoe County Nevada 

 

 

                                                        
18 The Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University’s publication “The State of the Nation’s Housing 
2013,” (2) Urban Land Institute, “2011 Emerging Trends in Real Estate,” 
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B-3.1.7 Summary 
The Truckee Meadows region has a wide range of housing types, from Low Density Single 
Family housing on lots larger than one-half acre to High Density Multi-Family housing, such as 
downtown apartments. The types and location of housing in the TMSA are: 

• Moderate Density Single Family housing is the most common housing type, 
accounting for 45% of all housing in the TMSA. This housing is built on lots ranging 
from 6,000 to nearly 22,000 square foot lots. Between 2000 and 2015, more than 25,000 
units built in the TMSA were in Moderate Density Single Family, accounting for 52% of 
all units built over the 15-year period. More than half of Moderate Density Single Family 
units are located in Reno, with nearly 30% in Sparks, and the remainder (21%) in 
unincorporated Washoe County. 

• Moderate and High Density Multi-Family housing together account for more than 
one-quarter of housing in the TMSA. This includes housing types such as townhouses, 
tri- and quad-plexes, garden apartments, and higher-density apartments. Three-quarters 
of Moderate Density Multi-Family within the TMSA is located in Reno. About 90% of 
the High Density Multi-Family is in Reno. 

• Less than 10% of housing in the Region is Low Density Single Family Housing. This 
housing is built on lots of 22,000 square feet or larger. Eighty percent of Low Density 
Single Family housing is in unincorporated Washoe County.  

• Most new housing built in the Region between 2000 to 2015 was single family 
housing. More than half of new housing built in the Region was Moderate Density 
Single Family. One-fifth of new housing was High Density Single Family / Low Density 
Multi-Family.  

• Average lot size decreased and average single family dwelling size increased since 
1940. The average lot size decreased by 36% in Reno and 51% in Sparks for single family 
detached housing between 1940 and 2015. Over the same period, the average dwelling 
size for single family detached units increased 70% in Reno and 77% in Sparks. This is 
consistent with national trends in single family lot and unit size.  

It is reasonable to assume that the Region will continue to have demand for and build a range of 
housing, from Low Density Single Family to High Density Multi-Family. For the most part, new 
Low-Density Single Family will be located at the fringes of the TMSA, further from urban areas. 
To the extent that attractive development sites are available, new High Density Multi-Family 
housing will be built near downtown Reno and Sparks, as well as in developing Transit 
Oriented Development areas. The remainder of the housing, the Moderate Density Single 
Family to Moderate Density Multi-Family housing, will locate in areas of the Region with 
buildable land and access to infrastructure.  

The analysis of changes in the Regional housing market in this appendix shows that 
homeownership rates have held relatively stable over the 2000 to 2013 period. Fifty-six percent 
of Washoe County’s households are homeowners, consistent with the State average of 54%. 
Ownership rates in Sparks (57%) are higher than in Reno (45%). 
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In the future, residents of the Truckee Meadows region will continue to need both 
homeownership and rental opportunities. Areas with more single family detached housing will 
have more homeowners and areas with more multi-family housing will have more renters. The 
growth scenarios, presented in Appendix C, show potential locations for future housing 
development based on vacant land within the Region. 

The City of Reno recently conducted a survey that provides insight into the locational 
preferences of current residents of Reno. Responses show that the majority of residents 
currently live in single family detached dwellings and prefer to continue living in single family 
detached dwellings. The survey also shows that housing affordability is important to 
respondents. In addition, the survey shows that some respondents living in single family 
housing prefer to live close to local shopping streets, rather than a strip mall. The survey results 
indicate that these results show an emerging preference for pedestrian- rather than car-oriented 
commercial areas.19 

B-3.2 Factors That Will Affect Future Residential 
Development in the Truckee Meadows region 

Demographic trends are important to a thorough understanding of the dynamics of the Truckee 
Meadows housing market. The region’s economy is connected across its towns and cities and to 
other counties; trends throughout the region impact the local housing market. This chapter 
documents national, state, and regional demographic, socioeconomic, and other trends relevant 
to the Truckee Meadows region. 

Demographic trends provide a broader context for growth in a region; factors such as age, 
income, migration, and other trends show how communities have grown and shape future 
growth. Characteristics such as age and ethnicity are indicators of how population has grown in 
the past and provide insight into factors that may affect future growth. 

B-3.2.1 Demographic and socioeconomic factors affecting housing choice 
Analysts typically describe housing demand as the preferences for different types of housing (i.e., 
single family detached or apartment), and the ability to pay for that housing (the ability to 
exercise those preferences in a housing market by purchasing or renting housing; in other 
words, income or wealth).  

The growth scenarios (presented in Appendix C) reflect overarching changes in demographic 
and socioeconomic characteristics of households in the Truckee Meadows region, in the 
following ways: 

• The growth scenarios model two distinct patterns of growth in Truckee Meadows to 
evaluate how these patterns match demographic and socioeconomic variables.  

                                                        
19 The results of the survey are presented in the Housing Demand Forecast and Needs Assessment, August 15, 2016 
developed by Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. for the City of Reno.  
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• The Classic Scenario envisions a continuation of past trends with large amounts of 
detached single family housing located at the urban periphery.  

• The McCarran Scenario assumes a more compact development pattern when compared 
to the Classic Scenario. The McCarran Scenario explores what development in the region 
would look like if more housing were built in central areas at higher densities than in the 
past, resulting in a greater mix of different types of housing. The McCarran Scenario 
places more development within the McCarran ring (25% of forecasted units).  

As described in Section Two, many demographic and socioeconomic variables affect housing 
choice. However, the literature about housing markets finds that age of the householder, size of 
the household, and income are most strongly correlated with housing choice. 

• Age of householder is the age of the person identified (in the Census) as the head of 
household. Households make different housing choices at different stages of life. This 
chapter discusses generational trends, such as housing preferences of Baby Boomers: 
people born from about 1946 to 1964, and Millennials: people born from about 1980 to 
2000. 

• Size of household is the number of people living in the household. Younger and older 
people are more likely to live in single-person households. People in their middle years 
are more likely to live in multiple-person households (often with children). 

• Income is the household income. Income is probably the most important determinant of 
housing choice. Income is strongly related to the type of housing a household chooses 
(e.g., single family detached, duplex, or a building with more than five units) and to 
household tenure (e.g., rent or own).  

This chapter focuses on these factors, presenting data that suggests how changes to these factors 
may affect housing need in the Truckee Meadows region over the next 20 years.  

National trends affecting housing choice 
This brief summary on national housing trends builds on previous work by ECONorthwest and 
conclusions from The State of the Nation’s Housing, 2015 report from the Joint Center for Housing 
Studies of Harvard University.  

• Long-term growth and housing demand. The Joint Center for Housing Studies 
forecasts that demand for new homes could total as many as 13.2 million units 
nationally between 2015 and 2025. Much of the demand will come from Baby Boomers, 
Millennials,20 and immigrants. 

• Changes in housing preference. Housing preference will be affected by changes in 
demographics, most notably the aging of the Baby Boomers, housing demand from the 
Millennials, and growth of foreign-born immigrants.  

Õ Baby Boomers. The housing market will be affected by continued aging of the Baby 
Boomers, the oldest of whom were in their late 60s in 2015 and the youngest of 

                                                        
20 Millennials are, broadly speaking, the children of Baby Boomers, born from the early 1980s through the early 2000s. 
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whom were in their early 50s in 2015. Baby Boomers’ housing choices will affect 
housing preference and homeownership, with some Boomers likely to stay in 
their home as long as they are able and some preferring other housing products, 
such as multi-family housing or age-restricted housing developments.  

Õ Millennials. As Millennials age over the next 20 years, they will be forming 
households and families. In 2015, the oldest Millennials in their mid-30s and the 
youngest in their mid-teens. By 2035, Millennials will be between 35 and 55 years 
old.  
 
Millennials were in the early period of household formation at the beginning of 
the 2007–2009 recession. Across the nation, household formation fell to around 
600,000 to 800,000 in the 2007–2013 period, well below the average rate of growth 
in previous decades. Despite sluggish growth recently, several demographic 
factors indicate increases in housing growth to come. The Millennial generation is 
the age group most likely to form the majority of new households. While low 
incomes have kept current homeownership rates among young adults below their 
potential, Millennials may represent pent-up demand that will release when the 
economy fully recovers. As Millennials age, they may increase the number of 
households in their 30s by 2.4 to 3.0 million by 2025. 

Õ Immigrants. Immigration and increased homeownership among minorities will 
also play a key role in accelerating household growth over the next 10 years. 
Current Population Survey estimates indicate the number of foreign-born 
households rose by nearly 400,000 annually between 2001 and 2007, and 
accounted for nearly 30% of overall household growth. Beginning in 2008, the 
influx of immigrants was staunched by the effects of the Great Recession. After a 
period of declines, however, the foreign-born are again contributing to household 
growth. Immigration increased from about 700,000 immigrants in 2011 to 996,000 
in 2014. The largest immigrant group is Asians, while Hispanic immigration, 
particularly from Mexico, has slowed in recent years. The Census Bureau projects 
immigration to increase to about 1.2 to 1.4 million immigrants per year between 
2015 and 2035. 
 
The growing diversity of American households will have a large impact on the 
domestic housing markets. Over the coming decade, minorities will make up a 
larger share of young households, and constitute an important source of demand 
for both rental housing and small homes. This makes the growing gap in 
homeownership rates between whites and blacks and whites and Hispanics 
troubling. Since 2001, the difference in homeownership rates between whites and 
blacks rose from 25.9% to 29.5% in 2013. Similarly the gap between white and 
Hispanic homeownership rates increased since 2008, from below 26% to over 27% 
in 2013. This growing gap between racial and ethnic groups will hamper the 
country’s homeownership rate, as minority households constitute a larger share 
of the housing market. 
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• Housing affordability. In 2013, more than one-third of American households spent 
more than 30% of income on housing. Low-income households face an especially dire 
hurdle to afford housing. Among those earning less than $15,000, more than 80% paid 
over 30% of their income, and almost 70% of households paid more than half of their 
income. For households earning $15,000 to $29,000, more than 60% were cost burdened, 
with about 30% paying more than half of their income on housing. The Joint Center for 
Housing Studies forecasts that the number of households paying more than half of 
their income for housing is likely to increase between 2015–2025. 

State Trends 
Nevada’s 2010–2014 Consolidated Plan includes strategies for addressing housing needs 
statewide.21 It identified the following trends that influence housing need in Nevada: 

§ Relative housing cost increases due to higher unemployment and lower wages. 

§ A growing need for programs, funding, and other support services to help low-income 
households address affordability and other problems. 

§ Higher foreclosure rates, compared with the previous two decades, increase the risk of 
homelessness and the need for support services. 

§ Increasingly older, more diverse, and less affluent households. 

  

                                                        
21 http://nv.diversifynevada.com/images/uploads/nevada_con_plan_consolidated_plan_final.pdf 
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Local Demographic Trends  
Regional demographic trends largely follow the statewide trends discussed above, but provide 
additional insight into how demographic trends might affect housing in the Truckee Meadows 
region. Demographic trends that might affect the key assumptions used in the baseline analysis 
of housing need are: (1) the aging population, (2) changes in household size and composition, 
and (3) increases in diversity.  

GROWING POPULATION 
Washoe County’s population grew by 72% between 1990 and 2014, adding just over 182,000 
new residents. Over this period, the County’s population grew at an average annual growth 
rate of 2.3%, the same rate as Sparks, though slightly slower than in Reno (2.4%) and slower 
than Nevada’s population, which grew at an average annual rate of 3.7% 

Growth in the population of the Truckee Meadows region will drive future demand for 
housing over the planning period. 

Since 1990, Washoe 
County’s population has 
grown by about 72%, 
compared to 76% in 
Reno and 72% in 
Sparks. 
From 1990 to 2014, 
Washoe County’s 
population grew by 
182,130 people. Sparks 
and Reno accounted for 
21% and 56% of the 
growth, respectively. 
 

Exhibit B-30. Population, Washoe County, Reno, Sparks, 1990 and 
2014  
Source: US Decennial Census 1990, 2000, 2010; Census Bureau Annual Estimates of 
Resident Population 2014; Nevada State Demographer. 

 Population Change (1990-2014) 

 1990 2014 Number % 
Change AAGR 

Nevada 1,201,833 2,843,301 1,641,468 137% 3.7% 

Washoe 
County 254,667 436,797 182,130 72% 2.3% 

Reno 133,850 235,371 101,521 76% 2.4% 

Sparks 53,367 92,396 39,029 73% 2.3% 
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The Washoe County Consensus Forecast presents a forecast of growth in Truckee Meadows for 
the next 20 years. 

Between 2015 and 
2035, the TMSA is 
forecast to grow by over 
120,000 residents, an 
increase of about 29%. 
Of the new growth in the 
TMSA, Reno is forecast to 
account for 63%, Sparks 
will account for 23%, and 
Unincorporated Washoe 
County will account for 
14%. 
 

Exhibit B-31. Forecast of Population Growth, TMSA, Reno, Sparks, 
Unincorporated Washoe County, 2015 and 2035 
Source: Washoe County Consensus Forecast, 2014-2034. 
Note: Unincorporated Washoe County refers to the portion within the TMSA. 

 Population Change (2015-2035) 

 2015 2035 Number % Change AAGR 

TMSA 413,388 533,556 120,168 29% 1.3% 

Unincorporated 
Washoe 
County22 

81,622 98,039 16,417 20% 0.9% 

Reno 238,243 314,075 75,833 32% 1.4% 

Sparks 93,523 121,442 27,918 30% 1.3% 
 

 

  

                                                        
22 This refers to the unincorporated portion of Washoe County within the TMSA. 
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AGING POPULATION 
This section shows two key characteristics of the population in the Truckee Meadows area, with 
implications for future housing demand in Truckee Meadows: 

§ The population of the Truckee Meadows region is growing older, with the aging of 
the Baby Boomers. From 2014 to 2034, people aged 60 and older will constitute the 
fastest-growing age group, increasing by about 50%, or more than 44,000 new people. 
Demand for housing for retirees will grow over the planning period, as the Baby 
Boomers continue to age and retire. Washoe County forecasts that the share of residents 
aged 60 years and older will account for nearly one-quarter of the County’s population, 
compared to about one-fifth in 2014. 

The impact of growth in seniors in the region will depend, in part, on whether or not 
seniors move away once they retire. Growth in people over 60 years old since 2000 
suggests that some—and perhaps many—residents that retire will continue to live in the 
Truckee Meadows region. National surveys show that, in general, most retirees prefer to 
age in place by continuing to live in their current home and community as long as 
possible.23 

Growth in the number of seniors will result in demand for housing types specific to 
seniors, such as assisted living facilities or age-restricted developments. These 
households will make a variety of housing choices, including: remaining in their homes 
as long as they are able, downsizing to smaller single family homes (detached and 
attached) or multi-family units, or moving into group housing (such as assisted living 
facilities or nursing homes), as their health fails.  

The challenges that aging seniors face in continuing to live in their community include: 
changes in healthcare needs, loss of mobility, the difficulty of home maintenance, 
financial concerns, and increases in property taxes.24 Baby Boomers who downsize to 
smaller housing will drive an increased demand for single-family attached and 
multifamily housing. Some Baby Boomers may prefer housing in walkable 
neighborhoods, with access to services. 

§ Growth in young people, most notably Millennials, will play an important role in 
changes in housing demand in Truckee Meadows over the next 20 years. Millennials 
are people born generally between 1980 and 2000. By 2035, Millennials will be between 
35 years old and 55 years old. Over the next 20 years, the majority of new household 
formation will be of Millennial households.  

People in the 20- to 40-year-old-age category live throughout the Truckee Meadows area 
but are a little more concentrated in Reno. Between 2014 and 2034, people in this age 
group are expected to grow by more than 24,000 people.  

                                                        
23 A survey conducted by the AARP indicates that 90% of people 50 years and older want to stay in their current 
home and community as they age. See http://www.aarp.org/research. 
24 “Aging in Place: A toolkit for Local Governments” by M. Scott Ball.  
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Recent national surveys, as well as a recent survey in Portland, Oregon, show that 
Millennials prefer single family detached housing. The surveys find that housing price is 
the most important factor in choosing housing for younger residents.  

Continued growth in Millennials in the Truckee Meadows region will result in increased 
demand for both affordable single family detached housing, as well as increased 
demand for affordable townhouses and multi-family housing. Growth in this population 
will result in increased demand for both ownership and rental opportunities, with an 
emphasis on housing that is comparatively affordable. 

From 2000 to 2013 
Washoe County’s 
median age increased 
from 34.5 to 37.1 years. 
The average age increased 
also in Sparks, Reno, and 
Nevada. 

Exhibit B-32. Median Age, Years, 2000 - 2013  
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census Table P013, 2013 ACS, Table B01002. 

2000 34.5 
Sparks 

34.5 
Reno  

35.6 
Washoe County 

35.0 
Nevada 

2013 37.1 
Sparks 

34.9 
Reno 

37.2 
Washoe County 

37.1 
Nevada 

 

In 2013, about half of 
Washoe County 
residents were aged 
between 20 and 59 
years. 
Reno has a larger share of 
people 20 to 39 years old. 

Exhibit B-33. Population Distribution by Age, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS, Table B01001. 
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Exhibit B-34. Median Age by Census Block Group, TMSA, 2013  

 
Source:  Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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The age group that 
added the largest 
percentage change in 
population between 
2000 and 2013 in 
Washoe County was 
people 60 years and 
older.  
 

Exhibit B-35. Change in Percentage of Population by Age Group, 
Washoe County, 2000 to 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census Table P012, and 2010 Decennial Census 
Table P12. 

 Population Change (2000-2013) 

 2000 2013 Number % Change AAGR 

Under 20 94,009 108,975 14,966 16% 0.7% 

20 to 39 100,606 120,382 19,776 20% 0.9% 

40 to 59 95,707 115,441 19,734 21% 0.9% 

60 Years and 
Over 

49,164 88,933 39,769 81% 3.0% 
 

 

The cities of Reno and Sparks had similar changes with people 60 years and older increasing by 
49% and 113%, respectively. 

The following tables show age distribution of population in Washoe County in 2014 and 2034, 
based on the Washoe County Consensus forecast.  

Over time, older age 
groups are expected to 
grow quickly. 
From to 2014 to 2034, 
people over 60 years are 
expected to account for 
36% of growth in the 
County. 

Exhibit B-36. Population Growth by Age Group, Washoe County, 
2014 - 2034 
Source: Washoe County Consensus Forecast 2014-2034, Table 6. 

>60 Year-Olds 
50% Increase 
44,601 More People 

20-40 Year Olds 
21% Increase 
24,126 More People 

40-60 Year Olds 
18% Increase 
21,908 More People 

 

By 2034, residents 
older than sixty are 
expected to make up a 
larger share of the 
population. 
The share of residents 
aged 60 years and older 
will account for nearly one-
quarter of Washoe 
County’s population, 
compared to around 20% 
in 2014. 

Exhibit B-37. Population Growth by Age Group, Washoe County, 
2014 - 2034  
Source: Washoe County Consensus Forecast 2014-2034, Table 6. 
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INCREASED ETHNIC DIVERSITY 
Washoe County is becoming more ethnically diverse. The Hispanic and Latino population grew 
from about 17% of the County’s population in 2000 to 23% in 2013. In 2013, Reno had a higher 
share of Hispanic or Latino residents (27%) than the County average and Sparks had a smaller 
share (21%). 

Continued growth in the Hispanic and Latino population will affect the Truckee Meadows 
region’s housing needs in a variety of ways.25 Growth in first and, to a lesser extent, second and 
third generation Hispanic and Latino immigrants will increase demand for larger dwelling 
units to accommodate the, on average, larger household sizes for these households. Households 
for Hispanic and Latino immigrants are more likely to include multiple generations, requiring 
more space than smaller household sizes. As Hispanic and Latino households integrate over 
generations, household size typically decreases and housing needs become similar to housing 
needs for all households.  

Growth in Hispanic and Latino households will result in increased demand for housing of all 
types, both for ownership and rentals, with an emphasis on housing that is comparatively 
affordable.  

Washoe County’s 
Hispanic and Latino 
population has 
increased.  
Reno has a larger 
concentration of Hispanic 
and Latino population, 
accounting for 27% of the 
population in 2013.  

Exhibit B-38. Hispanic or Latino Population as a Percent of the Total 
Population, 2000 to 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census Table P008, 2013 ACS Table B03002. 

 
 
  

                                                        
25 The following articles describe housing preferences and household income trends for Hispanic and Latino families, 
including differences in income levels for first, second, and third generation households. In short, Hispanic and 
Latino households have lower median income than the national averages. First and second generation Hispanic and 
Latino households have median incomes below the average for all Hispanic and Latino households. Hispanic and 
Latino households have a strong preference for homeownership but availability of mortgages and availability of 
affordable housing are key barriers to homeownership for this group. 
 
Pew Research Center. Second-Generation Americans: A Portrait of the Adult Children of Immigrants, February 7, 2012. 
 
National Association of Hispanic Real Estate Professionals. 2014 State of Hispanic Homeownership Report, 2014. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PEOPLE MOVING TO WASHOE COUNTY 
The characteristics of people moving to Washoe County in recent years provide insight into the 
characteristics of people who may move to Washoe County over the next 20 years. This section 
presents data from the Census and the IRS about people moving to Washoe County. 

• Most residents of Washoe County lived in the County for more than a year. 

• Eight percent of Washoe County moved into the County in 2012. Two percent moved 
from within Nevada, 5% from another state, and 1% moved to Nevada from outside the 
U.S. The most common origins of people moving to Washoe County was other counties 
in Nevada or California. 

Eight percent of 
Washoe County 
residents moved into 
Washoe County in 
2013. Seven percent of 
residents migrated from 
another county in the U.S.  
and 1% migrated from 
abroad. 

Exhibit B-39. Residents by Migration, Origin, Washoe County, 2013 
Source: American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, S0701 

Migration Status Number Percent 

Have not moved in the last year 395,558 92% 

Moved from Different County in 
Nevada 7,714 2% 

Moved from Outside of Nevada 22,714 5% 

Moved from Abroad 2,571 1% 

Total Population 428,557 100% 
 

Migrants to Washoe 
County come from 
California and Nevada, 
primarily. 
Of migrants coming to 
Washoe County from other 
places in the U.S., the top 
origins include Clark 
County, NV, Lyon County, 
NV, and Carson City, NV. 
From California, top 
counties include Los 
Angeles County, 
Sacramento County, and 
Nevada County.  

Exhibit B-40. Most Common US Origins for Migrants to Washoe 
County, 2012-13 
Source: IRS County Migration Data, 2012-13. 

Origin 
State Origin County In-Migrants 

(Exemptions) 
Percent of 

Total 

Nevada Clark County 1,184 7% 

Nevada Lyon County 1,000 6% 

Nevada Carson City 784 5% 

California Los Angeles County 663 4% 

California Sacramento County 547 3% 

California Nevada County 512 3% 
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In general, people moving to Washoe County from within Nevada or the U.S. were younger, 
less likely to have children, and had a lower income than existing residents of Washoe County. 
People moving to Washoe County from outside of the U.S. were older than average, less likely 
to have children, less likely to be Latino, and had incomes about 10% below the Washoe County 
average.  

Most migrants to 
Washoe County are not 
Hispanic or Latino.  
Of all in-migrants to 
Washoe County, 28% from 
within Nevada are 
Hispanic or Latino, as well 
as 16% from other U.S. 
states, and 19% from 
Abroad. 

Exhibit B-41. Characteristics of In-Migrants to Washoe County, 2013 
Source: American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, S0701 

 

 In-Migrants 

All 
Population 

From 
Within 
Nevada 

From 
Other US 

State 

From 
Abroad 

Median Age 37.7 23.9 33.0 40.2 

Percent of In-
Migrants Under 
Age 18 

22% 12% 17% 3% 

Percent Hispanic 
or Latino 

23% 28% 16% 19% 

Median Personal 
Income $27,131 $12,142 $18,975 $23,768 
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HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND COMPOSITION 
On average, Washoe County households have around 2.6 persons. About 28% of the County’s 
households have children, around 33% are family households without children, and about 39% 
are nonfamily households.  

Washoe County’s 
average household size 
exceeds that of Reno 
and Sparks. 

Exhibit B-42. Average Household Size, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25009. 

2.58 Persons 
Sparks 

2.51 Persons 
Reno 

2.60 Persons 
Washoe County 

 

Washoe County has a 
slightly lower share of 
households with 
children, compared to 
the statewide average.  
Washoe County has a 
larger share of nonfamily 
households than the State, 
many of which are in Reno.  

Exhibit B-43. Household Composition, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 Table DP02. 

 

Renter-occupied 
housing units have a 
higher rate of 
overcrowding than 
owner-occupied housing 
units.26 Almost 7% of 
renter-occupied housing 
units are overcrowded, 
with more than one 
occupant per room, in 
Washoe County.  
 

Exhibit B-44 Percent of Households with One or More Occupants per 
Room, 2013 
Source: American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, Table S2501 (Nevada, Washoe County, 
Reno), 3-Year Estimates (Sparks) 

 Sparks Reno Washoe 
County Nevada 

Owner-
Occupied  1.2% 3.0% 2.2% 2.1% 

Renter-
Occupied 

7.7% 6.7% 6.8% 6.8% 

Total 3.9% 5.0% 4.2% 4.2% 
 

                                                        
26 According to a 2007 HUD study/literature review, persons per room (PPR) was the most common standard for 
measuring overcrowding. HUD researchers determined overcrowding should be defined as more than one person 
per room, to address privacy concerns and relative room preference. 
http://www.huduser.gov/publications/pdf/Measuring_Overcrowding_in_Hsg.pdf 
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From 2000 to 2010, the 
share of the population 
living in group quarters 
declined in Sparks, 
Reno, and Washoe 
County. Group quarters 
include assisted living, 
nursing homes, dorms, 
and prisons and jails. 
 
It is reasonable to assume 
that, as Washoe County’s 
population grows older, 
the population in group 
quarters will increase, as 
older people move to 
assisted living, nursing 
homes, or other group 
quarters.  

Exhibit B-45. Percent of Population in Group Quarters, 2000 - 2010 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census Table QT-P12 and P001, 2010 Decennial 
Census Table QT-P12 

2000 0.9% 
Sparks 

2.5% 
Reno  

1.6% 
Washoe County 

2010 0.4% 
Sparks 

2.0% 
Reno 

1.3% 
Washoe County 
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INCOME OF TRUCKEE MEADOW RESIDENTS 
Income is one of the key determinants in housing choice and households’ ability to afford 
housing. Income for people living in Washoe County is slightly above the average throughout 
Nevada. However, the median household income in Reno ($48,740) is below that of the County 
and the State. 

In 2013, Washoe 
County’s median 
household income was 
above that of the State. 

Exhibit B-46. Median Household Income, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25119 

$52,804 $48,740 $53,588 $51,230 
Sparks Reno Washoe County Nevada 

 

The largest income 
group in Washoe 
County is that of 
households earning less 
than $25,000, which 
accounts for about 24% 
of all households. 
In Reno, about 29% of 
households earn less than 
$25,000 per year, and in 
Sparks about 21% earn as 
much. In Sparks, about 
26% of households earn 
between $25,000 and 
$49,000, more than in 
Reno and Washoe County 
as a whole. 
 
 

Exhibit B-47. Household Income, Sparks, Reno, Washoe County, 
2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B19001 
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Exhibit B-48. Median Household Income, TMSA, 2013  

 
Source:  Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Adjusted for inflation, 
Washoe County’s 
median household 
income decreased by 
22% from 2000 to 
2013, from $63,807 to 
$53,588 per year in 
2013 dollars. In 
comparison, the national 
median household income 
decreased by 11% over 
the same time period, 
from $58,520 to $52,250 
in 2013 dollars.  

Exhibit B-49. Median Household Income Adjusted for Inflation, 
Sparks, Reno, Washoe County, Nevada, 2000-2013, 2013 Dollars 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census, Table HCT012, 2013 ACS Table B25119 
Note: Income is defined as income within the “past 12 months” of the survey year. The above 
dates (2000-2013) refer to the survey year. 

 
 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS 
The following exhibits describe the relationship between householder age27 and housing 
characteristics in Washoe County. In general: 

• Household size increases with age, peaking around 50 years old. Household size 
decreases with age, especially after 65 years old.  

• Homeownership increases with age, as income increases, peaking at age 65. 
Homeownership decreases after 65 years old. 

• The majority of households live in single family housing, with married couples 
(especially those with children) living in single family housing most frequently. People 
under 35 years old are more likely to live in multi-family housing than other age groups. 

• Income increases with age, peaking at age 65. More than 80% of households under 25 
years old had a household income less than $50,000.  

                                                        
27 Householder age is the age of the person identified as “head of household” by the person filling out the 
household’s Census forms. 
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Household size in 
Washoe County 
changes with age.  

Exhibit B-50. Households by Size and Age of Householder, Washoe 
County, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25116. 

 

Housing tenure in 
Washoe County 
changes with age. 

Exhibit B-51. Households by Tenure and Age of Householder, 
Washoe County, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25007. 

 

About 45% of nonfamily 
households live in multi-
family structures, while 
only 14% of married 
couple families do. 

Exhibit B-52. Units in Structure by Household Type, Washoe County, 
2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B11011. 
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Householders younger 
than 35 are more likely 
to live in multi-family 
housing than 
householders aged 
between 35 and 64.  
About 47% of 
householders aged 15 to 
34 live in multi-family 
housing, compared to just 
25% of 35- to 64-year-
olds. 

Exhibit B-53. Units in Structure by Age, Washoe County, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25125. 

 
Household income tends 
to increase as people 
age, until they reach the 
age of 65. 

Exhibit B-54. Household Income by Age of Householder, Washoe 
County, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B19037. 
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Potential housing needs of new workers in Washoe County 
Consistent with its strategic plan, the Economic Development Authority of Western Nevada 
(EDAWN) continues to target e-commerce fulfillment, distribution/logistics and manufacturing 
industries in the Truckee Meadows and surrounding areas. Businesses in these targeted 
industries locate within the Truckee Meadows and also in jurisdictions outside of Washoe 
County. Positions in these industries will be filled by workers already living in the Truckee 
Meadows and surrounding areas and by individuals moving into the broader region.  

Recently, Tesla has started construction of its gigafactory for battery production, and Switch has 
announced it will be constructing a 6.4 million square foot data center. These businesses are 
locating in the Tahoe-Reno Industrial Center (TRIC) in adjacent Storey County, but most 
housing opportunities for TRIC workers exist in Truckee Meadows. 

The potential impact of new workers in Washoe County and the larger five-county region 
including Storey County, Lyon County, Douglas Count and Carson City is explored in detail in 
the Northern Nevada Regional Growth Study, referred to as the EPIC Report, prepared for 
EDAWN.  

The EPIC report presents scenarios of potential job and population growth in the five-county 
region over the next five years. Scenario ‘B’ was endorsed by the EPIC Technical Committee 
and evaluated throughout the report. For Washoe County, Scenario B assumes the addition of 
approximately 34,700 jobs and 36,500 persons over the 2015–2019 timeframe. In comparison, the 
adopted Washoe County Consensus Forecast projects growth in the amount of approximately 
20,200 jobs and 24,500 persons during the same years. 

The EPIC report considers faster growth, Scenario B2, which envisions Washoe County adding 
approximately 34,700 jobs and 53,100 persons from 2015–2019. This report uses this higher five-
year population projection in the growth scenarios described later in this appendix. Using this 
higher population projection over the 2015–2019 period allows us to evaluate potential issues 
for the housing market in Truckee Meadows if population growth occurs more quickly than 
adopted forecasts project. 
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COMMUTING TRENDS 

Most Washoe County 
residents have a 
commute time that 
takes less than 30 
minutes. 
About 78% of Washoe 
County’s residents have 
commute times less than 
30 minutes, compared to 
84% in Reno, 74% in 
Sparks, and 70% 
throughout Nevada.  

Exhibit B-55. Commute Time by Place of Residence, Sparks, Reno, 
Washoe County, and Nevada, 2013  
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B08303. 

 
 

Of the more than 186,000 people who work in Washoe County, about 18% commute into the 
County from other areas, most notably Clark County, Lyon County, and Douglas County. More 
than about 27,400 residents of the County, or about 15%, commute to other counties for work. 
This analysis shows that Washoe County is both a residential and economic center, with 
relatively few people commuting out of the County for work.  

Washoe County is part 
of an interconnected 
regional economy.  
186,000 people work in 
Washoe County. Nearly 
33,000 people commute 
into the County for work, 
mostly from Clark, Lyon, 
and Carson City Counties. 
About 27,400 people 
commute out of the 
County for work, mostly to 
Clark and Carson City 
Counties. 
 

Exhibit B-56. Commuting Flows, Washoe County, 2011 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
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About 82% of all people 
who work in Washoe 
County, also live in 
Washoe County.  

Exhibit B-57. Counties Where Washoe County Workers Lived, 2011 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
 

82% 
Washoe County 

3% 
Clark County 

3% 
Lyon County 

3% 
Carson City County 

 

Of all the people who 
work in Washoe County, 
about 43% live in Reno 
and about 19% live in 
Sparks. 

Exhibit B-58. Cities Where Washoe County Workers Lived, Reno and 
Sparks, 2011 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
 

43% 
Reno 

19% 
Sparks 

 

About 85% of residents 
who live in Washoe 
County, also work in 
Washoe County. 

Exhibit B-59. Places Where Washoe County Residents were Employed, 
2011 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
 

85% 
Washoe County 

3% 
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3% 
Carson City County 
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Of all the people who live 
in Washoe County, about 
64% work in Reno and 
about 19% work in 
Sparks. 

Exhibit B-60. Cities Where Washoe County Residents Worked, Reno 
and Sparks, 2011 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
 

64% 
Reno 

16% 
Sparks 
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Regional and Local Trends in Housing Costs and Affordability 
This section describes changes in sales prices, rents, and housing affordability in the Truckee 
Meadows region. 

CHANGES IN HOUSING COSTS 
The median home sale price in Washoe County (about $268,125 in June 2015) was slightly above 
the average in Nevada for the same month (about $219,550). In Reno, median home sale prices 
are slightly higher than the County average, at $272,700, while in Sparks, the averages are 
slightly lower, at $251,875. 

Typical median home 
sales prices in the 
region ranged from 
around $210,000 to 
around $270,000.  
The median for Washoe 
County is slightly below 
that of Reno, but above 
Sparks. 

Exhibit B-61. Median Home Sale Price, Sparks, Reno, Carson City, 
Sun Valley, Washoe County, June 2015 
Source: RMLS 

$251K $272K $219K $210K $268K  
Sparks Reno Carson City Sun Valley Washoe County  

 

Median home sales 
prices in the region 
peaked in 2006, and 
decreased with the 
national housing 
market recession. 
At the height of the 
housing bubble, Washoe 
County’s median home 
sale price reached about 
$359,400 in January 
2006, before falling by 
over $220,000 to a 
recessionary low of 
$138,000 in March 2012, 
a decrease of about 62%. 
Since the March 2012 low, 
median sale prices 
countywide have climbed 
about 94% to $268,000 
as of June 2015 

Exhibit B-62. Median Sales Price, January 2000 – June 2015 
Source: Zillow Real Estate Research. 
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Median sales prices per 
square foot have grown 
since the recession, but 
remain below the pre-
recession peak. 
 

Exhibit B-63. Median Sales Price per Square Foot, January 2000 – 
June 2015 
Source: Zillow Real Estate Research. 

 
 

Homeownership costs have increased faster than incomes. The following exhibit compares the 
median house value (as reported by the Census) to the median household income. 

Housing costs have 
increased faster than 
income since 2000. 
The median value of a 
house in Washoe County 
was 3.3 times the median 
household income in 2000 
and 3.8 by 2013.  

Exhibit B-64. Ratio of Housing Value to Income (Median to Median), 
2000 to 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census, Tables HCT012 and H085, and 2013 
ACS, Tables B19013 and B25077 
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Exhibit B-65. Ratio of Median Sales Price to Median Income, TMSA, 2013  

 
Source:  Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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RENTAL COSTS 
Rent costs in Washoe County, Reno, and Sparks are lower than the Nevada statewide average.  

Median contract rent in 
Washoe County is about 
$871; compared to 
$952 throughout 
Nevada.  

Exhibit B-66. Median Gross Rent, 2-Bedroom Units, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table B25064 

$891 
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$871 
Washoe County 

$952 
Nevada 

 

Washoe County has a 
higher share (43%) of 
renter-occupied units 
paying less than $800 
per month than 
throughout Nevada 
(31%). 

Exhibit B-67. Gross Rent, Washoe County, Reno, Sparks, Nevada, 
2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS, Table B25063 

 

Rental costs have 
increased faster than 
income since 2000. 
The median gross rent in 
Washoe County was 18% 
of the median household 
income in 2000 and 20% 
by 2013.  

Exhibit B-68. Percent of Gross Rent to Income (Median to Median), 
2000 to 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau 2000 Decennial Census Tables H063 and HCT012, 2013 ACS 
Tables B25064 and B19013 
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 
A typical standard used to determine housing affordability is that a household should pay no 
more than a certain percentage of household income for housing, including payments and 
interest or rent, utilities, and insurance. HUD guidelines indicate that households paying more 
than 30% of their income on housing experience “cost burden,” and households paying more 
than 50% of their income on housing experience “severe cost burden.”  

More than one-third of Washoe County households are cost burdened. Almost half of renter 
households are cost burdened, compared with 27% of homeowners. Cost burden rates for the 
County are comparable to those in Reno and Sparks, and to the statewide average. 

Cost Burden 
 

More than a third of all 
households in Washoe 
County are cost 
burdened. 
The percentages of cost 
burdened households in 
the Truckee Meadows 
region is comparable to 
that of Nevada. 

Exhibit B-69. Housing Cost Burden, Sparks, Reno, Washoe County, 
Nevada, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Tables B25091 and B25070. 

 

Almost half of Washoe 
County renters are cost 
burdened, compared to 
only about a quarter of 
homeowners. 
Cost burden rates are 
much higher in Washoe 
County among renters 
than among homeowners. 
In 2013, about 49% of 
renters were cost 
burdened, compared to 
27% of homeowners. 

Exhibit B-70. Housing Cost Burden by Tenure, Washoe County, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Tables B25091 and B25070. 
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Almost half of Reno 
renters are cost 
burdened, compared to 
only about a quarter of 
homeowners. 
In 2013, about 48% of 
renters were cost 
burdened, compared to 
24% of homeowners. 

Exhibit B-71. Housing Cost Burden by Tenure, Reno, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Tables B25091 and B25070. 

 

More than half of 
Sparks’ renters are cost 
burdened, compared to 
only about a quarter of 
homeowners. 
In 2013, about 51% of 
renters were cost 
burdened, compared to 
26% of homeowners. 

Exhibit B-72. Housing Cost Burden by Tenure, Sparks, 2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Tables B25091 and B25070. 

 
 

While cost burden is a common measure of housing affordability, it does have some limitations. 
Two important limitations are:  

§ A household is defined as cost burdened if the housing costs exceed 30% of their 
income, regardless of actual income. The remaining 70% of income is expected to be 
spent on non-discretionary expenses, such as food or medical care, and on discretionary 
expenses. Households with higher income may be able to pay more than 30% of their 
income on housing without impacting the household’s ability to pay for necessary non-
discretionary expenses. 

§ Cost burden compares income to housing costs and does not account for accumulated 
wealth. As a result, the estimate of how much a household can afford to pay for housing 
does not include the impact of accumulated wealth on a household’s ability to pay for 
housing. For example, a household with retired people may have relatively low income 
but may have accumulated assets (such as profits from selling another house) that allow 
them to purchase a house that would be considered unaffordable to them based on the 
cost burden indicator.  

Cost burden is only one indicator of housing affordability. Another way of exploring the issue 
of financial need is to review housing affordability at varying levels of household income.  
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Fair Market Rent28 for a 
two-bedroom apartment 
in Washoe County is 
$924. 

Exhibit B-73. HUD Fair Market Rent (FMR) by Unit Type, Washoe 
County, 2015 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

$551 
Studio 

$699 
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$924 
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$1,362 
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$1,637 
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A household must earn 
at least $17.77 per 
hour to afford a two-
bedroom unit in 
Washoe County. 
 

Exhibit B-74. Affordable Housing Wage, Washoe County, 2015 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

$17.70/hour  
$36,800/year 
Affordable Housing Wage for two-bedroom Unit in Washoe County  

 

About one-fifth of 
Washoe County 
households have 
income of less than 
$31,750 and cannot 
afford a two-bedroom 
apartment at Washoe 
County’s Fair Market 
Rent (FMR) of $924.  

Exhibit B-75. Financially Attainable Housing, by Median Family 
Income (MFI) for Washoe County ($63,500), 2015 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table 19001 
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28 Fair Market Rent is determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Services (HUD). It is the 40th 
percentile of gross rents for typical, non-substandard rental units occupied by recent movers in a local housing 
market. 
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The following exhibit estimates whether Washoe County has enough housing to meet housing 
demand by income categories based on the assumption that a household should not pay more 
than 30% of its income on rent. The results show that Washoe County has a substantial deficit of 
housing affordable to households earning less than $25,000, implying that these household are 
cost burdened.  

Washoe County currently has a deficit of housing affordable to households earning less than 
$25,000 and for households earning more than $75,000 per year. The deficit of housing for 
households earning less than $25,000 results in these households living in housing that is more 
expensive than they can afford, consistent with the data about renter cost burden in Washoe 
County. 

The deficit for housing for households earning more than $75,000 suggests that some high-
income households could afford more expensive housing, either by choice or because higher 
cost (and higher amenity) housing is not available in Washoe County. 

Exhibit B-76. Rough Estimate of Housing Affordability, Washoe County, 2015 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2011-2013 ACS Tables 19001, 25075, 25063 

 
 

The City of Reno and the Washoe County HOME Consortium’s Five-Year Consolidated Plan 
provides information on homelessness and substandard housing in Northern Nevada. In the 
plan, households were considered substandard if they were lacking complete kitchen or 
plumbing facilities. In Reno, 1,295 renter households and 165 owner households were 
considered substandard over the 2007–2011 time period. The January 2015 Point in Time 
homelessness count identified 112 unsheltered homeless individuals in Reno and Washoe 
County. An additional 784 were living in shelter and transitional housing, 3,719 were living in 
short-term motels, and 1,098 were living in longer-term motels.  

  

Rough estimate of housing affordability, Washoe Co 2015

Income Level
Number 

of HH Percent

Affordable 
Monthly Housing 

Cost

Crude Estimate of 
Affordable Purchase 

Owner-Occupied Unit

Est. 
Number of 

Owner 
Units

Est. Number of 
Renter Units

Surplus 
(Deficit)

HUD Fair 
Market Rent 

(FMR) in 2013
(14,357)   Less than $10,000 11,148 7% $0 to $250 $0 to $25,000 5,617 1,198 -4,333 

$10,000 to $14,999 9,482 6% $250 to $375 $25,000 to $37,000 972 1,383 -7,127 
$15,000 to $24,999 19,624 12% $375 to $625 $37,500 to $62,500 4,058 12,670 -2,897 Studio: $551

15,491     $25,000 to $34,999 15,621 9% $625 to $875 $62,500 to $87,500 4,752 21,221 10,352 1 bdrm: $699
$35,000 to $49,999 21,182 13% $875 to $1,250 $87,500 to $125,000 8,018 18,304 5,140 2 bdrm: $924

1,071       $50,000 to $74,999 31,337 19% $1,250 to $1,875 $125,000 to $187,500 19,034 13,375 1,071
3 bdrm: $1,362
4 bdrm: $1,637

Washoe County 2015 MFI: $63,500 $1,588 $160,000 to $190,500
(624)         $75,000 to $99,999 18,808 11% $1,875 to $2,450 $187,500 to $245,000 14,564 3,619 -624 

(1,581)      $100,000 to $149,999 23,162 14% $2,450 to $3,750 $245,000 to $375,000 19,267 478 -3,418 
$150,000 or more 14,233 9% More than $3,750 More than $375,000 15,911 159 1,837

0                 Total 164,597 100% 92,191 72,406 0
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SUMMARY OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING HOUSING GROWTH IN THE TRUCKEE MEADOWS 
AREA 
The purpose of the analysis thus far has been to provide background on the kinds of factors that 
influence housing choice, and in doing so, to convey why the number and interrelationships 
among those factors ensure that generalizations about housing choice are difficult to make and 
prone to inaccuracies.  

There is no question that age affects housing type and tenure. Mobility is substantially higher 
for people aged 20 to 34. People in that age group will also have, on average, less income than 
people who are older. They are less likely to have children. All of these factors mean that 
younger households are much more likely to be renters, and renters are more likely to be in 
multi-family housing.  

The data illustrate what more detailed research has shown and what most people understand 
intuitively: life cycle and housing choice interact in ways that are predictable in the aggregate; 
age of the household head is correlated with household size and income; household size and 
age of household head affect housing preferences; income affects the ability of a household to 
afford a preferred housing type. The connection between socioeconomic and demographic 
factors and housing choice is often described informally by giving names to households with 
certain combinations of characteristics: the "traditional family," the "never marrieds," the "dinks" 
(dual-income, no kids), the "empty nesters." Thus, simply looking at the long wave of 
demographic trends can provide good information for estimating future housing demand.  

Thus, one is ultimately left with the need to make a qualitative assessment of the future housing 
market. The following is a discussion of how demographic and housing trends are likely to 
affect housing in Washoe County over the next 20 years:  

§ Growth in housing will be driven by growth in population. Between 2000 and 2014 
Washoe County’s population grew by more than 97,000 people (an increase of about 
28%). From 2014 to 2034 the population in the TMSA is expected to grow by 125,151 
people (31%), while Reno’s population grows by 78,704 (33%), and Sparks’ grows by 
29,046 (31%).  

§ Housing affordability is a growing challenge in Washoe County, especially for 
lower-income households. About one-third of Washoe County households are cost 
burdened and spend more than they can afford for housing costs. Cost burden is 
higher among renters (49% are cost burdened) than homeowners (27% are cost 
burdened) in Washoe County. Cost burden among renters is of the greatest concern 
because renter households typically have lower income and can afford to spend less on 
housing.  

About 30% of Washoe County’s household have incomes of less than $31,750, which is 
50% of the County’s Median Family Income (according to HUD’s data). These 
households are unable to afford HUD’s Fair Market Rent of $924 for a two-bedroom 
dwelling unit. ECONorthwest estimates that Washoe County had an existing deficit of 
14,000 dwelling units affordable to households earning less than $25,000. 
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Over the next 20 years, the Truckee Meadows region will need to provide opportunities 
for development of relatively affordable housing of all types of housing, from lower-
cost single family housing to market-rate multi-family housing. The key challenge will 
be development of a range of multi-family housing that will increase the supply of 
rental housing, especially in areas near existing services and transit. 

§ On average, future housing will look a lot like past housing without substantial 
changes in housing policies. That is the assumption that underlies any trend forecast, 
and one that allows some quantification of the composition of demand for new 
housing.  

§ If the future differs from the past, it is likely to move in the direction (on average) of 
smaller units and more diverse housing types. Most of the evidence suggests that the 
bulk of the change will be in the direction of need for smaller average house and lot 
sizes for single family housing to increase housing affordability.  

Key demographic and economic trends that will affect Truckee Meadows’s future 
housing needs are: (1) the aging of the Baby Boomers, (2) the aging of the Millennials, 
(3) continued growth in the Hispanic and Latino population, and (4) providing housing 
opportunities to new workers in Washoe County, especially if employment growth 
occurs relatively fast over the next five years. 

• The Baby Boomer’s population is continuing to age. By 2034, people 60 years and 
older will account for 24% of the population in Washoe County (up from 20% in 
2014). The changes that affect Washoe County’s housing demand as the 
population ages are that household sizes decrease and homeownership rates 
decrease. 

• Millennials will continue to age. By 2035, Millennials will be roughly between 35 
years old and 55 years old. As they age, generally speaking, their household sizes 
will increase and homeownership rates will peak by about age 55. Between 2015 
and 2035, Millennials will be a key driver in demand for housing for families 
with children. 

• Hispanic and Latino population will continue to grow. The U.S. Census projects that 
by about 2040, the Hispanic and Latino population will account for one-quarter 
of the nation’s population. The share of the Hispanic and Latino population in 
the western U.S. is likely to be higher. The Hispanic and Latino population 
already account for nearly one-quarter of the population in the Truckee 
Meadows area. In addition, the Hispanic and Latino population is generally 
younger than the U.S. average, with many Hispanic and Latino people belonging 
to the Millennial generation.  
 
Hispanic and Latino population growth will be an important driver in growth of 
housing demand, both for owner- and renter-occupied housing. Growth in the 
Hispanic and Latino population will drive demand for housing for families with 
children. Given the lower income for Hispanic and Latino households, especially 
first generation immigrants, growth in this group will also drive demand for 
affordable housing, both for ownership and renting.  
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In summary, an aging population, increasing housing costs (although lower than the 
Region), housing affordability concerns for Millennials and the Hispanic and Latino 
populations, and other variables are factors that support the conclusion of need for a 
smaller and less expensive units and a broader array of housing choices. Millennials 
and immigrants will drive demand for affordable housing types, including demand for 
small, affordable single family units (many of which may be ownership units) and for 
affordable multi-family units (many of which may be rental units). 
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Appendix C: Housing Scenarios 

C-1  Introduction 
Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) worked with ECONorthwest to 
develop a regional housing study (the Study). The purposes of the Study were to: 

1. Provide up-to-date information about the supply of residential land and the 
characteristics of housing stock in the Truckee Meadows region 

2. Describe likely future housing needs based on demographic, socioeconomic, and 
economic trends 

3. Compare land supply (by zoning category) to the expected needs for housing types.  

This appendix (Appendix C) describes the scenarios used in this Study to help evaluate how 
well different types and locations of housing accommodate the expected growth of households 
in the Truckee Meadows region. The decision to think in terms of scenarios (which are alternative 
futures) rather than in terms of a single future was based on these considerations: 

§ The future is uncertain. The farther out one tries to predict the future, and the more and 
more complex the relationships, the more uncertain it becomes. Appendix B provides 
ample evidence to conclude that no amount of thinking, data, and modeling can 
precisely predict the demand and need for housing, by type and location, for the 
Truckee Meadows region 20 years. 

§ There are many possible futures. Some are certainly more likely than others, but their 
likelihood to a person or group depends on an individual or consensus assessment of 
the assumptions about the forces that are creating those futures.  

§ Combinations of assumptions about the forces (causes) that influence the future (the 
effects) are called scenarios.  

The rest of this appendix has three main sections:  

§ C-2, Defining the Scenarios Used in This Study  

§ C-3, Creating the Scenarios Used in This Study  

§ C-4, Scenario Suitability Analysis 

This appendix addresses only the definition and creation of scenarios. The evaluation of the 
scenarios is contained in two parts, in two additional appendices: 

§ Appendix D, Scenario Evaluation, Part 1: Accommodating Housing Demand and 
Need  

§ Appendix E, Scenario Evaluation, Part 2: Fiscal Impacts  
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C-2  Defining the Scenarios Used in This 
Study 

There are many ways housing could develop over the next 20 years in the Truckee Meadows 
region. Some are more likely than others—some seemed far-fetched, but there are many that are 
reasonable possibilities and, yet, different. Those futures are different because the key factors 
that create them can unfold and interact in many different ways.  

This Study refers to the alternative futures that it will consider as scenarios. A scenario is a 
combination of assumptions about the future, usually about a few key factors (also referred to as forces, 
drivers, driving variables, causal variables, ….). Typical categories of key factors that could 
change and cause change in the future are economic, demographic, technological, social, 
environmental, and political (policy).  

The scenarios in this Study are matched to the purposes of the policy questions the Study hopes 
to inform. In particular, this Study wants to explore (1) whether there is likely to be a future shortage of 
buildable residential land, and (2) whether land can be planned and zoned in different ways that would 
better meet the demand and needs for housing, reduce the costs of infrastructure, or both. 

Thus, this Study uses two scenarios to evaluate (1) how well different spatial patterns of 
development in the region would match expected changes in the demographic and 
socioeconomic characteristics of the region’s households, and (2) the likely costs of key 
infrastructure that would be necessary to serve these different spatial patterns. The two 
scenarios are: 

1. Baseline Trend (also referred to as “Classic”) projects forward development trends 
observed over the past 15 years.  

2. Compact Development (also referred to as “McCarran”) uses information from the 
planning and real estate literature about the changing demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics of households (which tend to suggest shifts toward increased housing 
density in metropolitan areas1) that may lead to a more compact pattern of future 
residential development. 

Spatial pattern is only one of many driving factors that could be used to create a scenario for 
future housing development in the Truckee Meadows region. Two other key ones are the 
amount of growth projected over the planning horizon, and the timing of growth. This Study 
holds the total amount of growth (as measured by population) constant at the year 2035. It does, 

                                                        
1 Note that a shift toward greater density does not mean an end to the construction of single-family homes. It means, 
for example, that a region that historically had a new-construction split of 75%/25% single-family/multifamily may 
shift to a 60%/40% split.  
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however, vary the timing of that growth (to reflect differences between the Washoe County 
Consensus Forecast 2014 - 2034 and a different forecast by the Economic Development Authority 
of Western Nevada (EDAWN). Both assume that in 20 years there will be around 120,000 more 
people and 50,000 new dwelling units within the Truckee Meadows Service Areas (TMSA), 
however the EDAWN forecast anticipates a majority of this growth will occur in the next 5 to 10 
years.  

This combination of variables—about the pattern of growth and the timing of growth—creates 
the 2 variations of the principal scenarios that this Study uses for its investigations. Exhibit C-1 
shows the four scenario variations that result from applying this difference in development 
timing.  

Exhibit C-1. Growth Scenarios 

 
The Baseline Trend scenario assumes a continuation of recent trends and models mostly 
detached, single-family development at the region’s periphery. The Compact Development 
scenario models a more diverse mix of housing products with increased amounts of residential 
development in the region’s traditional urban core areas compared to the amounts between 
2000-2015. 

Each development scenario (the two columns in Exhibit C-1) is modeled two ways (the two 
rows in Exhibit C-1): (1) using the year-over-year population growth rate in the adopted 
Washoe County Consensus Forecast, and (2) varying the near-term (i.e. 5-10 year) year-over-
year growth rate to explore potential impacts to the region if residential growth occurs more 
quickly in the near term.  

  

1a:  Recent trends + Consensus 
Forecast growth rate

2a: More compact development + 
Consensus Forecast growth rate

1b:  Recent trends + accelerated 
growth in next five years

2b: More compact development + 
accelerated growth in next five years

Compact Development ScenarioBaseline Trend Scenario
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C-3  Creating the Scenarios Used in This 
Study 

Creating the growth scenarios shown in Exhibit C-1 required several steps to spatially allocate 
future housing units across the region. These steps include converting future population to 
households, developing subarea geographies, and allocating households by type and location 
for each scenario using the subarea geographies and a suitability simulation. These methods are 
discussed in detail in this section. 

 Forecasts of Regional Growth 
Our first step in developing growth scenarios was to forecast household growth based on 
population growth. We obtained population forecasts and then converted them to housing units 
that can be used for growth scenario modeling. 

C-3.1.1 Regional Growth 

Population Forecast 
To determine the amount of population growth anticipated over the next 20 years, we started 
with the adopted 2014-2034 Washoe County Consensus Forecast. This forecast averages four 
different population projections and is required to be used by all local government and affected 
entities for the purposes of formulating goals, policies and service plans within the Truckee 
Meadows. The 2014-2034 Consensus Forecast estimates the County will grow to almost 564,000 
persons by 2034 at an average rate of around 1.3 percent annually. Extrapolated to 2035, 
approximately 570,000 persons are projected. This represents an estimated increase of 128,000 
people by the year 2035.  

To vary the timing of development in each of our growth scenarios shown in Exhibit C-1, we 
varied the Consensus Forecast growth rate using a higher rate of population growth over the 
next five years. We used the ‘B2’ population projection in the Northern Nevada Regional 
Growth Study (aka EPIC Report) to create this variation, applying a polynomial curve that is 
consistent with the EPIC B2 population projection and realizes a population gain of 128,000 
people by the year 2035. The Washoe County Consensus Forecast population growth projection 
and the enhanced growth projection based on the EPIC report are shown in Exhibit C-2.  
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Exhibit C-2. Population Growth Projections 

 

Housing Growth  
Washoe County is projected to grow by 128,000 persons by the year 2035. To generate scenarios 
of housing growth, this population must be divided among the three local governments in the 
Truckee Meadows region and be converted to households.  

We allocated population growth to the local governments using the jurisdictional split 
methodology in the Washoe County Consensus Forecast. This methodology first allocates 25% 
of overall growth to Centers and TOD corridors and then allocates remaining population 
growth using historical percentages of population in each jurisdiction. The 128,000 person 
growth increment was allocated to the local jurisdictions using this split methodology and is 
summarized in Exhibit C-3. 

 Exhibit C-3. Washoe County Consensus Forecast Jurisdictional Splits 
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Not all population growth projected for Washoe County will occur within the Truckee 
Meadows Service Areas (TMSA). Some individuals will locate in Incline Village, Washoe Valley 
and other locations outside the TMSA. Historically, about 6.5% of the County’s population 
resides outside of the TMSA.  

To account for this, we applied the historical percentage of population outside of the TMSA to 
the forecast of future population, which equates to about 8,300 people. These 8,300 persons 
were then subtracted from the County’s overall population forecast. This results in 
approximately 120,000 new people living within the TMSA at 2035. Exhibit C-4 shows 
population growth by jurisdiction both within the TMSA and outside of the TMSA.  

Exhibit C-4. Population growth inside and outside the TMSA  

 
 
Exhibit C-5 describes the key assumptions and presents an estimate of new housing units 
needed in the TMSA between 2015 and 2035. The key assumptions are based on the best 
available data: 

§ Population. A 20-year population forecast (in this instance, 2015 to 2035) is the 
foundation for estimating needed new dwelling units. The TMSA will grow by 120,168 
persons over the 20-year period, shown in Exhibit C-5.  

§ Persons in Group Quarters. Persons in group quarters do not consume standard 
housing units: thus, any forecast of new people in group quarters is typically derived 
from the population forecast for the purpose of estimating housing demand. Group 
quarters can have a big influence on housing in cities with colleges (dorms), prisons, or a 
large elderly population (nursing homes). In general, any new requirements for these 
housing types will be met by institutions (colleges, government agencies, health-care 
corporations) operating outside what is typically defined as the housing market. 
Nonetheless, group quarters require residential land. They are typically built at densities 
that are comparable to that of multiple-family dwellings. 

The 2010 Decennial Census shows that 1.3% of the County’s population was in group 
quarters. For the 2015 to 2035 period, we assume that 1.3% of new population, 1,562 
people, will be in group quarters.  

§ Household Size. According to the 2013 American Community Survey, the average 
household size in Washoe County was 2.6 people. Thus, for the 2015 to 2035 period, we 
assume an average household size of 2.6 persons per household. 

Jurisdiction Population Growth
In TMSA 120,168

City of Reno 75,833
City of Sparks 27,918
Washoe County 16,417

Outside TMSA 8,354
Washoe County Total 128,522
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Vacancy Rate. The Census defines vacancy as: "Unoccupied housing units are 
considered vacant. Vacancy status is determined by the terms under which the unit may 
be occupied, e.g., for rent, for sale, or for seasonal use only." According to the 2013 
American Community Survey, Washoe County’s vacancy rate was 11%. For the 2015 to 
2035 period, we assume a vacancy rate of 11%. 

Exhibit C-5. Projected Units in TMSA, 2015-2035 

 

Exhibit C-6 shows an allocation of the new households to the jurisdictions within the TMSA, 
using the jurisdictional split methodology developed in the Washoe County Consensus Forecast 
to allocate future units to each jurisdiction’s TMSA. First, 25% of new occupied dwelling units 
were allocated to Centers and TOD corridors. The remaining 75% of these units were allocated 
using the historical percentages of population in each jurisdiction. Exhibit C-6 shows the results 
of allocating future dwelling units by jurisdiction. 

Exhibit C-6. Projected Units in TMSA based on Jurisdictional Splits 

 

  

Variable
New Dwelling Units 

(2015-2035)
Change in persons 120,168                   

minus Change in persons in group quarters 1,562                       
equals Persons in households 118,606                   

Average household size 2.60
New occupied DU 45,618                     

times Aggregate vacancy rate 11.0%
equals Vacant dwelling units 5,018                       

Total new dwelling units (2015-2035) 50,636
Annual average of new dwelling units 2,532

Table B-X: Projected Units in TMSA based on Jurisdictional Splits

Jurisdiction
Future 

Population 
in TMSA

Future Units 
Based on 

Population

Vacancy 
Rate Units

Future Units 
in TMSA

City of Reno 74,691 28,727 3,160 31,888
City of Sparks 27,498 10,576 1,163 11,739
Washoe County 16,417 6,314 695 7,009
Totals 118,606 45,618 5,018 50,636
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 Subarea Allocations of Regional Growth 
Subarea geographies were created to spatially allocate the amount and type of future units for 
each scenario. In developing the subareas, our aim was to allow the subareas to nest within the 
jurisdictional boundaries of the TMSA while also creating subareas that generally distinguish 
between central areas and suburban areas. To achieve these goals, we identified central areas 
for both the cities of Reno and Sparks that include lands within McCarran Boulevard for the 
most part. Next, we used a quadrant approach to classify suburban lands outside McCarran 
Boulevard into subareas. This approach produced 12 subareas illustrated on Exhibit C-7.  

The Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas are characterized by older residential 
development and lands that are being targeted for redevelopment. The subareas outside the 
central subareas are characterized by newer residential development farther away from the 
region’s traditional urban core. 
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Exhibit C-7. Subarea Boundaries, TMSA 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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 Creating Scenarios 
This study uses the forecasts of regional growth, as allocated to subareas, to create two 
scenarios for future development patterns: (1) Baseline Classic and (2) Compact Development 
(McCarran). They have the same amount of population (household) growth, but they differ in 
the type and location of housing that is assumed to be built to accommodate the increasing 
demand and need for dwelling units. The steps in creating the scenarios are: 

§ Design target values for future dwelling units by subarea and housing type 

§ Allocate future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and Consensus 
Forecast growth rate (Scenarios 1A and 2A) 

§ Allocate future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and enhanced 
growth rate (Scenarios 1B and 2B) 

C-3.3.1 Baseline Scenario 
The Baseline Trend scenario models projected housing units in Exhibit C-8 by jurisdiction using 
the pattern of development observed over the past 15 years. To develop the Baseline Trend 
scenario, two main steps were used.  

1. The first was to allocate forecasted households to the subareas, trying to maintain to the 
extent possible the type and amount of housing previously constructed where capacity 
for new units is available based on adopted zoning.  

2. The second was to allocate dwelling units to parcels on a year-over-year basis using a 
suitability analysis to guide the selection of parcels chosen for development. This second 
step was completed using both the Consensus Forecast growth rate and the enhanced 
growth rate shown in Exhibit C-2.  

Allocate future dwelling units by subarea and housing type 
Future units by housing type were allocated to the subareas based on trends observed over the 
past 15 years. The methods used for this subarea allocation vary by land type: the method to 
allocate units to vacant residential land is different than the method to allocate units to land that 
is currently developed. 

For vacant residential lands we analyzed the type and amount of housing built from 2000-2015 
in each subarea. This gave us a profile of recent development by subarea. We then used these 
profiles to allocate the same type and amount of housing to each subarea for the 2015-2035 
timeframe.  

For the most part, we were able to apply these profiles to the 2015-2035 timeframe without 
adjustment. However, certain subareas that experienced fairly large amounts of growth over the 
past 15 years were unable to absorb the same levels of development based on remaining vacant 
land and that land’s capacity for new units per adopted zoning. Given this, we had to assume 
certain subareas with greater amounts of vacant residential land would develop similarly to 
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subareas that saw large amounts of residential growth during the last 15 years. For example, in 
the past, the West Reno subarea added new homes as the Sommersett planned unit 
development was constructed and now has fewer units available based on adopted zoning than 
it once had. To project forward similar types and amounts of housing for 2015-2035 at the urban 
periphery, the Baseline Trend scenario models units in subareas where planned unit 
developments have been approved and construction of homes has yet to begin.  

For lands that are currently developed, we looked at residential units that were added either 
through infill or redevelopment over the last 15 years within the Central Reno and Central 
Sparks subareas. We found that 24% of all units in the Central Sparks subarea during this 
timeframe were constructed on developed land. Within the Central Reno subarea, the percent of 
units constructed through infill or redevelopment was 17%. For the Baseline Trend scenario, we 
projected these percentages forward.  

Exhibit C-8 shows the results of the allocation of forecasted housing units by subarea for the 
Baseline Trend scenario. Of the approximately 50,000 dwelling units projected in the Truckee 
Meadows region over the next 20 years, 92% of those units are modeled outside the Central 
Reno and Central Sparks subareas. Subareas that experience the largest amounts of growth 
include the North Reno (24%), Southeast Reno (22%) and North Sparks subareas (21%). These 
subareas have large amounts of vacant land available and many units located in planned unit 
developments. Neither the Warm Springs nor the Spring Mountain subareas are allocated large 
amounts of growth as these subareas are each TMSA islands and are located over 6 miles from 
the larger TMSA geography.  

Exhibit C-8. Future dwelling units by subarea, Baseline Trend scenario 

 

Subarea
Dwelling Units on 

Vacant Land

Dwelling Units on 
Land with Existing 

Development
Total Future 

Dwelling Units
Percent of Total 
Dwelling Units

West Reno 5,181 11 5,192 10%
Central Reno 2,721 557 3,278 6%
North Reno 12,121 161 12,282 24%
Spring Mountain - Reno 0 0 0 0%
Southeast Reno 11,167 197 11,364 22%
Central Sparks 876 285 1,161 2%
North Sparks 10,358 86 10,444 21%
Southeast Washoe County 853 0 853 2%
Northwest Washoe County 2,805 0 2,805 6%
Northeast Washoe County 1,714 0 1,714 3%
Southwest Washoe County 1,564 0 1,564 3%
Warm Springs - Washoe County 50 0 50 0%
Total 49,410 1,297 50,707 100%
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Exhibit C-9. Total Future Dwelling Units by Subarea Baseline Trend Scenario 
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Exhibit C-10 illustrates the composition of housing types for the Baseline Trend scenario across 
the overall TMSA geography and by each local government’s portion of the TMSA.  

Within the broader TMSA geography, 63% of units are modeled within the Low Density Single 
Family and Moderate Density Single Family housing types. Additional detached single housing 
on lots less than 6,000 square feet is also modeled within the High D. SF / Low D. MF housing 
type. Combined, housing types in the Moderate Density Multi-Family and High Density Multi-
Family housing types account for 16% of the region’s dwelling units in the Baseline Trend 
scenario. 

The distribution of future dwelling units by housing type in the City of Reno’s portion of the 
TMSA is similar to the overall TMSA boundary. The City of Sparks is projected to have a 
greater proportion of units in the High D. SF / Low D. MF and Moderate Density Multi-Family 
than the overall TMSA and Washoe County is projected to have almost solely detached single 
family development in the Low Density Single Family and Moderate Density Single Family 
housing types.  

Exhibit C-10. Future dwelling units by housing type, Baseline Trend scenario 

 

As shown in Exhibit C-8, Exhibit C-9Exhibit C-10, residential development in the Baseline Trend 
scenario is modeled in subareas at the urban periphery and the predominant form of housing is 
detached single family.  

The allocation of dwelling units to future model years required discretization of subarea unit 
targets by year and housing type. The annual increment realized in each subarea at each time 
step was a function of the chosen growth curve as shown in Exhibit C-2 (i.e. Consensus Forecast 
or EPIC). These annual, subarea targets were further divided to meet the forecasted distribution 
of housing types. The division by housing type was limited, to some degree, by the availability 
of planned units of a given density type within that subarea. In all cases, unit allocations 
adhered to approved zoning designations. 
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Once dwelling unit targets by subarea and time step were confirmed, individual parcels were 
selected for realization of new dwelling units according to the suitability analysis and resultant 
score as presented below in Section C-4. In brief, the suitability analysis scores each individual 
parcel with an overall score that is based on several spatial variables related to historic dwelling 
unit growth. These factors are combined to create an overall suitability score that controls the 
timing of when each parcel is selected. The realization of modeled dwelling units on large 
parcels (e.g. 40 acres in size), that do not have ancillary planning information (i.e. a tentative 
map) and thus are not subdivided into lots are handled with a phasing routine within the 
model.  

The resultant spatial allocation of units is displayed below in a series of maps for both growth 
curves as follows: 1A Consensus Forecast (Exhibit C-11 through Exhibit C-14) and 1B EPIC 
(Exhibit C-15 through Exhibit C-18). For map display, modeled units are aggregated into 40-acre 
hexagon bins at four 5-year time intervals starting in 2020 and continuing to 2035. The reported 
aggregations by time interval are cumulative of all unit growth predicted since the 2015 base 
year.  
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Allocation of future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and 
Consensus Forecast growth rate (1A) 
Exhibit C-11. Housing Growth in Scenario 1A, 2020, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-12. Housing Growth in Scenario 1A, 2025, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-13. Housing Growth in Scenario 1A, 2030, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-14. Housing Growth in Scenario 1A, 2035, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Allocation of future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and 
enhanced growth rate (1B) 
Exhibit C-15. Housing Growth in Scenario 1B, 2020, TMSA 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-16. Housing Growth in Scenario 1B, 2025, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-17. Housing Growth in Scenario 1B, 2030, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-18. Housing Growth in Scenario 1B, 2035, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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C-3.3.2 Compact Development Scenario 
The Compact Development scenario departs from the Baseline Trend scenario and models a 
more compact form of development with a greater proportion of new dwelling units in central 
locations. In other words, the Compact Development scenario has a different pattern of 
development than the Baseline Trend scenario. Creating the Compact Development scenario 
required the modification of assumptions about the type, location and density of development 
compared to the Baseline Trend scenario. We modified the location of housing units by 
adjusting the number of dwelling units allocated to our 12 subareas, and we modified the type 
and density of development by shifting the distribution of housing types in each subarea in the 
direction of denser housing types and modeling greater proportions of new units on lands with 
infill and redevelopment potential. 

Allocate future dwelling units by subarea and housing type 
The Compact Development scenario models a denser pattern of development than the Baseline 
Trend scenario. To create the Compact Development scenario, we modified the Baseline Trend 
scenario development pattern by selectively altering the location, type and density of future 
units by subarea.  

First, we allocated 25% of future dwelling units (approximately 12,500 units) to the Central 
Reno and Central Sparks subareas. To maintain the overall number of units by jurisdiction 
shown in Exhibit C-8, directing 25% of future units to these central subareas required allocating 
fewer units to subareas of the City of Reno and City of Sparks that are beyond the central 
subareas. Within the City of Sparks’ portion of the TMSA, this resulted in a shift of units from 
the North Sparks subarea to the Central Sparks subarea. Within the City of Reno’s portion of the 
TMSA, units were shifted from the West Reno, Southeast Reno and North Reno subareas to the 
Central Reno subarea. 

To allocate 25% of future units to the Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas, we also 
increased the proportion of units allocated to currently developed lands to 30%. For reference, 
we found that 24% of all units in the Central Sparks subarea and 17% of all units in the Central 
Reno subarea were constructed through infill or redevelopment during the 2000-2015 timeframe 
and carried these historical percentages forward in the Baseline Trend scenario. Exhibit C-19 
shows units modeled on both vacant land and land with infill and redevelopment potential by 
subarea for the Compact Development scenario.  

Both the North Reno and Southeast Reno subareas are allocated large amounts of future 
dwelling units (40% combined). However, the Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas 
receive 25% of future units as described above. The Compact Development scenario allocates an 
increased amount of units to these central subareas, while also allocating dwelling unit growth 
to subareas outside the central subareas.  
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Exhibit C-19. Future dwelling units by subarea, Compact Development scenario  

 

To create the Compact Development scenario, we also adjusted the distribution of housing 
types by subarea from the 2000-2015 timeframe in the direction of denser housing types. In 
adjusting housing types by subarea, the existing character of development guided the housing 
type modification. For example, subareas with predominantly Low Density Single Family 
housing continue to be characterized by detached single family development in the Compact 
Development scenario. However, a greater proportion of units are directed towards the 
Moderate Density Single Family housing type than when compared to the Baseline Trend 
scenario. Likewise, dwelling units in subareas with a diverse mix of housing types allocated 
towards denser housing types. This resulted in fewer units in the Moderate Density Single 
Family housing type and more units in the High D. SF / Low D. MF, Moderate Density Multi-
Family and High Density Multi-Family housing types.  

Exhibit C-20 shows the composition of housing types for the Compact Development scenario. 
Forty-nine percent of housing units are modeled within the Low Density Single Family and 
Moderate Density Single Family housing types. Combined, housing types in the Moderate 
Density Multi-Family and High Density Multi-Family housing types account for 28% of the 
region’s dwelling units in the Compact Development scenario. 

Subarea
Dwelling Units 
Vacant Land 

Dwelling Units on 
Land with Existing 

Development 
Total Future 

Dwelling Units
Percent of Total 
Dwelling Units

West Reno 2,666 10 2,676 5%
Central Reno 4,836 3,961 8,797 17%
North Reno 10,236 147 10,383 21%
Spring Mountain 0 0 0 0%
Southeast Reno 9,750 344 10,094 20%
Central Sparks 2,065 1,650 3,715 7%
North Sparks 7,897 73 7,970 16%
Southeast Washoe County 853 0 853 2%
Northwest Washoe County 2,805 0 2,805 6%
Northeast Washoe County 1,714 0 1,714 3%
Southwest Washoe County 1,565 0 1,565 3%
Warm Springs Washoe County 50 0 50 0%
Total 44,437 6,185 50,622 100%
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Exhibit C-20. Future dwelling units by housing type, Compact Development scenario 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 

Exhibit C-21. Future dwelling units by subarea, Compact Development scenario 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 

The allocation of dwelling units to future model years in the Compact Development Scenario follows the protocol for the Baseline Trend 
Scenario as described in section C-3.3.1, however the individual subarea and housing type targets were adjusted to match the Compact 
Scenario assumptions. 

The resultant spatial allocation of units is displayed below in a series of maps for both growth 
curves as follows; 2A Consensus Forecast (Exhibit C-22 through Exhibit C-25) and 2B EPIC 
(Exhibit C-26 through Exhibit C-29). For map display, modeled units are aggregated into 40-acre 
hexagon bins at four 5-year time intervals starting in 2020 and continuing to 2035. The reported 
aggregations by time interval are cumulative of all unit growth predicted since the 2015 base 
year.  
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Allocation of future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and 
Consensus Forecast growth rate (2A) 
Exhibit C-22. Housing Growth in Scenario 2A, 2020, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-23. Housing Growth in Scenario 2A, 2025, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-24. Housing Growth in Scenario 2A, 2030, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-25. Housing Growth in Scenario 2A, 2035, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Allocation of future dwelling units to parcels using suitability simulation and 
enhanced growth rate (2B) 
Exhibit C-26. Housing Growth in Scenario 2B, 2020, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-27. Housing Growth in Scenario 2B, 2025, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-28. Housing Growth in Scenario 2B, 2030, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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Exhibit C-29. Housing Growth in Scenario 2B, 2035, TMSA

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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C-3.3.3 Comparison of Baseline and Compact Development Scenario Results 
Future dwelling units by subarea for both the Baseline Trend and Compact Development 
scenarios are compared in Exhibit C-30. The Compact Development scenario shows clear 
increases in the proportion of housing units in the Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas 
compared to the Baseline Trend scenario. However, subareas beyond the central subareas are 
still allocated fairly large proportions of overall housing unit growth. The North Reno, 
Southeast Reno and North Sparks subareas each absorb 15% or greater of the region’s growth. 

Exhibit C-30. Future dwelling units by subarea, Compact Development and Baseline Trend 
scenarios  

 

 

The spatial distribution of these differences is shown in Exhibit C-31. The map illustrates the 
difference in predicted units by scenario. Hexagons in the red spectrum show areas where more 
units were predicted in the Baseline Trend scenario. Conversely, hexagons in the blue spectrum 
indicate more units were predicted in the Compact Development scenario. Hexagons with a 
faint yellow color denote areas where the predicted units are the same in both scenarios. As 
expected, Exhibit C-31 shows more units were predicted toward the edges of the study area in 
the Baseline Trend scenario as evidenced by the proliferation of red-hued hexagons in North 
Reno, North Sparks, West Reno and Southeast Reno. The concentration of blue-hued hexagons 
in the Central Reno and Central Sparks subareas is indicative of the 25% allocation of new 
dwelling units to those subareas under the Compact Development scenario. Hexagons with no 
difference between scenarios are primarily located in the Washoe County subareas where 
dwelling unit targets remained consistent between the two growth pattern scenarios.  
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Exhibit C-31. Difference map showing variation in the spatial location of predicted dwelling units 
between the two growth scenarios at year 2035 
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C-4  Methodology and Results of Scenario 
Suitability Analysis 

 Modeling Suitability for Residential  
In an effort to characterize the current suitability of vacant buildable land and other eligible 
parcels (e.g. redevelopable parcels) for residential uses, TMRPA staff engaged in a detailed 
examination of parcel characteristics related to residential use. We initially focused on built 
residential parcels to assess historic relationships with the variables of interest. We then applied 
these relationships to the categorization of residential land with potential to absorb dwelling 
units. Parcel characteristics evaluated included: distance measures to transportation, water, and 
wastewater infrastructure, as well as employment centers, measures of the density of amenities, 
and spatial coincidence with constraints such as hydrographic features and slope.  

Our analysis used twelve spatial variables related to infrastructure, land use and constraints to 
determine the current suitability of vacant and eligible parcels for residential development. The 
total list of examined variables is shown in Exhibit C-32 (also find more details in section C-4.2). 
Each eligible parcel received a score (0 to 100) for each of these suitability variables based on 
measures of distance, density, or spatial coincidence. The analysis was performed separately for 
single family and multi-family owing to their unique spatial distributions across the region. 
Individual suitability variable scores were combined for each parcel to create a parcel by parcel 
measure of overall suitability. This overall suitability measure resulted in a ranking of eligible 
parcels, which effectively controlled the timing of simulated build-out for dwelling units in each 
subarea. 

 Model development 
To develop an empirical basis for weighting the importance of a given suitability variable to the 
spatial distribution of future residential development, TMRPA staff first examined each 
variable’s relationship to the current residential footprint. Using the categorization of residential 
lands as presented in Appendix A, we selected built lands with current residential uses. We 
limited this selection to residential stock that had been built over the period 2000 to 2015. Single 
family and multifamily residential uses were evaluated independently for each suitability 
variable. This distinction was not crucial for all variables (e.g. interaction with hydrographic 
features) but was very telling for many of the distance- and density-based measures (e.g. 
distance to transit). 

While some measures relied on spatial coverage (e.g. interaction with slopes), in most cases, 
built parcels were binned by raw values of distance from or density of a given variable (e.g. 
major roads). Bin values were normalized to a range from 0 to 100 using a linear transformation. 
A model fit to the transformed distribution was applied, generally accomplished by fitting 
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trend lines (e.g. exponential, polynomial) to the binned distributions of these parcel-level 
variables. The model equations were then applied to vacant and redevelopable/infill parcels to 
give all parcels eligible for modeling future residential their variable-specific suitability scores.  

Exhibit C-32. Residential suitability variables, logistic regression model coefficients, and relative 
influence for weighting factors in the rule-based allocation suitability model 

 

The normalized suitability variables were then used as predictors in a logistic regression 
analysis. Logistic regression is used when the modeled value is dichotomous, such as presence 
and absence of a variable. In our case, we attempted to model the occurrence of residential 
development over the past 15 years when considering all available residential land (i.e. built 
and planned). We employed a logistic regression analysis in the R statistics programming 
environment 3.0.1 (http://CRAN.R-project.org/) that used the basic generalized linear model 
function (glm) to identify a binomial response variable. This function outputs the linear 
coefficients for each of the variables used in the model. All variables were statistically 
significant (p<0.05) Exhibit C-32). Given all data had been normalized to the same range (0 to 
100), we posit that the magnitude of the resultant coefficients – that is how much they affect the 
prediction value – describes a variable’s influence and, therefore, can be used to guide the initial 
weighting of variables in creating the overall suitability score. 

A subset of the total data (i.e. residential built from 2000 to 2015 and planned residential) was 
split into two groups to allow for model training and model testing. Once trained, the model 
was applied to the total dataset to predict existing residential building since 2000. The logistic 
regression model performed well and accurately predicted whether residential land use was 
present on 75% of the input data. Exhibit C-33 describes these prediction results in more detail. 

Exhibit C-33. Logistic regression prediction error (n = 61,129) 

 

Suitability Variable
Estimate 

(Coefficient)
Standard 

Error p-value Significance
SF 

Influence
MF 

Influence
Interaction with hydrographic features 0.0031890 0.0000643  < 2e-16 *** Low Low
Interaction with slopes above 15 degrees 0.0059550 0.0002150  < 2e-16 *** Low Low
Distance to major roads 0.0012720 0.0000594  < 2e-16 *** High High
Distance to water infrastructure 0.0045220 0.0000646  < 2e-16 *** Medium Medium
Distance to sewer infrastructure 0.0033650 0.0000713  < 2e-16 *** Medium Medium
Distance to Downtown Centers 0.0007006 0.0000938  8.34E-14 *** Medium Medium
Density of amenities -0.0018430 0.0003943  0.00000295 *** Low High
Distance From employment centers 0.0005347 0.0000506  < 2e-16 *** Medium High
School desirability -0.0002474 0.0001079  0.0219 * High Low
Distance to transit -0.0012250 0.0000875  < 2e-16 *** Low High
Approved future units -0.0021800 0.0000596  < 2e-16 *** High Low
TOD/Center -0.0030990 0.0001389  < 2e-16 *** Low High

Type Description Count

Fraction 
of Total 

Predicted

Error of Omission
 Model did not predict residential use 
when residential use is present 4,125      0.07

Correct  Model correctly predicted use 46,020    0.75

Error of Commission
 Model predicted residential use when no 
residential use is present 10,984    0.18
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  Overall suitability calculation 
Since the logistic regression model still requires refinement, which may include the removal of 
collinear variables and development of a more rigorous model training and testing 
methodology, TMRPA staff opted to not rely directly on the model predictions for our 
characterization of eligible residential lands. We reasoned that the relative influence of a given 
suitability variable, as described above, would serve as an effective rationale for differentially 
weighting the contribution of one variable over another when calculating a parcel’s overall 
suitability for residential use. In general, a relative weighting scheme is typical of rule-based 
allocation models wherein a user inputs a desired weight to control the influence of a given 
variable to the overall suitability calculation. Weights usually range from 0 to 10, where a 
weight of 10 applies the maximum influence (a weight of 10 implies that variable is 10 times 
more influential to the overall suitability calculation when compared to a variable with a weight 
of 1). These weights are often assigned based on expert judgment alone. Our weighting scheme 
was initially informed by the logistic regression modeling work described above and in some 
cases the weight values were adjusted manually to reflect a more reasonable designation based 
on local staff expertise (see Section C-4.2 for information on manual adjustments). 

In an effort to introduce some measure of stochasticity, we did not choose a specific weight for 
each variable. Instead, each variable was grouped into an influence category as follows: high, 
medium or low (see Exhibit C-32 for individual variable categorization). This constrained each 
variable to range of possible weights that could be applied based on their influence category. 
For example, a suitability variable in the high category could impose weights in a range from 6 
to 10. Allowed weight ranges by influence category are listed below in Exhibit C-34.  

Exhibit C-34. Weight ranges by influence category 

 

Using the identified weight ranges, we randomized the weight of each suitability variable 100 
times. We applied those weights to the calculation of suitability effectively simulating 100 
versions of suitability for each vacant parcel. TMRPA staff averaged the 100 iterations for each 
parcel and this averaged value became the final overall residential suitability score.  

 Suitability calculation results 
This analysis of suitability presents one way to rank a parcel’s likelihood of residential 
development. While it is impossible to predict with perfect accuracy how and when a parcel 
will develop in the future, the methods presented here reflect an informed ranking of parcel 
attributes related to historic patterns of development as well as anticipated growth areas.  

Out of a possible range of 0 to 100, the final overall suitability scores (after simulation and 
averaging) ranged from 21.1 (low) to a score of 79.9 (high). A map showing the regional 
distribution of suitability scores is presented in Exhibit C-35. Overall suitability scores 

Influence Weight Range
High 6 to 10
Medium 3 to 7
Low 0 to 4
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controlled the temporal order by which eligible parcels were selected for development in the 
allocation model. This allocation was done independently within each subarea based on 
dwelling unit and housing type targets identified as described above in section C-3.3. In other 
words, the parcel with the highest overall suitability within a given subarea was selected to 
build first, then the next highest and so on until the target number of dwelling units was 
reached. Maps displaying the range of suitability in each subarea are shown below in Exhibit C-
37 through Exhibit C-48.  

Predicted dwelling units on large parcels (e.g. 40 acres in size), that did not have ancillary 
planning information (i.e. a tentative map) and thus are not subdivided into lots, were handled 
with a phasing routine. The phasing routine splits the total potential dwelling units on the large 
parcel into an annual allocation of a subset of those potential units. The calculated subset of 
dwelling units were then allocated annually until either all planned units were realized or the 
model reached its temporal horizon (i.e. 2035). 
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Exhibit C-35. Map of overall residential suitability by parcel for the TMSA 

 
Examination of the overall suitability scores across the TMSA (Exhibit C-35) reveals a pattern 
that is weighted toward the downtown and regional centers as well as transit-oriented 
development corridors. This is evident given the red-hued parcels in the central portions of 
Reno and Sparks as well as along Virginia St. This link to areas with higher approved densities 
is borne out to some degree by looking at the suitability statistics presented in Exhibit C-36. The 
table presents the minimum, maximum and average overall suitability for each subarea 
(ordered by highest average overall suitability). Central Reno exhibits the highest suitability 
scores, with the subareas of North Reno and North Sparks and Southeast Reno and Central 
Sparks not far behind. Each of these subareas contains some potential for higher density 
development and all of these areas, but specifically North Reno, North Sparks and Southeast 
Reno, have been highly productive with regard to construction of new dwelling units over the 
past 15 years. 
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Of interest is the high suitability exhibited in the Northeast Washoe County subarea. This is 
possibly the result of long-standing tentative maps for developments in that area as well as 
proximity to existing trunk infrastructure such as sewer and major roads. The remainder of the 
Washoe County subareas each score somewhat lower in comparison, which generally reflects 
those areas’ distances from infrastructure as well as interaction with constraints such as slope 
near the aprons of surrounding mountain ranges. 

The two insular pieces of the TMSA, Spring Mountain and Warm Springs, score the lowest on 
the suitability spectrum. This is primarily a function of distance from the downtown cores, 
distance from any amenities, and highly limited access to trunk-level infrastructure. 

Exhibit C-36. Overall suitability statistics by subarea 

 
It is useful to compare the overall suitability ranges and averages between subareas to get a feel 
for how this suitability model reflects our region’s established and aspirational form and 
pattern. Nevertheless, each subarea was treated independently with regard to the allocation of 
dwelling units within it. As described above in Section 3.3, subarea targets for dwelling unit 
amounts and housing types were predetermined in order to facilitate the growth assumptions 
of a given scenario. Therefore, the individual subarea maps listed below (Exhibit C-37 through 
Exhibit C-48), display the range of suitability scores for each subarea independently. Thus, the 
color ramps are specific to the subarea of interest and colors are not directly comparable 
between maps. This was done to give the reader a straightforward visual understanding of the 
order in which parcels would be selected for building out in any given subarea’s growth 
simulation.  

 

Subarea Name
Minimum 
Suitability

Maximum 
Suitability

Average 
Suitability

Central Reno 35.51      79.92      64.10      
Northeast Washoe County 40.70      74.74      60.83      
North Reno 22.26      75.11      56.81      
North Sparks 21.10      74.71      56.27      
Southeast Reno 26.78      77.73      55.59      
Central Sparks 41.22      72.41      55.43      
Southwest Washoe County 26.92      78.62      53.91      
West Reno 25.87      72.13      53.77      
Northwest Washoe County 22.78      71.23      52.00      
Southeast Washoe County 27.61      69.17      47.35      
Warm Springs - Washoe County 28.51      32.70      31.50      
Spring Mountain - Reno 23.27      38.71      28.21      
Total 21.10      79.92      51.31      
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Exhibit C-37. Map of overall residential suitability in the West Reno subarea 
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Exhibit C-38. Map of overall residential suitability in the Central Reno subarea 
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Exhibit C-39. Map of overall residential suitability in the North Reno subarea 
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Exhibit C-40. Map of overall residential suitability in the Spring Mountain - Reno subarea 
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Exhibit C-41. Map of overall residential suitability in the Southeast Reno subarea 
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Exhibit C-42. Map of overall residential suitability in the Central Sparks subarea 
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Exhibit C-43. Map of overall residential suitability in the North Sparks subarea 
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Exhibit C-44. Map of overall residential suitability in the Southeast Washoe County subarea 
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Exhibit C-45. Map of overall residential suitability in the Northwest Washoe County subarea 
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Exhibit C-46. Map of overall residential suitability in the Northeast Washoe County subarea 
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Exhibit C-47. Map of overall residential suitability in the Southwest Washoe County subarea 
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Exhibit C-48. Map of overall residential suitability in the Warm Springs – Washoe County subarea 
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 Suitability variable descriptions  
This section provides a description of each variable used in the suitability analysis detailed 
above (list of variables in Exhibit C-32). For each variable, we describe assumptions and 
methods for normalization. Furthermore, it is important to note that for all variables, we 
performed separate analyses and transformations to consider single family and multifamily 
units separately. We recognize that the spatial relationships characterizing the two residential 
development types in the Truckee Meadows differ to a degree that warrants a more specific 
approach given the context and data types presented in this study. For half of the variables 
listed, the influence category (i.e. high, medium or low) assigned to a given variable was the 
same for both single family and multifamily, however instances where the influence value was 
applied differentially are noted below. 

Furthermore, the variables described below represent a robust collection of spatial data related 
to the pattern of residential development; however, they are not inclusive of all possible drivers 
impacting where new residential will be built. We were limited by the availability and/or 
quality of data in some cases and have initiated data construction efforts to augment this 
collection of spatial data for future studies. Likewise, many influences on residential 
development are difficult or impossible to model, such as the development preference of a 
given land owner or effects to market conditions based on random or capricious events (e.g. 
natural hazards). Nevertheless, we feel that the selected spatial variables adequately describe 
characteristics indicative of residential land use in our region and provide an informed and 
reasonable approach to calculating land suitability for simulating future residential 
development. 

a. Interaction with hydrographic features 

Hydrographic features such as lakes, ponds or streams were assumed to negatively influence a 
parcel’s suitability for residential development. Suitability scores reflect the percentage of land 
that is not covered by a hydrographic feature. Thus, a score of 100 indicates that no 
hydrographic features are present on that parcel. GIS features describing hydrography for this 
variable were obtained from the National Hydrography Dataset. 

b. Interaction with slopes above 15 degrees 

Although the 2012 Regional Plan designates slopes above 30% as strict constraints that limit 
development, it is also useful to assess the degree to which a parcel contains moderately steep 
slopes (i.e. from 15 to 30%), since sloped topography can impede development potential. 
Individual parcel scores for this variable are calculated as the percent of parcel area where 
slopes are between 0 and 15%. Thus, a score of 100 indicates that the given parcel has no areas 
where slopes are greater than 15%. Two-foot contours provided by Washoe County GIS were 
used to delineate slope when possible, otherwise slope data was calculated from a 10-meter 
digital elevation model. 
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c. Distance to major roads 

Since major roads (i.e. highways, arterials) provide access to and from residential 
developments, they are a key factor when considering the suitability of an area for residential 
development. In our study, major roads are defined as a selection set of the Washoe County 
roads data where the “CLASS” attribute is equal to “FREEWAY”, “HIGHWAY”, or 
“ARTERIAL”. Each residential parcel built since 2000 was attributed with a distance value from 
existing major roads. Data were binned by distance and normalized to a range of 0 to 100. A 
trend line was fit to these binned data and parcels were scored such that 0 represents the 
furthest distance and 100 represents parcels that are closest to major roads. 

d. Distance to water infrastructure 

The vast majority of residential properties in the Truckee Meadows rely on a municipal water 
supply (there is a small proportion of properties still on domestic wells). Thus, the distance to 
potable water infrastructure constitutes an important consideration for new residential 
development. Generally, our research has shown that connection fees for developments 
increase with distance from existing facilities (see Appendix E for more details on costs to 
provide potable water service). We acquired locational data describing potable water 
infrastructure from the Truckee Meadows Water Authority. To avoid over emphasizing 
neighborhood-level water infrastructure, we limited our analysis to pipes that were 10 inches or 
larger. Parcels were scored based on a polynomial model fit to a histogram of normalized parcel 
counts (model fit based on recently built residential) binned by distance.  

e. Distance to sewer infrastructure 

Much like potable water, most residences in the Truckee Meadows rely on sanitary sewer for 
the disposal of wastewater (though many residences remain on individual septic systems). Even 
though connection fees are uniform across a given jurisdiction’s service area, planned 
residential far from existing sewer pipes can be costly. Thus, proximity to sewer infrastructure 
is generally viewed as a positive for residential development suitability. We acquired locational 
data describing sewer infrastructure from the Cities of Reno and Sparks, Washoe County and 
Sun Valley GID. To avoid over emphasizing neighborhood-level sewer infrastructure, we 
limited our analysis to pipes that were 10 inches or larger. Parcels were scored based on a 
polynomial model fit to a histogram of normalized parcel counts (model fit based on recently 
built residential) binned by distance. 

f. Distance to Downtown Centers 

The downtown centers of both Reno and Sparks serve as areas of high employment, services 
and entertainment. Our model assumes proximity to downtown is a positive when considering 
residential suitability. In this case, we used existing designations of downtown centers as 
described in the 2012 Truckee Meadows Regional Plan. Suitability scores were generated using 
a polynomial model fit to a histogram of normalized parcel counts binned by distance from the 
downtown centers. Parcels located within the downtown centers received a score of 100. 
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g. Density of Amenities 

The goal of this variable was to capture the impact to neighborhood desirability based on the 
proximity and density of key services and amenities. We selected subsets of business point data 
(source: Infogroup) in following categories: healthcare; retail; general services; restaurants and 
bars; and entertainment and recreation. We created kernel density surfaces for each category 
and then summed the densities for each pixel to create an overall measure of the density of 
amenities. Next we binned parcels by density value and normalized the resultant binned counts 
to a range of 0 to 100. We then applied an appropriate model fit (e.g. exponential) to the 
histogram of binned parcel counts. Comparison of the spatial distribution of single family 
versus multifamily with regard to the location of these amenities led us to differentially weight 
this variable’s influence as high for multifamily and low for single family.  

h. Distance From Employment Centers 

We assume that proximity to high-density employment areas represented a positive with 
regard to residential suitability. Employment centers were created using third-party business 
point data licensed from Infogroup. We began by running a kernel density based on the total 
number of employees at each business point location. We then set a density threshold of ca. 
10,000 jobs per square mile. We extracted these pixels and converted them to polygons to enable 
a distance grid calculation. Parcels were binned by distance values and bin counts were 
normalized to a range of 0 to 100. A model equation was fit to the normalized histogram to 
enable scoring of eligible parcels. Evaluation of the concentration and proximity of existing 
multifamily units to these employment centers prompted an increase to the high influence 
category for this variable with regard to multifamily. 

i. School desirability 

School choice is often an important driver of where people choose to rent or purchase a home. 
Our research has shown that this preference is more prevalent when considering single family 
housing types and so we differentially ranked the influence of this factor as high for single 
family and low for multifamily. For this analysis we used data provided by the Washoe County 
School District to rank elementary schools according to 4 measures of school and student 
success. The measures used are listed as follows: 2015 Nevada School Performance Framework, 
age of school, a measure of school overcrowding, and school rankings from 
www.greatschools.org. These data were each transformed to an attribute range from 0 (low) to 
100 (high) and averaged to create a composite measure of desirability for each school.  

j. Distance to transit 

Distance to transit was calculated as a distance grid from existing bus stop locations. Parcels 
were scored based on a polynomial model fit to a histogram of normalized parcel counts (model 
fit based on recently built residential) binned by distance. In the Truckee Meadows, transit 
ridership is often associated to households in lower income brackets and households without 
automobiles. Thus, we manually adjusted the influence of this variable to be high for 
multifamily and low for single family development types.  
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k. Approved future units 

TMRPA monitors approved future units across the Truckee Meadows through detailed review 
and GIS tracking of approved Planned Unit Developments (PUD) and approved Tentative 
Maps (TM). Parcels within PUDs and TMs were scored differentially based on historic 
development patterns within those areas and their relative position in the “development 
pipeline” – for instance parcels within an area with an active TM will likely develop before 
parcels that are planned as part of a PUD without an associated tentative map. Since most of 
these PUD and TM boundaries are toward the edges of our community and the majority of 
planned units in these areas are single family we opted to manually adjust the influence of this 
variable to be high for single family and low for multifamily. 

l. TOD/Center 

Regional centers and transit oriented development corridors as identified in the 2017 Truckee 
Meadows Regional Plan seek to promote higher density development of both residential and 
non-residential projects. In fact, there are no maximum allowed densities with regard to 
dwelling units in these areas. There are, however, minimum density requirements and so these 
areas tend to be better suited for multifamily type developments. Thus, we manually adjusted 
this suitability variable’s influence to be high for multifamily and low for single family. We 
reviewed historic development patterns within each TOD and Regional Center geography and 
assigned suitability scores (range of 0 to 100) based on the historic realization of residential in 
those areas. In other words, TOD and center areas that did not exhibit abundant residential 
developments in the past were deemed less suitable than those that did.  
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Appendix D: Scenario Evaluation, Part 1: 
Accommodating Housing Demand and Need 

D-1  Introduction 
Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) worked with ECONorthwest to 
develop a regional housing study (the Study). The purposes of the Study were to: 

1. Provide up-to-date information about the supply of residential land and the 
characteristics of housing stock in the Truckee Meadows region. 

2. Describe likely future housing needs based on demographic, socioeconomic, and 
economic trends. 

3. Compare land supply (by zoning category) to the expected needs for housing types.  

Appendix D (this appendix) is Part 1 of ECONorthwest’s evaluation of the housing scenarios 
described in Appendix C. Appendix D addresses the question, “How well do the two scenarios 
(Classic Scenario and McCarran Scenario) supply housing that matches the demands and needs 
of the expected households in the Truckee Meadows region?” Appendix E is Part 2 of the 
evaluation and addresses the question, “How do the two scenarios differ in terms of the costs of 
providing the key infrastructure that will be necessary to accommodate the two different 
patterns of housing growth?” 

The rest of this appendix has three main sections:  

§ D-2 Capacity Analysis of Vacant Land describes four variations to potential capacity on 
vacant, infill, and redevelopable land in the region. It compares the capacity of vacant 
land with the housing growth in the Classic Scenario and McCarran Scenario. 

§ D-3 Market-Based Development Analysis presents an analysis of development capacity 
under current market conditions and zoning regulations based on a pro-forma model of 
residential development on vacant land in the region. 

§ D-4 Demographic and Housing Affordability Evaluation describes demographic 
changes that will affect housing demand and summarizes housing affordability 
challenges for the region. It includes a qualitative comparison of how Classic Scenario 
and McCarran Scenario meet the housing needs of residents of the region.  
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D-2  Capacity Analysis of Vacant Land 
This section presents analysis of the capacity of vacant, partially vacant, and redevelopable land 
in Appendix A. The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether there is sufficient land in 
the Truckee Meadows Services Area (TMSA) to accommodate the forecast of housing growth 
presented in Appendix C, in the Classic Scenario or the McCarran Scenario.  

There are two ways to get estimates of supply and demand into common units of measurement 
so that they can be compared: (1) housing demand can be converted into acres, or (2) residential 
land supply can be converted into dwelling units. A complication of either approach is that not 
all land has the same characteristics. Factors such as plan designation, slope, parcel size and 
shape, or access to infrastructure, can all affect the ability of land to accommodate housing. 
Methods that recognize this fact are more robust and produce more realistic results. This 
analysis uses the second approach: it estimates the ability of vacant residential lands within the 
TMSA to accommodate new housing. This analysis, sometimes called a “capacity analysis,” can 
be used to evaluate different ways that vacant residential land may buildout by applying 
different assumptions.  

The capacity analysis used the residential buildable lands inventory in Appendix A to estimate 
the number of dwelling units that can be accommodated on vacant lands planned for residential 
uses. The capacity of residential land is measured in dwelling units and was based on 
assumptions about: (1) vacant buildable land;(2) constraints; and (3) densities. In short, land 
capacity is a function of buildable land and density. The capacity can then be compared to new 
needed dwellings to estimate the surplus or deficit of land. 

The buildable lands inventory prepared by TMRPA provided the foundational information 
about the acres, lot sizes, and plan designations of the land supply and its development status 
(developed or vacant). It also provided information about constraints associated with those 
properties (natural or regulatory characteristics that reduce efficiency or preclude 
development). The capacity analysis requires specific assumptions to determine how much 
development the buildable lands will accommodate.  

The basic form of any method requires (1) an estimate of buildable land (e.g., land that is 
developable minus constraints), and (2) assumptions about density. The arithmetic is 
straightforward: 

Buildable Land (ac) * Density (du/ac) = Capacity (in dwelling units) 

For example: 

100 acres * 6 du/ac = 600 dwelling units of capacity 

The analysis in Appendix A shows that the Truckee Meadows has a total of about 41,781 acres 
of buildable land, which includes vacant land and land for infill and redevelopment. This 
analysis considered a range of potential capacity for vacant buildable land, ranging from the 
maximum number of dwellings that could be built based on density limits defined by zoning to 
the number of dwelling units that could be built based on the densities of recent development.  
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The analysis also considered the impact of infrastructure availability, from assuming that all 
land in the TMSA could be serviced to assuming that only land that can be reasonably serviced 
has development potential over the next 20 years. The capacity analysis was limited to only 
vacant buildable land since there is less certainty around the potential of parcels selected for 
infill and redevelopment to actually develop new residential and those parcels are already 
adequately served by infrastructure.  

This analysis resulted in the following four variations of capacity: 

§ Max Zoned Density, Max Land Availability. This variation assumed all vacant 
buildable land within the TMSA (Appendix A, Exhibit A-11) would develop at the 
maximum density allowed by zoning. It also assumed that all buildable land could be 
serviced with infrastructure, such as roads, water, wastewater, and schools. The result is 
the maximum potential capacity under current zoning.  

§ Max Zoned Density Reasonable Land Availability. This variation assumed all vacant 
buildable land within the TMSA would develop at the maximum density allowed by 
zoning. It made determinations about whether land was available for development 
based on whether infrastructure could reasonably be provided to the area within the 20-
year period, shown as adequately served in Exhibit D-1. Areas were identified as not 
available under conditions such as: areas where infrastructure would be extraordinarily 
expensive for a relatively small amount of capacity or where the costs of infrastructure 
would raise housing costs well-beyond the housing prices in the housing market.  

§ Historical Density Max Land Availability This variation assumed all buildable land 
within the TMSA would develop at the densities of development over the 2000 to 2015 
period (Appendix B, Exhibit B-19 provides a high-level summary of historical densities). 
It also assumed that all buildable land could be serviced with infrastructure, such as 
roads, water, wastewater, and schools. The result is the potential capacity at historical 
densities. 

§ Historical Density Reasonable Land Availability. This variation assumed all buildable 
land within the TMSA would develop at historical densities on land where 
infrastructure could reasonably be provided within the 20-year period.  

Exhibit D-1 shows a coarse estimation of areas that are currently adequately served with key 
infrastructure versus areas that are currently underserved. Exhibit D-1 also shows areas where 
significant infrastructure will need to be constructed in underserved locations before new 
housing can be developed. The areas identified as being adequately served in Exhibit D-1 
roughly correspond to the areas identified as reasonable land availability in the capacity 
analysis. 
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Exhibit D-1. Areas adequately served and underserved with infrastructure, TMSA, 2016 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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 Capacity of Vacant Land 
Exhibit D-2 shows the number of new dwelling units that can be accommodated on vacant 
buildable residential land in the TMSA. Exhibit D-3 shows, for each variation on capacity, the 
percentage of each type of housing that can be accommodated by buildable residential land. 
These exhibits show the following variations to capacity of buildable land in the TMSA. 

§ Max Zoned Density, Max Land Availability. In this variation, the TMSA has capacity 
for about 83,000 new dwelling units. This variation of capacity shows the largest 
capacity for new housing, with most capacity for housing. About 66% of capacity for 
new units is for low-density and moderate density housing types, with capacity for 
nearly 55,000 new units. This variation shows capacity for about 11,600 new units of 
moderate density and high-density Multi-family units, about 14% of total capacity.  

§ Max Zoned Density Reasonable Land Availability. This variation shows that the 
TMSA has capacity for about 52,600 new dwelling units. There is capacity for about 
30,000 new units in low-density and moderate density housing types, about 58% of 
capacity. This variation shows capacity for about 11,300 units of moderate density and 
high-density multi-family units, about 21% of total capacity. 

§ Historical Density Max Land Availability. The capacity in this variation is for 64,700 
new dwelling units. Of that, 39,700 are for new units in low-density and moderate 
density housing types, about 61% of capacity. This variation shows capacity for about 
12,700 units of moderate density and high-density multi-family units, about 20% of total 
capacity. 

§ Historical Density Reasonable Land Availability. This variation shows capacity for 
42,200 new dwelling units. Of these, 21,500 are for new units in low-density and 
moderate density housing types, about 51% of capacity. This variation shows capacity 
for about 12,400 units of moderate density and high-density multi-family units, about 
29% of total capacity. 
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Exhibit D-2. Number of new dwelling units that can be built on vacant buildable land by type of 
dwelling unit, TMSA, 2015 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

Exhibit D-3. Number of new dwelling units that can be built on vacant buildable land by type of 
dwelling unit, TMSA, 2015 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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 Review of the Forecasts in the Scenarios 
Exhibit D-4 shows the forecast of growth in the Classic Scenario and McCarran Scenario, as 
described in Appendix C. Each scenario projected growth of about 50,600 new households and 
dwelling units between 2015-2035. The four scenarios were: 

• Classic Scenario, Linear Growth. This scenario forecasts growth of households at a 
consistent growth rate over the 20-year period. The development pattern in the Classic 
Scenario is a continuation for historical patterns.  

• Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. This scenario forecasts growth of 
households faster in the 2015 to 2020 period and slower between 2020 and 2035. The 
development pattern in the Classic Scenario is a continuation for historical patterns.  

• McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth. This scenario forecasts growth of households at a 
consistent growth rate over the 20-year period. The development pattern in the 
McCarran Scenario is for a more compact development pattern, with one-quarter of 
growth within the McCarran ring and development of more moderate and higher 
density housing types.  

• McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. This scenario forecasts growth of 
households faster in the 2015 to 2020 period and slower between 2020 and 2035. The 
development pattern in the McCarran Scenario is for a more compact development 
pattern, with one-quarter of growth within the McCarran ring and development of more 
moderate and higher density housing types.  

See Appendix C Section C3.3 for more information about these scenarios. 

Exhibit D-4. Summary of growth scenarios by housing type, TMSA, 2015-2035 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 
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 Comparison of Capacity Analysis with Scenarios 
This section compares the capacity identified under each of the four estimates of capacity 
(Exhibit D-2) with the four scenarios for growth (Exhibit D-4). The purpose of these 
comparisons is to identify surplus of capacity and deficits of capacity for new housing. 

Exhibit D-5 shows a comparison of the capacity estimates with the Classic Scenario Linear 
Growth and McCarran Scenario Linear Growth. Exhibit D-5 shows: 

§ Max Zoned Density, Max Land Availability. Under this capacity estimate, the region 
has a surplus of capacity in both scenarios for most housing types. The biggest surplus is 
in capacity for Moderate Density Single Family housing, where the region has capacity 
for about 20,000 more units than either scenario forecasts will be needed over the next 20 
years. For Moderate Density and High Density Multi-Family, the region has a small 
surplus of capacity in the Classic Scenario and a small deficit in the McCarran Scenario. 
 
This estimate of capacity shows the maximum amount of housing capacity under 
current zoning regulations, if all land within the TMSA were served with infrastructure. 
This scenario illustrates that the region has very limited capacity for Moderate Density 
and High Density Multi-Family housing. 

§ Max Zoned Density Reasonable Land Availability. Under this capacity estimate, the 
region has little deficit or surplus when compared to either scenario. In the Classic 
Scenario, there is a small deficit of capacity for Moderate Density Single Family. In the 
McCarran Scenario, there is a small deficit of Moderate Density and High Density Multi-
Family housing. 
 
This estimate of capacity shows the maximum amount of housing capacity under 
current zoning regulations but assumes that some land will not be available for 
development over the 20-year period because the infrastructure costs in these areas are 
very high. This illustrates that infrastructure costs may constrain land available for 
development of Low Density and Moderate Density Single Family housing. 

§ Historical Density Max Land Availability. Under this capacity estimate, the region has 
a surplus of capacity in both scenarios for most housing types. The biggest surplus is in 
capacity for Moderate Density Single Family housing, where the region has capacity for 
about 10,000 more units than either scenario forecasts will be needed over the next 20 
years. The McCarran Scenario shows a small deficit of capacity for Moderate Density 
Multi-family housing. 
 
This estimate of capacity shows the housing capacity based on historical development 
densities, if all land within the TMSA were served with infrastructure. This estimate of 
capacity shows that if the region continues developing at historical densities, the region 
has enough capacity for most housing types in both scenarios. But the surpluses of 
capacity for Low Density and Moderate Density Single Family housing are smaller. 
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§ Historical Density Reasonable Land Availability. Under this estimate of capacity, the 
region has deficits for most housing types in both scenarios. Under the Classic Scenario, 
there is a small surplus of Moderate Density and High Density Multi-Family housing. 
Under both scenarios, there is a deficit of Low Density and Moderate Density Single 
Family housing.  
 
This estimate of capacity best shows the sufficiency of residential land if historical 
development densities do not change and if infrastructure development is not 
coordinated to ensure availability of land for development. Under this estimate of 
capacity, the region has small deficits of most housing types for development over the 
next 20 years. If not addressed, the deficit of capacity could contribute to higher housing 
prices and might slow growth because of lack of access to workforce housing. 
 
These impacts are unlikely to be felt in the next 10 to 15 years because there is sufficient 
capacity for development for housing. The region can avoid a long-term deficit of 
capacity for housing through proactive planning, such as adoption of regulations that 
support the growth pattern modeled in the McCarran Scenario and collaborative 
planning for infrastructure development.  

Exhibit D-5. Comparison of Capacity Estimates with Classic and McCarran Linear Growth Scenarios, 
TMSA, 2015-2035 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

Both scenarios model the potential impact of faster growth in the 2015 to 2020 period and 
slower growth over the 2020 to 2035 period. Exhibit D-6 shows the capacity estimates with the 
Classic Scenario Faster Growth Through 2020 and McCarran Scenario Faster Growth Through 
2020. Exhibit D-6 shows similar patterns of capacity surplus and deficits by housing types as in 
Exhibit D-5. This analysis shows nearly the same results as in Exhibit D-5 and so the conclusions 
(which are the same as for Exhibit D-5) are not repeated here.  
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Exhibit D-6. Comparison of Capacity Estimates with Classic and McCarran Faster Growth Through 
2020 Scenarios, TMSA, 2015-2035 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory 

 

 

In summary, the capacity analyses show that the Truckee Meadows region has enough land to 
accommodate expected growth under the maximum allowable zoning if infrastructure is 
extended to most vacant residential land within the TMSA. If future development is like 
development since 2000 (in terms of density and type of housing), and if areas that are more 
expensive to serve with infrastructure are not served, the region may not have enough capacity 
for housing. If not addressed through changes to housing policy and planning for extension of 
infrastructure, the deficit of capacity could contribute to higher housing prices and might slow 
growth due to lack of access to workforce housing. 

However, these impacts are unlikely to be felt in the next 10 to 15 years because there is 
sufficient capacity for development for housing. The region can avoid a long-term deficit of 
capacity for housing through proactive planning, such as adoption of regulations that support 
the growth pattern modeled in the McCarran Scenario and collaborative planning for 
infrastructure development. These issues should be discussed as part of the upcoming Regional 
Plan update.  
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D-3  Market-Based Development Analysis  
This section presents a different way to consider development capacity. Section D-2 presented 
theoretical capacity based on assumptions about future density and availability of services. This 
section presents an analysis of capacity based on a market assessment of the housing that can be 
built in the Truckee Meadows region under current market conditions.  

 Methodology 
The market-based development assessment used real estate development pro formas, which 
were calibrated to the local context, to determine where and at what scale development might 
be feasible on vacant parcels under current market conditions. This marginal development 
approach considered where the next development in the region might be feasible and did not 
consider supply and demand interactions between developments. The analysis is intended to 
provide insights into the spatial likelihood and scale of development as well as the impact of 
public policies, like zoning, on development feasibility.  

The process was as follows: 

Step 1a. The first step was to create residential prototypes. We modeled 11 housing 
developments to match development occurring in the region today and/or to represent 
development of varying scales, shown in Exhibit D-7 and Exhibit D-8. 

Exhibit D-7. Residential Prototypes, TMRPA Development Feasibility Screen 
Source: ECONorthwest 

 

 

  

Prototype LandArea
HardCost
PerSqFt

Units/
Site

GrossSqFt
PerUnit Efficiency

Parking
Stalls

CostPer
Stall CostSale CostRent

SingleFam1 43,560					 94$											 1 3,500								 100% 1.5												 4,710$					 478,536$										 N/A
SingleFam2 21,780					 94$											 1 3,000								 100% 1.5												 4,710$					 411,183$										 N/A
SingleFamA 10,000					 94$											 1 3,000								 100% 1.5												 4,710$					 411,183$										 N/A
SingleFamB 6,000								 94$											 1 2,500								 100% 1.5												 4,710$					 343,830$										 N/A
SingleFamC 4,000								 104$									 1 2,000								 100% 1.5												 4,710$					 303,418$										 N/A
Townhome 10,000					 118$									 3 1,800								 100% 4.5												 4,710$					 930,461$										 N/A
Walk-up 20,000					 141$									 10 1,200								 95% 15.0										 4,710$					 2,495,358$							 2,274,930$							
3-story	stick 20,000					 141$									 12 1,100								 90% 18.0										 4,710$					 2,751,959$							 2,509,488$							
Podium 20,000					 155$									 20 1,000								 85% 30.0										 18,840$			 5,010,498$							 4,606,380$							
Midrise 20,000					 167$									 40 900											 85% 60.0										 32,970$			 10,585,913$					 9,803,394$							
Tower 20,000					 179$									 100 800											 85% 150.0								 32,970$			 25,420,812$					 23,559,420$					
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Exhibit D-8 shows the density of different prototypes and how they correlate with the Density 
Categories used throughout this study. 

Exhibit D-8. Residential Prototypes and Densities 
Source: ECONorthwest 

 

 

Step 1b. The next step was gathering development pro forma inputs for the region. This 
included construction costs transformed from recent Portland, OR research to the Reno context 
through an RS Means national construction cost index (see table below). Other inputs included 
income-related assumptions, building operating costs, and investor return metrics. These 
assumptions are presented in Exhibit D-9.  

Prototype DU/Acre DensityClass
SingleFam1 1.0											 Low-Density	Single	Family
SingleFam2 2.0											 Low-Density	Single	Family
SingleFamA 4.4											 Moderate-Density	Single	Family
SingleFamB 7.3											 Moderate-Density	Single	Family
SingleFamC 10.9									 High	D.	SF		/	Low	D	MF
Townhome 13.1									 High	D.	SF		/	Low	D	MF
Walk-up 21.8									 Moderate-Density	Multi-Family
3-story	stick 26.1									 Moderate-Density	Multi-Family
Podium 43.6									 High-Density	Multi-Family
Midrise 87.1									 High-Density	Multi-Family
Tower 217.8							 High-Density	Multi-Family
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Exhibit D-9. Development Pro Forma Assumptions, TMRPA Development Feasibility Screen 
Source: ECONorthwest, RS Means, Interviews, and HPG Apartment Survey Q1 2016 

 

Development	Pro	Forma	Assumptions
TMRPA	Development	Feasibility	Screen

Sources
Construction	Costs
Reno	v.	Portland	cost	index 94% RSMeans	Q3	2016

Building	Type Cost	in	PDX Cost	in	Reno Units
SingleFam1 100$												 94$														 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
SingleFam2 100$												 94$														 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
SingleFamA 100$												 94$														 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
SingleFamB 100$												 94$														 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
SingleFamC 110$												 104$												 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Townhome 125$												 118$												 $/sq	ft 2017	developer/architect	interviews
Hard	stick	construction 150$												 141$												 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Hard	podium	construction 165$												 155$												 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Hard	high	rise	construction 190$												 179$												 $/sq	ft 2016	developer/architect	interviews

Hard	Cost	Premium	For-Sale 10% 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Soft	Cost	(arch,	eng,	legal,	permits,	fees,	taxes) 30% 2016	developer/architect	interviews

Parking	Type
Cost	per	
stall	in	PDX

Cost	per	
stall	in	Reno Stall	sq	ft

Surface	Parking 5,000$									 4,710$								 350 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Podium	Parking 20,000$							 18,840$						 375 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Integrated	Parking 35,000$							 32,970$						 400 2016	developer/architect	interviews

Parking	per	unit 1.5 all	prototypes Estimate

Income	assumptions
Leased	operating	cost 30% 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Size	of	Leased	Units	(net	sq	ft) 893														 JPG	Apartment	Survey	Q1	2016
Rents	of	New	Product	above	Mean	Area	Rent 20% 8/16	Market	Observations

Sales	price	as	#	Standard	Dev	above	Mean 1.0															 Estimate
Sales	Commission 6% 2016	developer/architect	interviews

Tall	building	price/rent	premium 15% Estimate

Return	metrics
SaleROCThreshold 20% 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Multifamily	CAP	Rate 4.75% 2016	developer/architect	interviews
Return	on	Cost 20.00% 2016	developer/architect	interviews
ROC	Threshold 5.70%
RLV:MV	threshold	for	dev 10.00% Estimate

Rents	per	Square	Foot
Sub_Market MarketID $/SqFt
Northwest Reno 1 $1.20
Northeast Reno 2 $1.05
West Sparks/North Valleys 3 $1.01
East Sparks 4 $1.18
West Reno 5 $0.98
Southwest Reno 6 $0.99
Brinkby/Grive 7 $0.86
Airport 8 $0.95
Lakeridge 9 $1.14
Southeast Reno 10 $1.15
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Step 2. TMRPA staff created a parcel level dataset for the region based on the buildable lands 
inventory (presented in Appendix A). See sub-steps below. 

Step 2a. Geospatial data was collected on market demand, including multi-family rents (Source: 
Johnson Perkins Griffin Q1 2016 Apartment Survey), multi-family vacancy (ibid), and housing 
sales prices (Source: TMRPA compilation of Multiple Listing Service transactions by MLS 
submarkets). TMRPA input these data into the buildable lands database using GIS. 

Step 2b. TMRPA identified each vacant residential parcel in the region based on the buildable 
lands inventory and gathered three data points for each one into a dataset: parcel value, 
maximum dwelling units allowed by local policy, and parcel size. 

Step 2c. TMRPA used GIS software to associate the geospatial market data (Step 2a above) with 
each vacant residential parcel used in Step 2b such that each parcel had a complete set of 
demand and parcel attributes. This consolidated dataset was delivered to ECONorthwest to 
carry out the remaining steps of the analysis. 

Step 3. Pro formas for each development prototype were run for the market conditions on each 
vacant residential parcel to determine the land residual per square foot of land (Residual Land 
Value or RLV) for each prototype. In one modeling scenario, the “Zoning” scenario, RLV results 
for development prototypes that would exceed the maximum allowed dwelling units on the 
parcel were eliminated from the results. In another modeling scenario, the “Market” scenario, 
RLV results for all development prototypes were retained in the results. 

Step 4. A max residual value was then identified for each parcel in the dataset from both the 
“Zoning” and “Market” outputs. The development prototype associated with the max land 
residual was also stored for each parcel in the dataset. These represented the prototypes that 
could “pay” the most for land under the “Zoning” and “Market” scenarios. 

Step 5. For those parcels where the land residual of the max development prototype was less 
than the value per square foot of land, the model assigned zero residential units to the parcel in 
the database. In cases where the maximum land residual of the selected prototype was greater 
than the value per square foot of land, the land use density of the selected prototype (e.g., units 
per acre) was multiplied times the parcel’s area. The resulting residential unit count was saved 
for each parcel in the database. This was carried out for both the “Zoning” and “Market” 
outputs. 
 
Step 6. The modeled units on each site were evaluated in summary statistics and in maps to 
validate the outputs. 
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 Results 
The Market-Based Development Analysis considered the financial feasibility of housing 
development on just over 20,000 vacant parcels within the TMSA. The pro-forma model ran 
more than 300,000 variations of financial feasibility for these vacant parcels, considering 
opportunities for development of each of the eleven residential building types. The analysis 
identified the types of buildings that are financially feasible to develop under current market 
conditions (expressed as assumptions in the pro forma) and current zoning. 

Exhibit D-10 shows the number of dwelling units that are financially feasible to develop. Exhibit 
D-10 shows that it is financially feasible to develop about 22,000 dwelling units. About 75% of 
these units (17,000 units) would be Low-Density and Moderate-Density housing types, such as 
the traditional suburban development that is common in the region. The remaining 
approximately 5,000 dwelling units are High Density Single Family/ Low Density Multi-family 
and Moderate Density Multi-family. 

Although the analysis does not indicate that it would be financially feasible to develop High-
Density Multi-family housing, some of this type of housing has been built in the region recently. 
It is probable that High-Density Multi-family housing is financially feasible in selected areas of 
the region where achievable rents are higher, such as in downtown Sparks or downtown Reno.  

Exhibit D-10. Number of dwelling units that are financially feasible to  
develop under current zoning and market conditions, TMSA, 2016 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory and ECONorthwest Analysis 

 

Exhibit D-11 shows the number of developable parcels under current market conditions in two 
variations: (1) under current zoning regulations about the type and density of development and 
(2) without zoning limitations on the type and density of development (e.g., if the region has no 
zoning limitations for type and density of residential development). The results in Exhibit D-11 
demonstrate that there are many locations where housing may be financially feasible today and 
that there may be thousands of housing units that might be feasibly built without the addition 
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of any new vacant lots in the region. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that zoning is a limiting 
factor in the supply of housing because of a spatial mismatch between markets and local 
polices. Where housing demand is greatest and more dense development would be financially 
feasible, the models found that current land use policies limit the scale of housing development 
that can occur. This section expands on these findings. 

Given the parcel-level data collected by TMRPA and the development prototypes evaluated, 
our analysis found that development would be feasible on nearly 9,000 vacant parcels in the 
region given current development market conditions and current land use policies, which 
TMRPA defined as a maximum number of units that could be built on a given parcel. Our 
analysis also determined that nearly 12,000 parcels could be developed if one ignored housing-
related zoning constraints. Further, the model did suggest that more parcels would be 
developed at higher densities if zoning constraints were lifted. 

Exhibit D-11. Number of developable parcels by housing type, TMSA, 2016 
Source: TMRPA Buildable Lands Inventory and ECONorthwest Analysis 

 

Our analysis found that policy changes that would allow more units to be built on parcels could 
mean that significantly more housing could be built on thousands of vacant housing parcels. 
Under the zoning-constrained approach, model results indicated that the average size of a 
feasible development would be 2.55 units. In contrast, the average size of a feasible 
development when zoning was ignored was found to be 23.99 units. Much of this difference is 
explained by the number of parcels on which Moderate-Density Multi-family products, which 
ranged from 14.5 to 30 dwelling units per acre in the analysis, could be feasibly developed but 
are currently not allowed by zoning. 

Notably, the model outputs suggested that the highest density development may be financially 
infeasible across the region under current market conditions and that zoning may not be a first-
order constraint on the development of High-Density Multi-family products. This is due to the 
relationship between the average market demand in the region’s submarkets relative to the high 
cost of developing very dense, vertically-oriented housing products. That said, the large 
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submarkets that were used to determine local market rents in our analysis might not accurately 
reflect housing demand diversity in the region. There may be specific locations within the 
submarkets that we examined where housing demand is high enough to support the 
development of highest-cost, densest housing types. For these reasons, the analysis was likely to 
yield a conservative estimate of development feasibility. Nonetheless, the model does suggest 
that more dense development is financially feasible in many cases. 

The findings of the Market-Based Development Estimate suggest that market feasibility may 
be a greater regional constraint on housing supply than the availability of vacant housing 
parcels. Furthermore, zoning is a constraint on the supply of housing in many places where 
housing development is financially feasible. 
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D-4  Demographic and Housing Affordability 
Evaluation 

The prior sections evaluated the capacity of buildable land to support housing development in 
each scenario. This section describes how the Classic and McCarran scenarios meet housing 
needs in the Truckee Meadows region based on expected changes in the demographics of 
people living in the regions. It also considers how the scenarios address current housing 
affordability deficits and ongoing needs for affordable housing.  

 Summary of Demographic Changes 
The analysis in Appendix B described the key demographic and socioeconomic factors affecting 
future housing needs of the region’s residents. Appendix B shows that life cycle and housing 
choice interact in ways that are predictable in the aggregate; age of the household head is 
correlated with household size and income; household size and age of household head affect 
housing preferences; income affects the ability of a household to afford a preferred housing 
type. Simply looking at the long wave of demographic trends can provide good information for 
estimating future housing demand. 

The following is a discussion of how demographic and housing trends are likely to affect 
housing in Washoe County over the next 20 years:  

§ On average, future housing will look a lot like past housing without substantial 
changes in housing policies. That is the assumption that underlies any trend forecast, 
and one that allows some quantification of the composition of demand for new 
housing.  

§ If the future differs from the past, it is likely to move in the direction (on average) of 
smaller units and more diverse housing types. Most of the evidence suggests that the 
bulk of the change will be in the direction of smaller average house and lot sizes for 
housing to increase affordability of housing.  
Key demographic and economic trends that will affect Truckee Meadows’s future 
housing needs are: (1) the aging of the Baby Boomers, (2) the aging of the Millennials, 
(3) continued growth in the Hispanic and Latino population, and (4) providing housing 
opportunities to new workers in Washoe County, especially if employment growth 
occurs relatively fast over the next five years. 

• The Baby Boomer’s population is continuing to age. By 2034, people 60 years and 
older will account for 24% of the population in Washoe County (up from 20% in 
2014). The changes that affect Washoe County’s housing demand as the 
population ages are that household sizes decrease and homeownership rates 
decrease. As the Baby Boomers retire, their income will, on average, decrease. 
However, Baby Boomers may have substantial wealth and assets (e.g., equity in 
existing housing or investments) that are not accounted for by income.  
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As described in Appendix B, the aging of the Baby Boomers will result in 
demand for housing types specific to seniors, such as assisted living facilities or 
age-restricted developments. These households will make a variety of housing 
choices, including: remaining in their homes as long as they are able, downsizing 
to smaller single family homes (detached and attached) or multi-family units, or 
moving into group housing (such as assisted living facilities or nursing homes), 
as their health declines. 
 
The challenges that aging seniors face in continuing to live in their community 
include: changes in healthcare needs, loss of mobility, the difficulty of home 
maintenance, financial concerns, and increases in property taxes. Baby Boomers 
who downsize to smaller housing will result in increased demand for attached 
and multi-family housing. Some Baby Boomers may prefer housing in walkable 
neighborhoods, with access to services. 
 

• Millennials will continue to age. By 2035, Millennials will be roughly between 35 
years old and 55 years old. As they age, generally speaking, their household sizes 
will increase and homeownership rates will peak by about age 55. Between 2015 
and 2035, Millennials will be a key driver in demand for housing for families 
with children. 
 
The household formation of Millennials will result in increased demand for both 
affordable detached housing, as well as increased demand for affordable 
townhouses and multi-family housing. Growth in this population will result in 
increased demand for both ownership and rental opportunities, with an 
emphasis on housing that is comparatively affordable. 

 
• Hispanic and Latino population will continue to grow. The U.S. Census projects that 

by about 2040, the Hispanic and Latino population will account for one-quarter 
of the nation’s population. The share of the Hispanic and Latino population in 
the western U.S. is likely to be higher. The Hispanic and Latino population 
already account for nearly one-quarter of the population in the Truckee 
Meadows area. In addition, the Hispanic and Latino population is generally 
younger than the U.S. average, with many Hispanic and Latino people belonging 
to the Millennial generation.  
 
Hispanic and Latino population growth will be an important driver in growth of 
housing demand, both for owner- and renter-occupied housing. Growth in the 
Hispanic and Latino population will drive demand for housing for families with 
children. Given the lower income for Hispanic and Latino households, especially 
first generation immigrants, growth in this group will also drive demand for 
affordable housing, both for ownership and renting.  
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In summary, an aging population, increasing housing costs, housing affordability concerns for 
Millennials and the Hispanic and Latino populations, and other variables are factors that 
support the conclusion of need for a smaller and less expensive units and a broader array of 
housing choices. Millennials and immigrants will drive demand for affordable housing types, 
including demand for small, affordable units (many of which may be ownership units) and for 
affordable multi-family units (many of which may be rental units). Aging Baby Boomers will 
drive demand for housing types specific to seniors, such as assisted living facilities or age-
restricted developments. 

 Summary of Current Housing Affordability  
The terms “affordable” and “low-income” housing are often used interchangeably. These terms, 
however, have different meanings: 

§ Affordable housing refers to a household’s ability to find housing within its financial 
means. A number of indicators exist that can be used to determine whether housing is 
affordable. One indicator is cost burden: households that spend more than 30% of their 
income on housing and certain utilities are considered to experience cost burden.1 Any 
household that pays more than 30% experiences cost burden and does not have affordable 
housing. Thus, affordable housing applies to all households in the community. 

§ Low-income housing refers to housing for “low-income” households. HUD considers a 
household low-income if it earns 60% or less of median family income. In short, low-
income housing is targeted at households that earn 60% or less of median family income. 

§ Workforce housing refers to housing for moderate-income households who earn between 
60% and 120% of median family income.  

These definitions mean that any household can experience cost burden and that affordable 
housing applies to all households in an area. Low-income housing targets low-income 
households. In other words, a community can have a housing affordability problem that does 
not include only low-income households. 

Many (maybe most) households that experience cost burden are composed of people who have 
jobs. A household earning 80% of median family income in Washoe County earns about $51,000 
annually—or about $24.50 per hour for a full-time employee. Based on HUD affordability 
standards, the maximum affordable purchase price for a household earning $51,000 annually is 
about $200,000.  

In summary, any household can face housing affordability problems. Because they have more 
limited financial means, the incidence of cost burden is higher among low-income households. 

                                                        
1 Cost burden is a concept used by HUD. Utilities included with housing cost include electricity, gas, and water, but 
do not include telephone expenses. All of the indicators ECO has reviewed, including cost burden, have limitations 
that can distort results. Cost burden does not consider the impact of household size or accumulated assets. As a result 
a single-person household with an annual income of $20,000 and accumulated assets of $500,000 would be in the 
same category as a family of seven with an annual income of $20,000 and no accumulated assets. 
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Government policy affects the housing market through policies and actions that encourage or 
discourage development of certain types of housing in certain locations by affecting demand, 
supply, or prices. 

Despite the various federal and state policies regulating housing, most housing in the U.S. is 
produced by private industry and is privately owned. While the land use powers of local 
government have been an important factor in the production of housing, the role of local 
government has largely focused on regulation for public health and safety and provision of 
infrastructure. More recently, awareness has grown regarding the impact policies and 
regulations have had on the other aspects of community life such as costs of transportation and 
other infrastructure, access of residents to services and employment, and social interactions. 

Appendix B presents information about housing affordability in the Truckee Meadows. This 
section summarizes key findings from that analysis.  

§ Housing prices grew faster than incomes in Washoe County since 2000. The costs of 
ownership of detached housing in the Truckee Meadows has increased by more than 
60% over the last two decades, while household incomes have increased by about 17%.  
 
The median value of a house in Washoe County was 3.3 times the median household 
income in 2000 and 3.8 by 2013. Housing was least affordable (in other words, the 
median sales prices were highest in comparison to income) around the Reno and 
Sparks urban cores, in western Reno, and in the southern part of the region. 

§ Rent costs have increased a little faster than income. In 2000, the median gross rent 
was about 18% of median household income, increasing to 20% of median household 
income by 2003. While rent costs have increased faster than income, the increase as a 
percentage of household income has been relatively small.  

§ Housing affordability is a challenge in Washoe County, especially for lower-income 
households. More than one-third of Washoe County households are cost burdened and 
spend more than they can afford for housing costs. Cost burden is higher among 
renters (49% are cost burdened) than homeowners (27% are cost burdened) in Washoe 
County. Cost burden among renters is of the greatest concern because renter 
households typically have lower income and can afford to spend less on housing. 

§ Nearly one-third of the region’s households are unable to afford the cost of a typical 
two-bedroom rental unit. These households have incomes of less than $31,750, which 
is 50% of the County’s Median Family Income. They are unable to afford HUD’s Fair 
Market Rent of $924 for a two-bedroom dwelling unit.  

§ The region has a deficit of housing affordable to a household earning less than 
$25,000. One-quarter of the region’s households earn less than $25,000. ECONorthwest 
estimates that Washoe County had an existing deficit of 14,000 dwelling units 
affordable to households earning less than $25,000. These households can afford to pay 
a maximum of $625 for monthly housing costs. Most of these households are not 
homeless but they are living in housing that is not affordable and are cost-burdened.  
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In addition, another 9% of the region’s households earn $25,000 to $35,000 and can 
afford rent of $625 to $875. Taken together, households who earn less than $35,000 
(approximately 60% of median household income) account for 34% of the region’s 
households are considered low-income households. They are all likely to have 
difficulty finding affordable housing and may be cost burdened. 

§ The region has a limited supply of workforce affordable housing. Nearly one-third of 
the region’s households have incomes of between $55,000 and $75,000. These 
households can afford rent between $875 and $1,875 per month. At the lowest end of 
this income spectrum, few housing opportunities are affordable and available and 
these households are likely to be cost burdened. A household must earn at least $60,000 
to afford a home at the median home price in the region, given average sales prices. 
Household with income of $50,000 to $65,000 who are homeowners are likely to be cost 
burdened, given median home prices in the region.  

This summary describes the region’s existing housing affordability problems. It does not 
account for the possible housing affordability challenges of the more than 50,000 new 
households expected to locate in the region through 2035.  

 Potential Housing Affordability for Future Residents 
of the Truckee Meadows 

This section provides a qualitative assessment of how well the Classic Scenario and the 
McCarran Scenario meet the needs of households in the Truckee Meadows through providing 
housing that is affordable to new and existing households in the region.  

Exhibit B-75 in Appendix B shows the types of housing that are affordable to households in the 
region by income level in 2015. Exhibit D-12 assumes the same distribution of households by 
income level for the 2015-2035. It shows the types of housing that are financially attainable 
under this assumption for the next 20 years. 

Under these assumptions, 18% of new households in the region will have income under 30% of 
Median Family Income, which is income of $19,050 or less. An additional 13% of new 
households will have income between 30% and 50% of Median Family Income, with incomes of 
$19,050 to $31,750. Together, there would be nearly 16,000 new households with income below 
50% of Median Family Income.  

In a typical housing market, including the Truckee Meadows housing market, households with 
income below 60% or 50% of Median Family Income cannot afford market rate housing prices 
for existing housing. The housing prices for newly built housing are generally at the top of 
market rate housing costs.  

These approximately 16,000 new households will obtain housing in a number of ways. Some 
will live in existing, lower-cost new housing, with many of these households being cost 
burdened because they are unable to afford even lower-cost housing. A few may live in 
government-subsidized housing, assuming that new government-subsidized housing is built 
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over the next 20 years. Some of these households will live in substandard conditions, such as in 
an overcrowded dwelling or in their RV or van. 

Exhibit D-12 also shows that nearly 18,600 (37%) of new households will have income of 
between 50% and 120% of Median Family Income. Housing affordable for households with 
income at this level is often referred to as workforce housing. These households can generally 
afford market rate rents for existing housing and, at the high end of the income range, possibly 
for newly built (and more expensive) rental housing. For ownership, households in this income 
range may be able to afford lower- to moderate-cost existing housing, such as housing costing 
between $200,000 and $325,000. The median housing sales price in Washoe County in June 2015 
was $268,000. 

About one-fifth of 
Washoe County 
households have 
income of less than 
$31,750 and cannot 
afford a two-bedroom 
apartment at Washoe 
County’s Fair Market 
Rent (FMR) of $924.  

Exhibit D-12. Financially Attainable Housing (2015$), based on income 
distribution in 2015, new households 2015-2035  
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
US Census Bureau, 2013 ACS Table 19001 

% of 
Washoe 
Co. MFI 

<30% 30%-
50% 

50%-
80% 

80%-
120% >120% 

Annual 
Income 
(2015$) 

$0 - 
$19,050 

$19,050 - 
$31,750 

$31,750 - 
$50,800 

$50,800 - 
$76,200 

$76,200 
or more 

Monthly 
Income 
(2015$) 

$0 - 
$1,588 

$1,588 - 
$2,646 

$2,646 - 
$4,233 

$4,233 - 
$6,350 

$6,350 or 
more 

Affordable 
Housing 
Cost 
(2015$) 

$0 - $476 $476 - 
$794 

$794 - 
$1,270 

$1,270 - 
$1,905 

$1,905 or 
more 

Percent of 
Washoe. 
Co. House-
holds  

18% 13% 17% 20% 32% 

Number of 
New 
House-
holds 

9,286 6,641 8,629 9,947 16,133 

Attainable 
Owner 
Housing 
Types 

None Mfg. in 
parks 

Townhome 
Duplex 
Mfg on lot 

Townhome 
Single 
family 
house 

All  
housing  
types 

Attainable 
Renter 
Housing 
Types 

Subsidized 
Apartment 

Apartment 
Mfg. in 
parks 
Duplex 

Apartment  
Townhome 
Single 
family 
house 

Most 
Single 
family 
houses 

All  
housing  
types 

 

 

This analysis suggests that a substantial number of the new households in the Truckee 
Meadows over the next 20 years will live in existing housing, especially lower- and moderate-
income households. Many of the new dwellings built over the next 20 years will be occupied by 
people already living in the Truckee Meadows.  
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About 30% of new households will struggle to pay market-rate rents and many will experience 
cost burden to pay the cost of affordable rental units. Another 37% will be able to afford market 
rate housing costs and will be able to afford a mixture of new and existing rental units and 
existing units for homeownership.  

 Conclusions 
The analysis of housing affordability issues in the Truckee Meadows region shows that there is 
a substantial existing need for low-income and workforce affordable housing. Growth over the 
next 20 years is likely to increase the number of households who need low-income affordable 
and workforce affordable housing.  

Demographic trends suggest increased demand for more affordable housing.  

• Aging Baby Boomers will result in demand for housing types specific to seniors, such as 
assisted living facilities or age-restricted developments. Downsizing Baby Boomers will 
need small attached and multi-family housing. Some Baby Boomers may prefer housing 
in walkable neighborhoods, with access to services. 

• Millennials’ household formation will result in increased demand for both affordable 
detached housing, as well as increased demand for affordable townhouses and multi-
family housing. Growth in this population will result in increased demand for both 
ownership and rental opportunities, with an emphasis on housing that is comparatively 
affordable. 

• Growth in the Hispanic and Latino population will drive demand for housing for 
families with children. Given the lower income for Hispanic and Latino households, 
especially first generation immigrants, growth in this group will also drive demand for 
affordable housing, both for ownership and renting. 

The need for affordable housing and demographic changes suggest that there will be increased 
demand for housing like High-Density / Low-Density Multi-family, Moderate-Density Multi-
family, and High-Density Multi-family housing. The types of buildings most likely to be 
affordable include: small-lot detached housing, townhouses, walk-up and 3-story stick-built. 
High-Density Multi-family housing types such as podium, midrise, and towers typically have 
higher rent when built. But through filtering (Exhibit B-6) these housing types  may become 
more affordable over time. 

The housing type least likely to be affordable is Low-Density Single Family, which isbuilt on 
larger lots and located at the edges of the region, where transportation costs are higher. 
Moderate-Density Single Family housing may be affordable for workforce housing, depending 
on the size of the lot and unit, type of finishes, and location of the housing. Locations nearer to 
employment centers or access to transit may decrease transportation costs, making the 
combination of housing and transportation costs more affordable. 

The McCarran Scenario results in development patterns that provide development of these 
more affordable, smaller housing types. High-Density / Low-Density Multi-family and 
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Moderate-Density Multi-family account for 44% of new housing in the McCarran Scenario, 
compared to 33% of new housing in the Classic Scenario. In addition, High-Density Multi-
family housing accounts for 8% of new Housing in the McCarran Scenario, compared to 5% of 
new housing in the Classic Scenario. 

Our conclusion is that the Truckee Meadows region needs a wider variety of housing types to 
meet anticipated demographic shifts and affordable housing needs. Like most metropolitan 
areas, the region does not have enough housing affordable to moderate- and lower-income 
households. The local governments and public agencies should work together to identify 
opportunities for changes in policy that supports development of these more affordable, smaller 
housing types, using the McCarran Scenario as a guide for new development patterns.  
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Appendix E: Scenario Evaluation, Part 2:  
Fiscal Impacts 
Appendix E documents the methods used to evaluate the fiscal impacts of the housing scenarios 
presented in Appendix C.  

E-1  Introduction 
The Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency (TMRPA) worked with ECONorthwest to 
develop a regional housing study (the Study). The purposes of the Study were to: 

1. Provide up-to-date information about the supply of residential land and the 
characteristics of housing stock in the Truckee Meadows region 

2. Describe likely future housing needs based on demographic, socioeconomic, and 
economic trends 

3. Compare land supply (by zoning category) to the expected needs for housing types.  

Appendix E (this appendix) is Part 2 of ECONorthwest’s evaluation of the housing scenarios 
described in Appendix C. It addresses the following question: How do the scenarios (Classic 
and McCarran) differ in terms of the costs of providing the key infrastructure that will be 
necessary to accommodate the two different patterns of housing growth? Appendix D is Part 1 
of the evaluation and addresses the question: How well do the two scenarios supply housing 
that matches the demands and needs of the expected households in the Truckee Meadows 
region?   

The rest of this appendix has three main sections:  

§ E-2, Framework and Methods describes the framework and methodology used in this 
analysis. 

§ E-3 Evaluation of Fiscal Impacts presents the results of the analysis of the costs of 
providing transportation, wastewater, water, and school services under each of the four 
scenarios.  

§ E-4 Conclusions presents our conclusions about the analysis.  
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E-2  Framework and Methods 

 Framework  

E-2.1.1 Purpose 
This study was conducted to evaluate how different land use patterns in the Truckee Meadows 
Services Area (TMSA) might lead to different costs to build infrastructure and provide public 
services. The analysis is meant to inform a Regional Housing Study conducted by TMRPA. The 
analysis illustrates different patterns of growth the TMSA could experience in the next 20 years, 
and whether certain patterns are more or less costly to serve than others. Infrastructure service 
providers can consider the results of this analysis, among other important factors, when making 
land use decisions that affect when, where, and at what densities growth should occur 
throughout the TMSA. 

This analysis is not intended as the final answer, but rather as the first step in an ongoing 
process. This study started a conversation between local service providers in the TMSA about 
the potential fiscal impacts of future growth. The analysis provides a framework for these 
service providers to work together as partners to continue to refine and explore the cost (and 
revenue) implications of future development patterns. 

Why is this important? 
Infrastructure to serve new development is expensive. As the TMSA region grows, local 
governments will need to build new schools, roads, pipes, and other infrastructure to 
accommodate that growth. Often times, infrastructure service providers simply respond to the 
growth as it happens, finding a way to pay for the infrastructure that is needed. But local 
governments have the ability to shape the pattern of future growth through their land use 
policies. If some patterns are less costly than others, these land use decisions could result in 
millions of dollars of cost savings for infrastructure service providers, resulting in lower taxes 
or more efficient and enhanced services. 

Although market forces largely dictate when and where new growth occurs, local governments 
have significant influence on what pattern of growth ultimately takes place. The land use 
policies of cities and counties determine what type of land uses can develop where and at what 
densities. When planning for future development, local governments have to consider a long 
list of factors: commute times, proximity to shopping and entertainment options, supply and 
demand for different housing types, etc. Another factor that is important to consider, but 
sometimes overlooked in the planning process is the cost of infrastructure to support that 
development. 

Our analysis found that land use patterns can have a relatively large impact on the cost of 
infrastructure. A spread-out development pattern would likely cost hundreds of millions of 
dollars more over the next 20 years than a more compact development pattern. Paying attention 
to the costs of different development patterns can help service providers in the TMSA create a 
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more cost-efficient government in the future, allowing for better infrastructure, services, and 
amenities. 

Why is this challenging? 
In many ways, this was a pioneering project in the study of the costs of growth in the TMSA. 
Similar efforts have been conducted in numerous places across the world, but few have looked 
so specifically at the impact of land use patterns on infrastructure costs, and this was the first 
study of its nature to be conducted specifically for the TMSA.  

Our methods relied heavily on direct input from the affected service providers, to identify what 
infrastructure investments would be needed to serve development in multiple scenarios. That 
meant coordinating efforts between staff at seven different local government agencies, each 
with different data sources, financial structures, and technical capabilities, and incorporating 
their results into a consistent format. 

E-2.1.2 Costs of growth in context 
Exhibit E- 1 shows a framework for understanding costs and benefits of any action (like new 
development). Development can bring with it both costs and benefits for private parties, the 
public sector, and others. Evaluating the full scope of these impacts (all six boxes shown in 
Exhibit E- 1) is called a benefit-cost analysis. However, a benefit-cost analysis for multiple long-
term growth scenarios in the TMSA region would be a huge undertaking.  
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Exhibit E- 1. Costs of growth in the context of all benefits and costs 

 

Source: The Oxford Handbook of Urban Economics and Planning, Chapter 31“Fiscal Impact Analysis and the Costs of Alternative 
Development Patterns.” Lorelei Juntunen, Gerrit-Jan Knaap, and Terry Moore. 2011. 

Our analysis was limited to just a subset of these impacts; specifically, direct impacts to the 
public sector on the costs of infrastructure.1 This means that although our analysis may be 
meaningful, it is not comprehensive. The analysis does not factor in the public-sector benefits 
that come from growth, including tax revenues and impact fees, nor does our analysis include 
private-sector impacts like construction costs, profits, or wages. Furthermore, our analysis 
doesn’t consider broader impacts like quality of life or environmental degradation. Note that 
even the highlighted box in Exhibit E- 1 is broader than the scope of our study, as we focused 
on capital costs rather than operations and maintenance, and limited our analysis to a subset of 
public service providers.  

If the purpose of the study were to determine which future growth scenario is the best for all 
people, over all time periods, then these other impacts would need to be included for a 
complete analysis. However, as stated earlier, the purpose of our study is more narrow: to 

                                                        
1 This analysis also considers private sector costs because developers are often required to pay for infrastructure to 
serve new development. This analysis did not distinguish between public and private costs but presents the costs of 
new infrastructure regardless of who will be paying for the infrastructure. 
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evaluate how different land use patterns in the TMSA might lead to different costs to build 
infrastructure and provide public services. 

E-2.1.3 What are growth scenarios? 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of growth scenarios. But what exactly are 
growth scenarios, and what variables are we studying for potential impacts? Below, we describe 
the four key variables that define each growth scenario. Note that for each of the scenarios 
included in this analysis we only include residential growth, as this evaluation is simply one 
element of a larger Regional Housing Study conducted by TMRPA. The region could consider 
more thorough growth scenarios in the future that include non-residential land uses as well for 
a more nuanced evaluation of the costs of growth. 

Amount 
The amount of development projected to occur is the most fundamental variable in a growth 
scenario. However, it is not the focus of this analysis. A scenario that forecasts more growth 
would be expected to have higher costs of infrastructure to serve that growth. We are more 
concerned about whether there are ways that different scenarios with the same amount of 
growth can result in different infrastructure costs. The scenarios evaluated in this study attempt 
to keep the amount of growth the same in all scenarios, though there are minor variations in the 
amount of growth due to the nature of how the scenarios were constructed. 

There is relatively little that local governments can do to control the amount of growth that the 
TMSA will experience in the future. Instead, the amount of growth will largely be dictated by 
regional and national economic factors. 

Composition 
Composition refers to the demographic characteristics of the population in a growth scenario 
(e.g., income level, age, ethnicity, marital status, and educational attainment). Two scenarios 
with the same amount of growth, but different compositions, could result in different 
infrastructure costs. For example, a scenario where 50 percent of residents are school-aged 
children would result in higher costs for school infrastructure than one where only 10 percent of 
residents are school-aged children, or a scenario where the average household income is 
$100,000 per year, could result in different development patterns and infrastructure needs than 
if household incomes were $50,000 per year. 

As with the amount of growth, there is little that local government can do to influence the 
composition of growth in the region, and it is not the focus of our analysis. The scenarios 
evaluated in this study attempt to keep the composition of growth the same in all scenarios, 
though there are minor variations in composition due to the nature of how the scenarios were 
constructed. 
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Timing 
Timing of growth refers to when growth occurs during the forecast period. Two scenarios with 
the same amount and composition of growth, but different timing might affect when 
infrastructure costs are incurred, but will it affect the amount of those costs? Comparing costs 
incurred at different points in time is challenging due to inflation and the time value of money. 
In nominal (i.e., year-of-expenditure) dollars, a new road might cost more in 10 years than it 
would today, but when adjusted for inflation and measured in constant dollars, the cost may be 
higher, lower, or the same, depending on the relative rate of inflation for construction costs vs. 
the broader consumer price index.  

In addition to various inflation rates, other factors like changing interest rates and changes in 
technology also affect how the cost of infrastructure may change over time. Accurately 
forecasting all of these variables is not possible. Therefore, we hold these factors constant in our 
analysis, and present all costs in constant 2016 dollars.  

The growth scenarios evaluated in this study do include variations in the timing of 
development. However, because we present all costs in constant 2016 dollars, the different 
timing of the scenarios does not result in significant differences in the total cost of 
infrastructure. It does, however, allow us to evaluate how soon certain costs might need to be 
incurred, based on the timing of growth. 

Patterns 
The last variable included in each growth scenario, and the focus of this analysis, is the pattern 
of growth. Pattern includes the location of new development, its density, building types, and 
mix of uses. Pattern is the variable that local governments have the most influence over, 
through building codes, comprehensive plans, and zoning maps. The question at the core of 
this analysis is how can different development patterns affect the cost of infrastructure, even 
if the amount and composition of growth remains the same?  

Logically, it makes sense that pattern would have an impact on the costs of growth. For 
example, fewer new roads and pipes would be needed to accommodate 100 new households 
that are accommodated in a single apartment building in an existing city center, than 100 
detached homes built in a new subdivision at the periphery of the region. Although that last 
example may be somewhat obvious, other impacts of different development patterns may not 
be obvious. Are certain areas within the TMSA more or less costly to serve than others based on 
the unused capacity of existing infrastructure, topography, or other factors? These are the types 
of questions that we focus on when evaluating the costs of growth from the development 
scenarios included in this analysis. 
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 Methods 

E-2.2.1 Services included in the analysis 
Within the TMSA there are numerous government entities that provide many public services 
that could be impacted by future growth. Calculating the costs of growth for the full range of 
services provided by all government entities within the TMSA, however, is beyond the scope of 
this analysis. Instead, the analysis focused on four services, provided by six different service 
providers: 

§ Transportation: Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) 

§ Schools: Washoe County School District (WCSD) 

§ Water: Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) 

§ Wastewater: 

§ City of Reno 

§ City of Sparks 

§ Washoe County 

These services were selected because they are predominantly managed regionally and logically 
have a strong link between new development and infrastructure costs, as new roads, schools, 
and water and sewer pipes must be built to accommodate new development. Future studies 
could expand on this list of service providers to study the impacts for other services, such as 
parks, police, fire, and others. 

E-2.2.2 Scenarios evaluated in the analysis 
The analysis studied four different growth scenarios, intended to model two different patterns, 
and two different timelines, but holding the amount and composition of growth relatively 
constant. Appendix C describes the scenarios in detail. There were two scenarios, the Classic 
Scenario and McCarran Scenario, with variations on the timing for growth in the scenarios. 
Each scenario projected growth of about 50,600 new households and dwelling units between 
2015-2035. The four scenarios were: 

• Classic Scenario, Linear Growth. This scenario forecasts growth of households at a 
consistent growth rate over the 20-year period. The development pattern in the Classic 
Scenario is a continuation of historical patterns.  

• Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. This scenario forecasts growth of 
households faster in the 2015 to 2020 period and slower thereafter. The development 
pattern in the Classic Scenario is a continuation of historical patterns.  

• McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth. This scenario forecasts growth of households at a 
consistent growth rate over the 20-year period. The development pattern in the 
McCarran Scenario is for a more compact development pattern, with one-quarter of 
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growth within the McCarran ring, as described in Appendix C, and development of 
more moderate- and higher-density housing types.  

• McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. This scenario forecasts growth of 
households faster in the 2015 to 2020 period and slower thereafter. The development 
pattern in the McCarran Scenario is for a more compact development pattern, with one-
quarter of growth within the McCarran ring and development of more moderate- and 
higher-density housing types.  

E-2.2.3 Technical methods 
The technical methods used in the analysis can be summarized in three basic steps. Some of 
these steps were complex, however we describe these methods at a high level, without 
providing all of the technical details. These methods were carried out in combination by staff at 
TMRPA, the individual service providers, and the ECONorthwest consultant team. 

Step 1. Spatial allocation of future growth scenarios 
Creating the growth scenarios required several steps to spatially allocate future housing units 
across the region. These steps include converting future population to households, developing 
subarea geographies, and allocating households by type and location for each scenario using the 
subarea geographies and a suitability simulation. These methods are discussed in detail in 
Appendix C to TMRPA Regional Housing Study and are not repeated here. Step 1 resulted in 
projections of the number of new housing units by type that would develop on specific parcels 
throughout the TMSA each year for the next 20 years. 

Step 2. Forecasting infrastructure needs and capital costs 
TMRPA provided the detailed results of Step 1 to each of the six service providers included in 
this evaluation. It was up to each service provider to then forecast the infrastructure necessary 
to serve the development projected in each of the four scenarios. Each service provider used 
their own specific methods that reflect the type of infrastructure provided, the technical 
capabilities of their staff, and the available data to support the analysis. Although there were 
several variations, these methods can generally be summarized as following one of two basic 
approaches: marginal cost or average cost. We describe these two general methods here, and 
call out noteworthy details of the approaches used by service providers in the Results section of 
this appendix. 

MARGINAL COST 
Marginal cost approach attempts to identify the cost of specific infrastructure improvements 
that would be needed to serve each new household. It is the preferred approach for this type of 
analysis, because it recognizes that the same amount of growth in different patterns may yield 
different costs, due to the capacity of and proximity to existing infrastructure. However, a 
marginal cost approach is also more labor- and information-intensive, which makes it infeasible 
in some situations.  
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An example of the marginal cost approach used in this study is provided by the Washoe 
County School District. The school district translated the projections of housing units into 
projections of children by age and location for each year of the forecast period. The School 
District then identified the capacity of existing and planned future school facilities, and forecast 
exactly when new schools of each type (elementary, middle, and high schools) would be 
needed, and at what price. 

AVERAGE COST 
An average cost approach assumes future costs per household are the same, regardless of the 
pattern in which those households are built. This approach may not pick up on nuances of 
different development patterns. For example, a home built on an infill lot in an existing 
neighborhood may impose lower infrastructure costs for roads, water, and wastewater, than a 
similar home built in a new subdivision on the periphery of the region. However, the approach 
is much easier to implement, and may be the only option in certain situations where data 
limitations prevent a more detailed marginal cost approach. 

An example of the average cost approach used in this study is provided by the City of Sparks 
for wastewater trunk line infrastructure costs. The City of Sparks assumed that their current 
residential connection fee is equivalent to the cost of trunk line infrastructure on a per 
household basis. In reality, these costs are certain to vary from one location to another, but in 
theory, on average, the per household costs could be more or less the same in all of the growth 
scenarios considered in this evaluation. 

Step 3. Review, Revise, and Reformat 
The analysis was an iterative process. Numerous rounds of revisions occurred, including 
changes to the specific methods used to forecast costs, and changes to the underlying 
assumptions. After each round of revisions, TMRPA and consultant staff reviewed the results to 
assess the accuracy of the calculations and the reasonableness of the results, and discussed the 
results with staff from the service providers. These revisions continued until all parties were 
comfortable with the methods used to estimate the capital costs for each service provider. 

Due to the fractured nature of the analysis, with six different service providers all conducting 
separate analysis, the final step in the process was for ECONorthwest to take the results from 
each service provider and reformat those results in a consistent format. For example, adjusting 
all cost estimates for inflation and presenting the results in constant 2016 dollars to allow for an 
apples-to-apples comparison of each growth scenario. 

E-2.2.4 Organization of results 
We present the results for each service type separately, before summarizing them in the 
aggregate. For each service we provide a summary of the costs for all four scenarios. These costs 
are presented as cumulative totals over the 20-year forecast period, rather than annualized 
expenditures. We then evaluate the impact of the pattern of development by comparing Classic 
and McCarran Scenarios, followed by an evaluation of the impact of the timing of development 
by comparing Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 2020 scenarios. Throughout the 
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presentation of results we highlight key aspects of the methodologies used by each service 
provider. Lastly, we summarize the key findings and implications, answering questions like: 

§ What is driving the differences between scenarios? 

§ Did we encounter any unexpected results, and what might be responsible? 

§ Are there any results that we expected to find that did not materialize in our analysis, 
and what might be the cause? 
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E-3  Evaluation of Fiscal Impacts 
This section presents an evaluation of the fiscal impacts of each scenario. This study only 
considered capital costs for the development scenarios. It did not include costs for operations 
and maintenance. The purpose of this analysis was to understand the different costs for 
developing key infrastructure for different development patterns in the Truckee Meadows 
region.  

Exhibit E- 2 shows a coarse estimation of areas that are currently adequately served with key 
infrastructure versus areas that are currently underserved. Exhibit E- 2 shows areas where 
significant infrastructure will need to be constructed in underserved locations before new 
housing can be developed.  
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Exhibit E- 2. Areas adequately served and underserved with infrastructure, TMSA, 2016 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 
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 Transportation 
The Regional Transportation Commission of Washoe County (RTC) provided ECONorthwest 
with estimates of new daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for each scenario accompanied by an 
average capital cost per new daily VMT from its adopted 2035 Regional Transportation Plan. 
RTC calculated the average capital cost per new VMT with the following steps: (1) Identified the 
total cost of all projects that the region was expected to build by 2035, (2) identified the total 
growth in daily VMT over the time period, and (3) divided the total cost by total change in daily 
VMT. By multiplying the cost per daily VMT by the estimated increase in daily VMT for each 
scenario, RTC estimated the total costs to serve each scenario.  

To maintain consistency with the overall framework of the analysis, ECONorthwest revised the 
data from RTC in the following ways: (1) transforming the cost estimates from future year 
dollars to 2016 constant dollars, (2) removing pavement preservation costs to focus on capital 
costs and exclude operations and maintenance costs, and (3) removing debt service costs to 
avoid double counting of previously incurred capital costs. Exhibit E- 3 illustrates steps 2 and 3 
of ECONorthwest’s revisions, which resulted in a new estimated cost per new daily VMT 
($2,005 per daily VMT). Note that the exhibit is already in 2016 dollars, and therefore does not 
show ECONorthwest’s first step described above. The result of this analysis is that every new 
daily VMT added within the TMSA is anticipated to require transportation capital 
infrastructure investment of $2,005. 

Exhibit E- 3. Calculation of Cost per New Daily Vehicle  
Mile Traveled (2016$), TMSA, 

 
Source: RTC, calculations by ECONorthwest 

  

Table:	$/	new	VMT	Calc

Cumulative RTP Cost 6,953,071,365$   
Less pavement preservation 
and debt service costs 922,301,700$      
Increase in VMT per Day 3,007,339             
$/new VMT 2,005$                  
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Exhibit E- 4 and Exhibit E- 5 show the transportation costs by scenario.  

Exhibit E- 4.Total Transportation Costs by Scenario (2016$), TMSA 

 
Source: Increase in VMT/Day forecast by RTC. Calculations of total costs by ECONorthwest 

Exhibit E- 5. Summary of Total Transportation Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

  
Source: RTC, calculations by ECONorthwest 

Exhibit E- 6 compares Classic and McCarran Scenarios. Transportation capital costs for the 
McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth are about $559.2 million or 9% lower than for the Classic 
Scenario, Linear Growth. This is likely because the Classic Scenario is a more dispersed 
development pattern with more growth occurring at the edge of the region, compared to the 
more compact McCarran Scenario. Thus it is logical that the McCarran Scenario would result in 
folks traveling shorter distances, resulting in fewer total VMT. The Faster Growth Through 2020 
scenarios are more comparable. Transportation capital costs for the McCarran Scenario, Faster 
Growth Through 2020 are about $30.8 or 0.5% higher than the Classic Scenario, Faster Growth 
Through 2020.  

Exhibit E- 6. Total Transportation Costs (2016$), Classic and McCarran Scenarios, TMSA 

  
Source: RTC, calculations by ECONorthwest 

  

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Increase in VMT/Day 3,063,853 2,821,754 2,784,999 2,837,116
$/new VMT 2,005$                  2,005$                  2,005$                  2,005$                  
Total Cost 6,144,100,872$   5,658,606,662$   5,584,900,127$   5,689,413,497$   

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario

Total Cost
Classic Scenario

Linear Growth 6,144,100,872$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 5,658,606,662$   

McCarran Scenario
Linear Growth 5,584,900,127$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 5,689,413,497$   

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Classic Scenario 6,144,100,872$     5,658,606,662$    
McCarran Scenario 5,584,900,127$     5,689,413,497$     
Difference (559,200,745)$       30,806,836$          
% Difference -9.1% 0.5%

Total Cost
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Exhibit E- 7 compares the different transportation capital costs within each scenario for the 
different growth rate assumptions. Transportation capital costs for the Classic Scenario, Faster 
Growth Through 2020 are about $485.5 million or 8% lower than for the Classic Scenario, Linear 
Growth. In theory, the timing of when growth occurs should not have a significant impact on 
the total cost of growth, when measured in constant 2016 dollars. We see this to be the case, 
when we compare the McCarran Scenario Linear Growth and McCarran Scenario Faster 
Growth Through 2020 scenarios, where the cost of the Linear Growth scenario is within 2% of 
the cost of the Faster Growth Scenario. The RTC computer model for forecasting regional VMT 
predicts that the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth scenario would generate significantly more 
VMT than the Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020 forecast. Further research is 
needed to fully understand these results, however the stark difference is more than likely the 
result of how parcels were selected in the spatial allocation model and realized through the 
related phasing routine (spatial allocation model described in Appendix C).2 

                                                        
2 Unexpected differences in the VMT generated by the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth (“linear”) versus the Classic 
Scenario, Faster Growth through 2020 (“faster”) are apparently related to differences in how residential parcels were 
selected for development in TMRPA’s spatial allocation model.  Each scenario variation was modeled separately and 
based on different temporal assumptions.  Thus, although they are similar, the parcels selected for development and 
the timing of those selections in the linear scenario are not exactly the same as those selected in the faster 
scenario.  The main difference in selection specifically relates to the phasing subroutine used to handle the buildout 
of large parcels.  The phasing routine is designed to account for realistic buildout of large, unsubdivided parcels that 
are planned for many potential units over an appropriate time frame (i.e. not all units are realized instantly in a given 
year once a parcel is selected).  Initial selection is controlled by each parcel’s overall suitability score.  As more units 
are required to meet annual targets under a faster growth assumption, many of these large parcels were selected in 
earlier years of the model timeframe.  Once selected, these parcels build a fraction of total units annually until the 
model time horizon is reached or all potential units are exhausted.  Therefore, many fringe parcels selected late in the 
model timeframe under the linear scenario were not predicted to develop at all in the faster scenario as phased units 
accounted for the majority of parcels selected to meet each year’s allocation target. 

Given these differences in unit allocation between the linear and faster Classic scenarios it is unsurprising that RTC’s 
transportation demand model produced different results for VMT.  If the end state of each scenario has been 
identical, it is assumed the VMT results of the RTC model would also have been identical.  The results of this analysis 
have revealed some unintended consequences of TMRPA’s phasing subroutine that will be addressed in future 
modeling exercises.  Further, this discrepancy reveals the inherent vulnerability of using an average cost approach 
and prompts future work to focus on a marginal cost approach that links cost savings to the elimination of specific 
projects no longer needed to support anticipated growth under a given scenario simulation.  Utilization of  a 
marginal approach has been discussed with staff from the RTC and will be explored in coordination with TMRPA as 
scenario planning is incorporated into the next Regional Transportation Plan update.  

Finally, the actual realization of new units over the past year and half (i.e. since 2015) has tracked most similarly to 
the linear growth scenario. While the Truckee Meadows is experiencing consistent residential growth, it is not 
unprecedented and matches closely the assumptions of the linear growth scenario based on the 2014 Washoe County 
Consensus Forecast.  Given this current development trajectory, it is appropriate to focus interpretation of the 
scenarios modeled in this study and any resultant insights toward a comparison of the linear variations of the two 
scenarios, Classic vs. McCarran, as presented in our executive summary document. 
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Exhibit E- 7. Total Transportation Costs (2016$), Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 2020 
Scenarios, TMSA 

  
Source: RTC, calculations by ECONorthwest 

The key findings and implications of this analysis for the difference in the costs of 
transportation infrastructure for the Classic Scenario and the McCarran Scenario are: 

§ The more compact growth scenario is forecast to reduce capital costs for 
transportation by $559.2 million or 9% compared to the continuation of historical 
development patterns. In the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth, more trips will be 
made in urban areas with existing roads, where capital costs for growth are likely to be 
relatively lower, and where the distances needed to travel will be less. And in the Classic 
Scenario, Linear Growth, more trips will be in farther out suburbs, which require roads 
to connect new development with the region’s transportation system, as well as new 
local roads. �
�

RTC ran their travel demand model for each scenario to determine the number of 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) within the region in both scenarios, consistent with a 
marginal cost approach. This analysis showed a significant difference in the amount of 
VMT generated by scenario (approximately 9% less in the McCarran Scenario, Linear 
Growth than the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth), despite having roughly the same 
total housing units. In other words, it identified differences due to the pattern of growth, 
and not just the amount of growth.  

§ While the forecast of VMT is consistent with a marginal cost approach, RTC did not 
conduct a complete marginal cost analysis for each scenario. Instead, RTC referred to 
previous analysis for the most recent update of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 
completed in 2013, which yielded an average cost per VMT for new transportation 
capital projects. RTC then applied this average cost to the VMT in each scenario to 
estimate the differences in cost. A truly marginal cost approach for each scenario could 
potentially yield different and more accurate results. 

§ The RTC may want to consider different development pattern scenarios in the update 
of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) in four years. The RTC is in the process of 
updating their RTP for the 2040 horizon. A completed marginal cost approach can be 
very time-consuming and data-intensive, especially when conducted for a region as 
large as RTC, and for a period spanning multiple decades, for multiple scenarios. Thus, 
the next logical opportunity for the RTC to consider such an analysis may be when they 
next update the Regional Transportation Plan in four years, which requires this type of 
detailed, long-run marginal cost analysis for one scenario, and may benefit from 

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario

Linear Growth 6,144,100,872$    5,584,900,127$    
Faster Growth Through 2020 5,658,606,662$    5,689,413,497$    
Difference (485,494,210)$      104,513,370$       
% Difference -7.9% 1.9%

Total Cost
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efficiencies if one or more additional scenarios were evaluated concurrently. Over the 
next four years, RTC and TMRPA can work together to build capacity to complete such 
an analysis with the update of the RTP.  

§ This analysis identified opportunities for future refinements for future evaluations of 
the cost of providing transportation infrastructure. If the region were interested in a 
more detailed evaluation of the difference in infrastructure costs based on development 
patterns, a more nuanced marginal cost approach would be helpful. A nearly 10% 
reduction in VMT may result in a different percentage change in the cost of 
transportation capital projects. For example, even if only 50% of development occurs in a 
given subdivision, the region may still incur 100% of the cost to build the infrastructure 
connecting the subdivision to the rest of the region. Conversely, a 10% overall reduction 
in VMT may result in an even greater reduction in capital costs, if entire planned 
infrastructure projects no longer need to be built, because no development will occur in 
certain hard to serve locations.  

An additional opportunity for refinement would be to consider changes in the trip 
generation rates and transportation mode splits for development based on the different 
development patterns. These variables were not altered for the analysis RTC conducted 
on these scenarios. It is possible that different development patterns could affect these 
fundamental assumptions in the travel demand model, leading to different forecasts for 
VMT.  

 Wastewater 
This analysis categorized wastewater infrastructure into three types: wastewater reclamation 
facilities (i.e., the facility where wastewater is treated), trunk line infrastructure (i.e. the 
backbone pipes that transport wastewater across the city), and collection pipes (i.e., the pipes 
that connect building to the trunk lines). ECONorthwest received the following information for 
these three types of infrastructure: 

§ Wastewater Reclamation Facilities. ECONorthwest received information from the 
Truckee Meadows region’s three wastewater providers, the City of Reno, City of Sparks, 
and Washoe County, on wastewater reclamation facility expansion costs for each of the 
five treatment areas: South Truckee Meadows Wastewater Reclamation Facility 
(STMWRF), Cold Springs Wastewater Reclamation Facility (CSWRF), Lemmon Valley 
Wastewater Reclamation Facility (LVWRF), Reno-Stead Wastewater Reclamation 
Facility (RSWRF), and Truckee Meadows Wastewater Reclamation Facility (TMWRF). 
Information for all scenarios was provided.  

§ Trunkline Infrastructure. ECONorthwest received information separately from City of 
Reno, City of Sparks, and Washoe County: 

§ City of Reno: provided length of pipe needed for 8”, 10”, and 12” diameters and 
corresponding costs per foot for each scenario. 

§ City of Sparks: provided residential sewer connection fee, applied to estimated 
number of new units by scenario. 
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§ Washoe County: provided total cost of trunkline infrastructure by sewer system in five 
year increments by scenario.  

§ Collection Pipe. ECONorthwest received predicated cumulative 8” pipe length in linear 
feet by scenario and associated cumulative cost by scenario from TMRPA. The analysis 
assumes $200 per linear foot. The cost estimate also includes associated costs for laterals 
and manholes.  

To maintain consistency with the overall framework of the analysis, ECONorthwest revised the 
data received by translating the wastewater reclamation cost estimates from future year dollars 
to 2016 constant dollars. Note that this study focuses on the different costs of development 
patterns region-wide. It does not focus on the difference in costs between service providers. 

Exhibit E- 8 shows the calculation of the cost of collection pipes by scenario. The length of 
collection pipe needed is about 20% less for the McCarran scenarios, than the Classic scenarios, 
translating to a higher cost for this type of wastewater infrastructure. However, it is also worth 
noting that collection pipe costs are typically paid for by private developers, as opposed to 
other types of wastewater infrastructure (trunk lines and treatment facilities) that are typically 
paid for by the service providers and funded by ratepayers. 

Exhibit E- 8. Wastewater Collection Pipe Costs by scenario (2016$), TMSA 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency 

Exhibit E- 9 shows the total costs of wastewater infrastructure by scenario. The costs vary from 
$736.6 million under Classic Scenario, Linear Growth to $631.7 million in the McCarran 
Scenario, Linear Growth. Note that there is no difference between the scenarios for the cost of 
reclamation facilities, but both trunk line infrastructure and collection pipes show variation 
based on the pattern of growth, and (to a lesser degree) timing of growth. 

Exhibit E- 9. Total Wastewater Costs by Infrastructure Type (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County. Calculations by ECONorthwest 

  

Distribution pipes

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

New collection (linear feet) 2,542,849         2,573,055         2,036,754          2,049,440            
Cost per linear foot 200$                  200$                 200$                   200$                    
Total collection pipe cost 508,569,761$  514,610,955$ 407,350,785$   409,888,009$     

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario

Total

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Wastewater Reclamation Facilities 166,518,242$  166,518,242$ 166,518,242$   166,518,242$     
Trunkline Infrastructure 61,473,777$     62,817,877$    57,797,353$      59,015,737$       
Collection Pipes 508,569,761$  514,610,955$ 407,350,785$   409,888,009$     
Total 736,561,780$  743,947,074$ 631,666,379$   635,421,988$     

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario
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Exhibit E- 10 shows a summary of total wastewater infrastructure costs for all scenarios.  

Exhibit E- 10. Summary of Total Wastewater Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

  
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency, City of Reno, City of Sparks, and Washoe County. Calculations by ECONorthwest 

Exhibit E- 11 compares wastewater infrastructure costs for the Classic and McCarran scenarios. 
Capital costs for wastewater infrastructure for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth are about 
$104.9 million or 14% lower than for the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth. Costs for the 
McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020 are $108.5 million or 15% lower than for the 
Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. This is likely because the McCarran Scenario is a 
more compact development pattern, with housing units located closer together and closer to 
existing wastewater infrastructure, requiring a shorter length of pipe to connect to all of the new 
homes than in the Classic Scenario. 

Exhibit E- 11. Total Wastewater Costs (2016$), Classic and McCarran Scenarios, TMSA 

  
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County. Calculations by ECONorthwest 

  

Total Cost
Classic Scenario

Linear Growth 736,561,780$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 743,947,074$   

McCarran Scenario
Linear Growth 631,666,379$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 635,421,988$   

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Classic Scenario 736,561,780$   743,947,074$    
McCarran Scenario 631,666,379$   635,421,988$   
Difference (104,895,401)$ (108,525,086)$ 
% Difference -14.2% -14.6%

Total Cost
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Exhibit E- 12 compares the capital costs for wastewater infrastructure within each scenario for 
the different growth rate assumptions. Total wastewater costs for the Classic Scenario, Faster 
Growth Through 2020 are about $7.4 million or 1% higher than for the Classic Scenario, Linear 
Growth. Costs for the McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020 are about $3.8 million or 
0.6% higher than for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth. This difference likely is the result 
of marginal differences in the development patterns realized in these scenarios, rather than an 
impact of timing itself. 

Exhibit E- 12. Total Wastewater Costs (2016$), Linear Growth and Faster  
Growth Through 2020 Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County. Calculations by ECONorthwest 

The key findings and implications of this analysis for the difference in the costs of wastewater 
infrastructure for the Classic Scenario and the McCarran Scenario are: 

§ The more compact growth scenario is forecast to reduce capital costs for wastewater 
infrastructure by $104.9 million or 14% compared to the continuation of historical 
development patterns. Collection pipe costs varied the most between the scenarios, with 
the costs of collection pipes lowest in the McCarran growth scenarios.  

§ The cost of the wastewater collection pipe network is estimated to vary substantially 
by scenario. The service providers collaborated to conduct a rigorous spatial analysis of 
future needs in the wastewater collection pipe network. The analysis identified the 
location and length of new roads that would be needed to serve developing areas based 
on subdivision lot lines, or assumed land use types for large lots that have yet to be 
subdivided. The analysis estimated that the cost of the wastewater collection pipe 
network in the McCarran scenarios would be 20% less than in the Classic scenarios, due 
to the more dispersed development pattern on the periphery of the region.  

§ The cost of new or expanded treatment facilities is estimated to be the same in all 
scenarios. This analysis was done using a marginal cost approach, which considered the 
location and timing of household growth. For each of the five treatment areas, the 
improvements needed are estimated to be the same in both scenarios. The results might 
have been very different, such as showing a need for a new treatment plan or major 
upgrades in one area. One reason that the scenarios show similar costs is that each of the 
five treatment areas are relatively large, which means that the different development 
patterns modeled in these growth scenarios, which might have dramatic differences on a 
smaller-scale, don’t have much of a difference in population within each of the treatment 
areas.  

Classic Scenario
McCarran 
Scenario

Linear Growth 736,561,780$   631,666,379$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 743,947,074$    635,421,988$   
Difference 7,385,294$       3,755,609$       
% Difference 1.0% 0.6%

Total Cost
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§ Regional costs versus jurisdictional costs. The Truckee Meadows region has three 
wastewater providers (City of Reno, City of Sparks, and Washoe County) in five 
treatment areas. This study focuses on the different costs of development patterns 
region-wide. It does not focus on the difference in costs between service providers. Thus, 
while certain scenarios are more (or less) costly for certain service providers, the analysis 
reports the results in the aggregate, to focus on any regional differences in total costs of 
this service. However, if the analysis was conducted by the individual service providers, 
the results of a more focused analysis may be useful for each service provider, as they 
seek to understand the implications of future development patterns on their own bottom 
lines.  

§ The cost of new or expanded trunk line infrastructure proved difficult to estimate for 
individual scenarios. Trunk line infrastructure analysis proved challenging, with 
different service providers using different methods, and achieving different levels of 
success. The methods, challenges, and conclusions related to each of the service 
providers are: 

o Reno and Washoe County used a marginal cost approach. They identified 
dozens of “sewer system areas” and attempted to estimate the individual costs of 
trunk line infrastructure projects to serve those areas, based on the projected 
increase in dwelling units. The City of Reno did not identify any differences in 
costs between the two scenarios. However, this determination was often the 
result of insufficient data to determine what improvements would be needed in a 
given sewer system area.  

o Sparks used an average cost approach, rather than a marginal cost approach for 
this analysis. Sparks assumed that their current residential connection fee is 
equivalent to the cost of trunk line infrastructure on a per household basis. Using 
the average cost approach allowed Sparks to overcome the scarcity of data and 
the labor-intensive process that made the analysis for Reno and Washoe County 
difficult. However, this approach only assesses differences in cost due to the 
amount of growth, rather than the pattern of growth.  

o There are opportunities to refine the approaches for future analysis. If this 
analysis is repeated in the future, we would recommend a marginal cost 
approach for all service providers, assuming we can overcome the data 
limitations. In the short-term, however, given the data limitations, it may make 
more sense to use the same average cost method that Sparks used for Reno and 
Washoe County to allow for a complete comparison across the Region.  
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 Water 
This analysis considered three types of water infrastructure: treatment plants (i.e., the facility 
where water is treated), trunk line infrastructure (i.e. the backbone pipes that transport water 
across the city), and distribution pipes (i.e., the pipes that connect buildings to the trunk lines).  

Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) is expected to serve the entire TMSA but it 
currently serves only a portion of the TMSA. ECONorthwest received the following information 
from TMWA for the three types of infrastructure: 

§ Treatment Plants. TMWA indicated that major water treatment facilities would not 
require major upgrades to accommodate new development over the study period for all 
scenarios.  

§ Trunk line Infrastructure. For areas currently served by TMWA, ECONorthwest 
received the number of units per service district with an estimated cost per unit for 
trunk line infrastructure. Areas that fall outside of the existing TMWA service territory 
are in various PUDs. For each PUD, TMWA provided discovery costs (for “gateway 
infrastructure” that brings service to the PUD). However, these discovery costs do not 
reflect full costs of trunk line infrastructure. To estimate the remaining costs, TMWA 
also provided per-unit connection fees that were estimated to cover the remaining trunk 
line infrastructure costs. Because only some PUDs had previously established 
connection fees, ECONorthwest applied the average connection fee for all PUDs to the 
units in PUDs without established connection fees.  

§ Collection Pipe. ECONorthwest was instructed by TMRPA to use the estimates of 
wastewater collection pipe length as a proxy for the length of new water distribution 
pipes. TMWA estimated the capital cost for construction of water distribution pipes to 
be $100 per linear foot (constant 2016 dollars), which includes associated costs, like 
laterals, meters, and fire hydrants.  

Exhibit E- 13 shows trunk line infrastructure costs for water infrastructure in the TMSA.  

Exhibit E- 13. Trunk line Infrastructure Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Development in existing service area
Units inside existing service area 16,985               16,618               17,556               17,667               
Average cost per unit 8,775.12$          9,073.43$         8,146.10$         8,122.72$         
Subtotal 149,046,466$   150,783,748$   143,009,956$   143,500,304$   

Development in PUDs outside existing service area
Units in PUDs outside existing service area 16,378               16,502               10,702               10,883               
Discovery costs for PUDs 46,512,965$      46,512,965$     46,512,965$     46,512,965$     
Average cost per unit 4,710$               4,723$               4,450$               4,463$               
Subtotal 123,657,320$   124,444,570$   94,137,625$     95,088,411$     

Total trunk line infrastructure costs 272,703,786$   275,228,318$   237,147,581$   238,588,715$   

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario
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Exhibit E- 14 shows distribution pipe costs for water in the TMSA for all scenarios.  

Exhibit E- 14. Distribution Pipe Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 
Exhibit E- 15 total costs of water infrastructure by scenario. The costs vary from $572 million for 
McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth, to $694 million for Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 
2020. 

Exhibit E- 15. Total Water Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 
Exhibit E- 16 shows a summary of total water infrastructure costs for all scenarios. 

Exhibit E- 16. Summary of Total Water Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 
  

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

New distribution pipe required (linear feet) 4,141,019$       4,190,025$      3,344,746$      3,360,421$      
Cost ($/linear foot) 100$                 100$                 100$                 100$                 
Total distribution pipe cost 414,101,943$ 419,002,474$  334,474,560$ 336,042,147$ 

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Treatment plants  $-   $-   $-   $-  
Trunk line infrastructure 272,703,786$ 275,228,318$  237,147,581$  238,588,715$ 
Distribution pipes 414,101,943$  419,002,474$  334,474,560$  336,042,147$ 
Total cost 686,805,729$ 694,230,793$ 571,622,142$ 574,630,862$ 

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario

Total Cost
Classic Scenario

Linear Growth 686,805,729$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 694,230,793$   

McCarran Scenario
Linear Growth 571,622,142$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 574,630,862$   
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Exhibit E- 17 compares water infrastructure costs for the Classic and McCarran scenarios. 
Capital costs for water infrastructure for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth are about 
$115.2 million or 17% lower than for the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth. Costs for the 
McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020 are about $119.6 million or 17% lower than for 
the Classic Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020. Capital costs for both trunk line 
infrastructure and distribution pipes were lower in the McCarran Scenario than the Classic 
Scenario. This is likely because the McCarran Scenario has more compact development, closer 
to existing infrastructure, and therefore requires less distance of pipes to provide water service 
to the same number of housing units. 

Exhibit E- 17. Summary of Total Water Costs (2016$), Classic and McCarran Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 
Exhibit E- 18 compares the capital costs for water within each scenario for the different growth 
rate assumptions. Total capital costs for water infrastructure for the Classic Scenario, Faster 
Growth Through 2020 are about $7.4 million or 1% higher than for the Classic Scenario, Linear 
Growth. Total costs for the McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 2020 are about $3.0 
million or 0.5% higher than for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth. The difference between 
the Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 2020 scenarios likely is the result of marginal 
differences in the development patterns realized in these scenarios, rather than an impact of the 
timing of growth itself. 

Exhibit E- 18. Summary of Total Water Costs (2016$), Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 
2020 Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: TMWA, Calculations by ECONorthwest 
 

  

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Classic Scenario 686,805,729$  694,230,793$  
McCarran Scenario 571,622,142$   574,630,862$   
Difference (115,183,588)$ (119,599,930)$ 
% Difference -16.8% -17.2%

Total Cost

Classic Scenario
McCarran 
Scenario

Linear Growth 686,805,729$  571,622,142$   
Faster Growth Through 2020 694,230,793$  574,630,862$   
Difference 7,425,063$       3,008,721$       
% Difference 1.1% 0.5%

Total Cost
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The key findings and implications of this analysis for the difference in the costs of water 
infrastructure for the Classic Scenario and the McCarran Scenario are: 

§ The more compact growth scenario is forecast to reduce capital costs for water 
infrastructure by $115 million or 17% compared to the continuation of historical 
development patterns. The cost of both trunk line infrastructure and distribution pipes 
were significantly higher in the Classic scenarios than the McCarran scenarios, due to 
the more dispersed development patterns on the periphery of the TMSA.  

§ There are not anticipated to be costs for new or expanded water treatment facilities in 
any of the scenarios. This analysis was done using a marginal cost approach, which 
considered the location and timing of household growth. The regional capacity of 
existing water treatment plants is sufficient to accommodate the amount of growth 
forecast for the next 20 years, regardless of the timing or pattern of that growth. 

§ Opportunity for refinement. A more detailed marginal cost approach may yield more 
nuanced results on infrastructure costs (i.e., identifying the specific infrastructure 
projects that would be needed for each of the different growth scenarios). For example, a 
50% reduction in development in a specific service district may not yield 50% cost 
savings (or any savings at all), since, in most cases, you could not simply build 50% of a 
pipe. Trunk line infrastructure is often an all-or-nothing proposition, and a marginal cost 
approach is better suited to identify these types of cost differences between scenarios. 
However, such an approach would be more labor- and data-intensive. 
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 Education  
Washoe County School District (School District) provided ECONorthwest with capital costs for 
necessary school construction for each scenario in year-of-expenditure dollars. For each 
scenario, the analysis showed how many and what type of schools were needed each school 
year, and reported the resulting cost in year-of-expenditure dollars. The School District analysis 
included the following cost assumptions in 2016 dollars: $23 million for each new elementary 
schools, $55 million for each new middle school, $110 million for each new high school, and $40 
million for the one high school addition/expansion project that was included in the forecast.3  

To maintain consistency with the overall framework of the analysis, ECONorthwest revised the 
data from the School District by translating the cost estimates from future year dollars to 
constant 2016 dollars.4  

Exhibit E- 19 shows the anticipated number of schools Washoe County School District would 
need to construct with corresponding construction costs in current 2016 dollars for each 
scenario. Both of the Linear Growth scenarios require one less elementary school than the 
scenarios with faster growth through 2020. Otherwise, the school facility needs and costs are 
identical in all scenarios.   

Exhibit E- 19. School Construction Need and Capital Cost, All Scenarios (2016$), Washoe County 
School District 

  
Source: Washoe County School District, calculations by ECONorthwest 

  

                                                        
3 Note, the $40 million cost of the high school addition was not clearly stated in the School District analysis, but was 
implied, based on our review of the School District’s calculations. 

 

Type Cost/Unit
Linear 
Growth

Faster 
Growth 

Through 
2020

Linear 
Growth

Faster 
Growth 

Through 
2020

Linear 
Growth

Faster 
Growth 
Through 

2020
Linear 

Growth

Faster 
Growth 
Through 

2020

Elementary school $23 20 21 20 21 460.00$     483.00$    460.00$     483.00$    
Middle school $55 4 4 4 4 220.00$     220.00$    220.00$     220.00$    
High school $110 3 3 3 3 330.00$     330.00$    330.00$     330.00$    
High school addition $40 1 1 1 1 40.00$       40.00$       40.00$       40.00$       
Total 1,050.00$ 1,073.00$ 1,050.00$ 1,073.00$ 

Need Cost (millions)
Classic Scenario McCarren Scenario Classic Scenario McCarren Scenario
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Exhibit E- 20 summarizes the information in Exhibit E- 19, showing total capital construction 
costs for Washoe County School District for all scenarios. 

Exhibit E- 20. Summary of Total Capital Costs (2016$), All Scenarios, Washoe County School 
District 

  
Source: Washoe County School District, calculations by ECONorthwest 

Exhibit E- 21 compares total capital construction costs for Washoe County School District for the 
Classic Scenario and McCarran Scenario. In current 2016 dollars, capital costs are equal 
although the timing of the construction differs. 

Exhibit E- 21. Total Capital Costs (2016$), Classic and McCarran Scenarios, Washoe County School 
District 

  
Source: Washoe County School District, calculations by ECONorthwest 

Exhibit E- 22 compares total capital construction costs for Washoe County School District for the 
Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 2020 scenarios. Capital costs for both Faster Growth 
Through 2020 scenarios are $23 million or 2.2% higher than the Linear Growth scenarios. This is 
due to the one additional elementary school that the School District forecasts would be needed 
in that scenario. It is likely that the faster growth scenario puts a greater strain on the 
elementary school infrastructure at a specific point in time, requiring additional elementary 
school capacity. 

Exhibit E- 22 Total Capital Costs, (2016$), Classic Scenarios Washoe County School District 

 
Source: Washoe County School District, calculations by ECONorthwest 

Total Cost
Classic Scenario

Linear Growth 1,050,000,000$  
Faster Growth Through 2020 1,073,000,000$  

McCarran Scenario
Linear Growth 1,050,000,000$  
Faster Growth Through 2020 1,073,000,000$  

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Classic Scenario 1,050,000,000$ 1,073,000,000$ 
McCarran Scenario 1,050,000,000$ 1,073,000,000$ 
Difference  $-   $-  
% Difference 0.0% 0.0%

Total Cost

Classic Scenario
McCarran 
Scenario

Linear Growth 1,050,000,000$ 1,050,000,000$ 
Faster Growth Through 2020 1,073,000,000$ 1,073,000,000$ 
Difference 23,000,000$       23,000,000$       
% Difference 2.2% 2.2%

Total Cost
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The key findings and implications of this analysis for the difference in the costs of new schools 
for the Classic Scenario and the McCarran Scenario are: 

• The amount of new schools needed does not appear to be impacted by development 
patterns. A major factor leading to this conclusion is that all of the District’s schools are 
currently running near- or over-capacity. New student growth anywhere in the District 
will require construction of new facilities, because none of the District’s schools have 
capacity to accommodate substantial growth. Since both scenarios forecast the same 
amount of growth in students, accommodating that growth will require construction of 
the same new facilities and have the same cost in constant 2016 dollars.  

• Although not shown in this analysis, development patterns could potentially affect 
the capital costs of schools, even if the same number of schools are needed. While it is 
understandable that these two patterns of growth would result in the same number of 
schools, it is possible that different development patterns result in schools being built in 
different locations. If so, it is possible that those different locations could result in 
different capital costs. For example, a school in an urban in-fill setting could cost more 
than an identical school in a suburban, greenfield setting, given the cost of land 
acquisition.  
 
Forecasting land costs for specific future school locations was beyond the scope of this 
analysis. If the location of schools is expected to vary based on the development patterns 
in these scenarios, and if these land prices were included in the analysis, it likely would 
result in a different capital cost for infrastructure between these scenarios. Alternatively, 
to avoid paying the higher costs of land assembly the School District could decide to 
change the physical model for their schools, adopting more compact school campuses to 
reduce the cost of land assembly. Such a change in service delivery was beyond the 
scope of this analysis. 

• Development patterns may have implications for the operational costs of new schools. 
This analysis focused on capital costs. Since the number of new schools needed in each 
scenario is essentially the same, it stands to reason that the operational costs of those 
schools would also be essentially the same. However, there may be reasons for 
operational costs to differ based on development patterns. Most notably, transportation 
costs and student travel time may vary between the Classic and McCarran scenarios. 
Schools located in more compact neighborhoods, or schools located closer to the 
students they serve should have a lower cost for bus service. Although this cost was not 
evaluated in this analysis, it is a potential area for further consideration, as the School 
District considers where to site future school facilities. 

• Timing of new school construction is uncertain, and excluded from the analysis. The 
analysis provided by the School District forecast the timing of when specific schools 
would be built, based on the timing of future development, and presented those costs in 
nominal dollars, assuming 4% annual inflation. That analysis showed the linear growth 
scenarios as more costly than the Faster Growth Through 2020 scenarios in nominal 
dollars, because it anticipated more schools would be built later in time, when inflation 
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was greater. Our analysis, however, focuses on costs in constant 2016 dollars, to better 
assess the difference in costs between scenarios in real terms. Long-term assumptions 
about changes in interest and inflation rates are speculative, and may obfuscate the true 
difference in costs between scenarios that were primarily intended to illustrate different 
development patterns. Additionally, the timing of new schools predicted by these 
scenarios, may not align with the political and financial constraints of new school 
funding. In other words, the actual timing of school construction (and the interest rates 
and inflation rates that apply) are difficult to forecast, which is one reason our approach 
focuses on costs in constant 2016 dollars.  

E-4  Conclusions 
This section summarizes the different capital costs for providing key services under each 
scenario. As the region grows, local governments will need to build new schools, roads, pipes, 
and other infrastructure to accommodate that growth. Significant infrastructure will need to be 
constructed in underserved locations before new housing can be developed.  

Infrastructure to serve new development is expensive. While infrastructure service providers 
may simply respond to the growth as it happens by finding a way to pay for the infrastructure 
that is needed, a more thoughtful approach would consider managing local patterns of future 
growth through their land use policies to achieve cost savings. When growth patterns are less 
costly than others, these land use policies could result in millions of dollars of savings for 
infrastructure service providers, resulting in lower taxes or more efficient and enhanced 
services.  

Exhibit E- 23 through Exhibit E- 24 summarize the difference in infrastructure costs among the 
scenarios. In summary, infrastructure costs are lower in the McCarran Scenario. Using the 
Linear Growth assumption, the McCarran Scenario costs 9% less than the Classic Scenario and 
2% less with the Faster Growth Through 2020 scenario. Taken on a per unit basis, assuming that 
capital costs are the same for all types of housing, this equates to $15,400 lower costs under the 
McCarran Scenario with Linear Growth. 

Exhibit E- 23. Summary of Total Capital Costs (2016$),  
All Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: RTC, TMRPA, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County,  
TMWA, and Washoe County School District. Calculations by ECONorthwest. 

  

Total Cost
Classic Scenario

Linear Growth 8,617,468,381$     
Faster Growth Through 2020 8,169,784,528$     

McCarran Scenario
Linear Growth 7,838,188,648$     
Faster Growth Through 2020 7,972,466,348$     
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Exhibit E- 24 shows total capital costs per new forecasted dwelling unit for the linear growth 
scenarios. The cost per dwelling unit for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth is about $15,400 
less than the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth.   

Exhibit E- 24. Total Capital Costs per New Dwelling  
Unit (2016$), Linear Growth Scenarios 

  
Source: RTC, TMRPA, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County,  
TMWA, and Washoe County School District. Calculations by ECONorthwest. 

Exhibit E- 25 compares the different costs between the Classic and McCarran Scenarios. Capital 
costs for the four key infrastructure types for the McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth are about 
$780 million or 9% lower than for the Classic Scenario, Linear Growth. Capital costs for 
infrastructure is $197 million or 2% lower for the McCarran Scenario, Faster Growth Through 
2020 than for the Classic Scenario Faster Growth Through 2020. The primary reasons for lower 
costs in the McCarran Scenarios are shown in Exhibit E- 27. 

Exhibit E- 25. Total Capital Costs (2016$), Classic and McCarran Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: RTC, TMRPA, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County, TMWA,  
and Washoe County School District. Calculations by ECONorthwest. 

  

New dwelling units 50,600      
Cost per new dwelling unit

Classic Scenario, Linear Growth 170,306$ 
McCarran Scenario, Linear Growth 154,905$ 
Difference (15,401)$  

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020

Classic Scenario 8,617,468,381$ 8,169,784,528$ 
McCarran Scenario 7,838,188,648$ 7,972,466,348$ 
Difference (779,279,733)$   (197,318,181)$    
% Difference -9.0% -2.4%

Total Cost
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Exhibit E- 26 compares the different costs within each scenario for the different growth rate 
assumptions. In the Classic Scenario, infrastructure costs are about 5% lower in the Faster 
Growth Through 2020 Scenario than the Linear Growth Scenario. In contrast, in the McCarran 
Scenario, infrastructure costs are nearly 2% higher in the Faster Growth Through 2020 Scenarios 
than the Linear Growth Scenarios because. In both comparisons, faster growth through 2020 
yields around 1-2% higher capital costs for all infrastructure types, except for transportation 
costs in the classic scenario, where faster growth costs 8% less than linear growth (see section E-
.1 for more detail). The 1-2% difference is likely due to slightly different development patterns 
between the linear growth and faster growth scenarios.   

Exhibit E- 26. Total Capital Costs (2016$), Linear Growth and Faster Growth Through 2020 
Scenarios, TMSA 

 
Source: RTC, TMRPA, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County, TMWA, and Washoe  
County School District. Calculations by ECONorthwest. 

  

Classic Scenario
McCarran 
Scenario

Linear Growth 8,617,468,381$ 7,838,188,648$ 
Faster Growth Through 2020 8,169,784,528$ 7,972,466,348$ 
Difference (447,683,853)$   134,277,700$     
% Difference -5.2% 1.7%

Total Cost
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Exhibit E- 27 shows the total capital costs for the four key infrastructures and services necessary 
to support residential growth: transportation, public schools, water, and wastewater. The 
McCarren Scenario, Linear Growth has the lowest total capital costs. With the exception of 
schools, the costs of service are lower for each in the McCarran Scenario (the more compact 
development pattern).  

• Transportation. People drive less�when development is more compact. Transportation 
costs are nearly $560 million (9%) lower for the McCarran Scenario.  

• Wastewater. The cost of providing wastewater service also varies by�location and 
existing facilities (such as pipes or pumping stations). Wastewater infrastructure costs 
are nearly $105 million (14%) lower for the McCarran Scenario.  

• Water. The costs of providing water service vary by location and existing water facilities 
(such as pipes). Drinking water infrastructure costs are nearly $115 million (17%) lower 
for the McCarran Scenario.  

• Schools. All of the District’s schools are near or over capacity now. Given the level of 
detail analyzed in this study, the District has identical facility needs (and costs) in both 
scenarios.  

Exhibit E- 27. Total Capital Costs by Scenario (2016$), TMSA 

 
Source: RTC, TMRPA, City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County, TMWA, and Washoe County School District.  
Calculations by ECONorthwest. 

This analysis is intended to begin regional discussions about the costs of different development 
patterns. It provides a framework for local governments, service providers, and TMRPA to 
work together as partners to continue to refine and explore the cost (and revenue) implications 
of future development patterns. An analysis of the multi-jurisdictional costs resulting from 
different long-term housing development patterns has not been done before in the Truckee 
Meadows.  

Developing the ground-breaking, long-term, multi-jurisdictional analysis proved challenging. 
The analysis yielded meaningful technical results, and the staff involved in this project have 
identified a number of ways to improve upon the analysis in the future. Perhaps more 
important than the technical results was establishing a shared framework for multiple service 
providers to think about future growth from the perspective of fiscal impacts. We suggest that 
the Truckee Meadows Regional Planning Agency and its partners keep the following in mind 
when conducting future analysis of the fiscal impacts of different development patterns: 

Linear Growth
Faster Growth 
Through 2020 Linear Growth

Faster Growth 
Through 2020

RTC 6,144,100,872$    5,658,606,662$   5,584,900,127$    5,689,413,497$    
Schools 1,050,000,000$   1,073,000,000$    1,050,000,000$   1,073,000,000$    
Wastewater 736,561,780$       743,947,074$        631,666,379$       635,421,988$       
Water 686,805,729$       694,230,793$       571,622,142$        574,630,862$       
Total 8,617,468,381$    8,169,784,528$    7,838,188,648$   7,972,466,348$    

Classic Scenario McCarran Scenario
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• Tradeoffs of using average versus marginal cost approach. Different service providers 
used different approaches to conduct the analysis. Some providers used an “average 
cost” approach, which assumes future costs per household are the same, regardless of 
the pattern in which those households are built. Other providers used a “marginal” cost 
approach, which attempts to identify the cost of specific infrastructure improvements 
that would be needed to serve each new household. A marginal cost approach is 
preferred for this type of analysis, because it recognizes that the same amount of growth 
in different patterns may yield different costs, due to the capacity of and proximity to 
existing infrastructure. However, the marginal cost approach is also more labor- and 
information-intensive, which makes it infeasible in some situations. This is an 
opportunity for refinement in future studies.  

• Consider developing a broader, more in-depth analysis of the benefits and costs of 
infrastructure development. This analysis focused only on the capital costs of 
development for four types of infrastructure. Future analysis would benefit from 
considering the operations and maintenance costs, in addition to the capital costs. Doing 
so would provide a clearer assessment of the difference in infrastructure costs for 
different development patterns. The analysis could also include information about the 
benefits of infrastructure development, focusing on the sources of funding to pay for the 
infrastructure. Such an analysis could identify the gap between revenue to pay for 
infrastructure and the costs to build and maintain the infrastructure. The analysis could 
also include more types of infrastructure and public services, such as public safety, 
parks and recreation, libraries, and other infrastructure or services. 

 


